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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
In 1995 the City of Tacoma completed acquisition of the right-of-way and track formerly owned 
by Weyerhauser and operated under the name Chehalis-Western Railroad. A driving force in this 
acquisition was the desire to create the “Train to the Mountain”, a passenger service from 
Freighthouse Square into or near the entrance to Mt. Rainier National Park. In November 1998, 
the Tacoma City Council transferred rail operations along this track to Tacoma Public Utility’s 
Tacoma Rail Division, with the expectation that the rail infrastructure would be upgraded to 
support the Train to the Mountain. 
 
In March 2006, Tacoma Rail and the National Park Service entered into a cooperative agreement 
to study the feasibility of the Train to the Mountain excursion service. That agreement resulted in 
this study and the companion Upper Nisqually Rural Transportation Plan. 
 
The potential customer base for the Train to the Mountain is largely the regional attractions in 
the Upper Nisqually Valley, the largest of which is Mount Rainier National Park with over 1.5 
million visitors each year.  Other attractions in the Upper Nisqually Valley are the Mount Rainier 
Scenic Railroad, Northwest Trek, the Pioneer Farm and the proposed Inn at Park Junction 
 
It is highly unlikely that trains will be allowed in Mount Rainier National Park.  Therefore, the 
terminus of the train trip will most likely be in Elbe or, with a track extension, in Ashford.  
Because of its proximity to the entrance to the Park, Ashford is the terminus preferred by the 
National Park Service.  Ashford also has the advantage of interfacing with other planned 
improvements, like the National Park’s shuttle and visitor center planned for the new Pierce 
County Park property.  Whether the train ends in Elbe or Ashford, the trip to Paradise will have a 
shuttle bus component at the end of the train ride. 
 
Based on focus group studies, it will be important to the success of the Train to the Mountain to 
make the one-way trip to Paradise (train plus shuttle bus) in under 3 hours.  In order to ensure 
that travel time, it will be necessary to upgrade the track to Class 3 in select segments and Class 
2 in all other segments.  In addition to the track improvements, it will be necessary to make some 
improvements to the Mashel Bridge, construct platforms at Freighthouse Square and the 
terminus, and contribute to a dispatch system.  The total minimal capital investment necessary 
for Train to the Mountain is shown in the following table (in 2007 dollars). 
 

 Tacoma to Elbe Tacoma to Ashford 
Track upgrades $6,600,000 $15,800,000
Right-of-way $0 $1,000,000
Mashel Bridge upgrade $210,000 $210,000
Freighthouse Platform $1,250,000 $1,250,000
Elbe Platform $200,000  
Ashford Platform  $200,000
Contribution to Dispatch System $250,000 $250,000
   
Design, Contract Administration & Tax $2,553,000 $5,613,000
   
Total Minimum Capital Costs $11,063,000 $24,323,000
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The focus group studies also determined the acceptable range of ticket prices considering the 
type of services offered on the train.  The focus groups thought it was essential to have food and 
beverage service on the train, as well as some form of education/entertainment program.  The 
range of ticket prices based on amenities is shown in the following table. 
 

Amenities Package Consumer Group Travel Professionals 

Low – Basic transportation and 
maybe snack and refreshment 

$40 - $50 $20 - $30 

Mid – Include box lunch $55 - $75 $50 - $60 

Deluxe – Wine tasting and dinner on 
return trip 

$80 - $150 $129 - $150; luxury level 
at $250 possible 

 
Ticket prices were estimated under a number of operating scenarios.  Depending on the length of 
operating season, on-train services and other variables, it is estimated that adult tickets would 
range from $80-$120 and child tickets would range from $60-$100.  Those ranges are within the 
acceptable ranges identified by the focus groups.   

Recommendation – Train to the Mountain is feasible 
 
We recommend that the primary goal for Train to the Mountain be to terminate the track in 
Ashford to interface with the National Park Service shuttle and visitor center.  However, if 
adequate capital funding is not available, we recommend that track improvements be completed 
to Elbe, with the possibility of future extension to Ashford.  In order to ensure the total (rail plus 
bus) one-way trip is less than 3 hours, we recommend that the track be upgraded to Class 3 track 
in select locations where higher train speeds could be sustained.  For all other areas 
(mountainous areas and curved track sections), we recommend upgrading to Class 2 track. 
 
In conjunction with the track improvements, we recommend that the Mashel Bridge be upgraded 
and that platforms be constructed at Freighthouse Square and at the track terminus (Elbe or 
Ashford).  In order to keep the ticket prices competitive, it will be essential that capital 
improvements be funded with grant funding.   
 
Although Tacoma Rail is certainly qualified to operate the Train to the Mountain excursion 
service, we think there are financial and marketing advantages if a qualified third party operator 
provide the on-train services.  Therefore, we recommend that Tacoma Rail issue a Request for 
Proposals (RFP) for an operator to provide the on-train services (meals and entertainment).  The 
third party operator could propose to provide the regular excursion service and/or special event 
trains.  The third party operator could also propose to rent Tacoma Rail train equipment or 
provide their own.  The proposal should also include any capital improvements the proposer is 
willing to construct.  If Tacoma Rail does not receive any proposals, or if the selected proposer is 
unable to provide the Train to the Mountain service, we recommend that Tacoma Rail schedule 
special event trains throughout the year to cover track maintenance costs and to provide a 
continued presence along the Train to the Mountain rail line.  The Train to the Mountain 
excursion will become more attractive over time as an alternative to congested roadways as 
vehicle volumes to the Park continue to increase. 
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Once a third party operator is selected, Tacoma Rail should form a Corridor Review Committee 
to review the current and anticipated demand on the various rail lines leaving Freighthouse 
Square and the impact on rail, roads and the Tacoma Dome District businesses.  The Committee 
should consist of representatives from current and anticipated future rail users as well as 
appropriate City staff.  The Committee should review rail scheduling conflicts, proposed rail 
improvements and rail related activities in and around Freighthouse Square.  The Committee 
should discuss coordination of operations, necessary capital improvements (including rail and 
future depot projects) and compatibility with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  The Committee 
should prepare a final master plan that can be used as a reference for future rail related decisions. 
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PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
This study analyzes possible operation of a “Train to the Mountain” on the Tacoma Rail track 
alignment from Tacoma to the vicinity of Elbe or Ashford near the entrance to Mt. Rainier 
National Park. This analysis has been closely coordinated with the “Upper Nisqually Rural 
Transportation Plan” being conducted by Nelson/Nygaard Consulting Associates. This analysis 
also considers work performed by KPFF Consulting Engineers regarding estimating track 
upgrades to the Tacoma Rail track (dated May 5, 2006), focus group studies conducted by 
Hebert Research Incorporated (dated May 2007) and a Pedestrian/Bicycle Trail Study by 
Parametrix. 
 
In 1995 the City of Tacoma completed acquisition of the right-of-way and track formerly owned 
by Weyerhauser and operated under the name Chehalis-Western Railroad. A driving force in this 
acquisition was the desire to create the “Train to the Mountain”, a passenger service from 
Freighthouse Square into or near the entrance to Mt. Rainier National Park. In November 1998, 
the Tacoma City Council transferred rail operations along this track to Tacoma Public Utility’s 
Tacoma Rail Division, with the expectation that the rail infrastructure would be upgraded to 
support the Train to the Mountain. 
 
In March 2006, Tacoma Rail and the National Park Service entered into a cooperative agreement 
to study the feasibility of the Train to the Mountain excursion service. That agreement resulted in 
this study and the companion Upper Nisqually Rural Transportation Plan. 
 
Problems the National Park Service face is the air quality in Mt. Rainier National Park, which on 
some days is more polluted than any of the cities within Washington State, as well as problems 
with limited parking. The Train to the Mountain is not only an excursion; it is a way to decrease 
pollution in the park and traffic congestion within Mt. Rainier National Park. One way to 
decrease the number of single occupancy vehicles is to raise the price tremendously or restrict 
access altogether and supply shuttles for visitors to reach the mountain.  
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Figure 1 - Mt. Rainier National Park Map 
 

 
 
The 2000 NPS study developed significant data on the interests and characteristics of the average 
Mt. Rainier visitor.  Determining possible visitor interest and market size characteristics can only 
be done when the results of these visitor surveys are at least considered for their impact on the 
potential rail services customer. 
 
“Visitor groups were asked what activities they participated in during this visit to Mount Rainier 
NP. The most common activities included day hiking (73%), viewing wildflowers (65%), driving 
to view scenery (63%), photography (56%), and visiting visitor centers (53%). The least 
common activity was bicycling (1%). "Other" activities included being inspired, view waterfalls, 
eat lunch, climb to Camp Muir, and snowboard.  

The Train is not the ‘only train in town’ 
 
This impacts the potential services in many ways. For long-distance, dinner, or steam operations, 
recreational railroads are already there tapping the market and attempting to expand. While it can 
be debated if every market segment is being adequately served, the recreational rail operations 
are already there to meet casual demand to the public. While not a saturated market, it is 
certainly not a new market. Simply being a ‘train ride’ on a place that hasn’t seen a train in many 
years will generate some initial interest which could rapidly fade as people have done it once, 
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and may not return again. A sustainable attraction and underlying business plan will require a 
different approach. 

The Train is a means, not an end, for a significant portion of the market 
 
Unlike the original ‘Train to the Mountain’, the train is now an alternative, not a primary, means 
to get there. It is in direct competition with the automobile and existing tour services. For the 
core market that is being attempted to be tapped, this is a challenging task. Given the choice of 
driving to the train, riding in on the train, and transferring to Park transportation, simply driving 
the family car all the way in to the Park will likely remain the instinctive decision unless it 
becomes too difficult, too expensive, or too slow as a primary means to gain access to the area. 
This very well may happen by restriction of park access, but the nature of the market is to prefer 
the automobile first. 
 
This intuitively runs against most conventional excursion rail operations that consider 
themselves the destination. Aside from rail enthusiasts (that typically constitute less than 5% of 
ridership), the target project rider’s intent and goal is to spend time in the Park, not spend time on 
the train. The time on the train is considered wait time that can be made more interesting, and 
more pleasurable in lieu of an automobile drive. The typical response by excursion railroads is to 
simply assume that the passage of scenery by the window is sufficiently entertaining to pass the 
time, and that the experience on the train is the end-all event of the day. 

Potential Customers 
 
Mount Rainier National Park has consistently received over 1.5 million visitors each year since 
1967 (Figure 2).  The peak visitor season is typically between Memorial Day and Labor Day, 
with the months of July and August receiving the most visitors (Figure 3).  The Train to the 
Mountain can be successful if it can capture only 1% of the visitors to Mount Rainier National 
Park.  In addition the Train to the Mountain may also be able to serve visitors to the other 
attractions in the Upper Nisqually Valley, such as Mount Rainier Scenic Railroad, Northwest 
Trek, the Pioneer Farm and the proposed Inn at Park Junction. 
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Figure 2 – Mt Rainier Visitor Statistics 
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Figure 3 – Mt. Rainier Monthly Visitor Statistics 

 
Hebert Research Incorporated conducted two small focus groups in May 2007.  One focus group 
consisted of potential users of Train to the Mountain and the other group consisted of travel 
industry professionals.  All participants of both focus groups indicated that food and beverages 
should be served on the train and that a two and one-half hour train ride followed by a 30 minute 
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bus ride would be too long.  Almost all participants thought there should be an educational 
program on the train, preferably delivered by a real person rather than a recorded program.  The 
following table shows the consensus of each group regarding ticket pricing relative to the 
amenities package. 

 
Amenities Package Consumer Group Travel Professionals 

Low – Basic transportation and 
maybe snack and refreshment 

$40 - $50 $20 - $30 

Mid – Include box lunch $55 - $75 $50 - $60 

Deluxe – Wine tasting and dinner on 
return trip 

$80 - $150 $129 - $150; luxury 
level at $250 possible 

 
Table 1 – Focus Group Input 

 
Based on the input from the focus groups, in order for Train to the Mountain to be successful the 
one-way trip to Paradise (train and shuttle bus combined) must be less than three hours.  The 
ticket price can be as high as $150, but we would consider that to be for a special event train, like 
a holiday train.  It is more likely that a maximum round trip ticket price around $100 would be 
acceptable provided the trip includes some sort of on-train educational program and meals both 
ways. 
 
For comparison purposes, following is a table of a sampling of similar type excursion rail 
services.  Included is annual ridership numbers where that information was readily available.  A 
more detailed discussion of these excursion rail services are included in Appendix C. 
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Table 2 – Similar Excursion Rail Services 
 

Railway Excursion 

Round Trip 
(distance or 

time) Fare Annual Ridership Comments 

Nationwide 

Seminole Gulf Railway - 
Florida 

20 miles 
1.75 hours 

Adults - $20 
Children - $12 
Dinner Train - $30 
to $60 15,000+ 

Also has Murder Mystery 
Dinner Train and Holiday 
Special Trains 

SAM Shortline - 
Georgia All day trip $12 to $23 

2004 - 26,500 
2005 - 23,100 

Rail transport only - no 
amenities.  $500,000 state 
subsidy for economic 
development of destination 
cities 

Grand Canyon Railroad 130 miles 
$50 plus $8 park 
fee 

1999 - 315,000 
2002 - 385,000 

Limited parking at South 
Rim of the Grand Canyon 
and $20 parking fee 
discourages vehicle travel 

Cuyahoga Valley Scenic 
- Ohio 

1.75 to 4.5 
hours 

$15 - $25 
(plus $3 processing 
fee)   

Multiple historic sites along 
the route, which follows the 
Cuyahoga River through the 
Cuyahoga Valley National 
Park 

Durango & Silverton 
(RailsNW) 9 hours 

Adults - $65 
Children - $35   

Rail transport only - no 
amenities 

Regional 

Mount Rainier Scenic 
Railroad 

18 miles 
2.5 hours 

Adults - $15 
Senior - $14 
Child - $12  22,250 

Historic steam train 
excursion. 

Spirit of Washington 
Dinner Train 3.25 hours 

Dinner - $64 to 
$79 
Lunch - $54 to $69
Mystery - $84 130,000+ 

Dinner/lunch is the event.  
The destination is Lake 
Kapowsin. 

Grand Luxe (RailsNW) 7 days $4500 to $7000   

Cruise on rails.  Price 
includes all meals, lodging 
(on train and some hotels) 
and tour services. 

Chehalis-Centralia 
Railroad 

12 - 18 
miles 
1.5  - 1.75 
hours 

Adults - $10 - $13 
Senior - $9 - $12 
Child - $7 - $10   

Also offers dinner, mystery 
and other special trains. 

 
 
Because market conditions, destinations, amenities, etc. vary widely between these various 
excursions, this data should not be interpreted as a direct indication of the success of the Train to 
the Mountain, but rather as another piece of information to consider in the feasibility analysis. 
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Track Condition 
 
Travel time is directly related to track condition.  Currently the track from Freighthouse Square 
to Eatonville is Class 2 as defined by the Federal Railroad Administration (see Appendix J for a 
detailed discussion of the Federal Railroad Administration requirements).  The track from 
Eatonville to Elbe is currently Class I.  The following table illustrates the expected one-way 
travel time for the various track upgrade options.  As a comparison, the time for a private 
automobile to travel from Tacoma to Paradise is estimated at 2 hours and 15 minutes, assuming 
there is no major traffic congestion (generally not a good assumption during the peak season for 
Mt. Rainier National Park). 
 

Table 3 – Track Upgrade and One-WayTravel Time 
 

  
Track 
miles 

One-way 
train time 
(no stops) 

Shuttle 
Bus to 

Paradise 

Total to Paradise
(no stops, 1 

transfer) 

Class 2 Tacoma to Eatonville
Class 1 Eatonville to Elbe 
(current condition) 45.3 3 hrs 10 min 65 min 4 hrs 15 min
Class 2 Tacoma to Elbe 45.3 1 hr 55 min 65 min 3 hrs 00 min

Terminus 
in 

Elbe 
Class 3 Tacoma to Elbe 45.3 1 hr 35 min 65 min 2 hrs 40 min
Class 1 Tacoma to Elbe 
Class 3 Elbe to Ashford 53.4 3 hrs 40 min 55 min 4 hrs 35 min
Class 2 Tacoma to Elbe 
Class 3 Elbe to Ashford 53.4 2 hrs 10 min 55 min 3 hrs 05 min

Terminus 
in 

Ashford 
Class 3 Tacoma to Ashford 53.4 1 hr 55 min 55 min 2 hrs 50 min

 
In order to ensure that the total (train plus bus) travel time to Paradise is less than three hours, it 
will be necessary to upgrade the track to Class 3 (Class 2 track to Elbe provides an estimated 
three hour round trip, which would be marginal according to the focus group study).  Class 3 
track upgrades should only be considered along portions of the track where the geometry would 
allow higher train speeds.  Currently there is Class 1 track to Park Junction, the track from Park 
Junction to National is out of service and there is no track from National to Ashford.  Therefore, 
it would be necessary to upgrade the track to National and construct new track to Ashford if the 
Train to the Mountain is to terminate in Ashford.  Since a terminus in Ashford is closer to the 
Mount Rainier National Park entrance, the National Park Service strongly supports this option.  
Terminating in Ashford also allows the Train to the Mountain to utilize the Park shuttle to 
Paradise rather than managing a parallel shuttle service from Elbe. 
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Capital Improvements 
 
In addition to track improvements, there would be other capital improvements necessary to make 
Train to the Mountain feasible.  Those improvements include an upgrade of the Mashel Bridge, 
installing platforms at Freighthouse Square and the terminus (Elbe or Ashford) and a capital 
contribution to a dispatch system.  Following is a brief description of the capital improvements.  
Detailed cost estimates are listed in Appendix E. 
 
Mashel Bridge – This improvement will consist of raising the track to effectively reduce the 
bridge side rail height to improve train clearance.  The improvement is estimated to cost 
$210,000. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Existing Mashel River Bridge 
 
 
Freighthouse Square Platform - In order to avoid staging and passenger loading conflicts with 
other trains at Freighthouse Square, it will be necessary to construct an additional platform to 
serve the Train to the Mountain. It will be necessary to construct a short retaining wall at the 
south end of the new platform due to the slope of the hillside (see sketch on page 12).  The 
estimated cost of these improvements is $1,250,000.  
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Figure 5 - Existing Platform at Freighthouse Square 
 
These proposed improvements would require passengers to cross the tracks at the East ‘D’ Street 
sidewalk on the west end of the platforms to access Freighthouse Square from the new platform.  
A pedestrian overcrossing connecting the existing and proposed platforms over the tracks could 
be constructed (see sketch below).  In order to be ADA compliant, the towers on each end of the 
overcrossing would have to include elevators.  The platform would necessarily need to be wider 
to accommodate the tower and still allow passengers to move safely on the platform.  This 
overcrossing is not included in the recommended capital improvements due to its high price tag, 
estimated to be $2,250,000. 
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Figure 6 - Freighthouse Square Platform 
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Elbe or Ashford Platform – An ADA compliant platform would need to be constructed at the 
terminus of the Train to the Mountain (Elbe or Ashford).  For purposes of this feasibility study, 
we are assuming any other amenities at this location would be provided by others, possibly in 
coordination with some other projects.  The platform would consist of approximately 300 feet of 
concrete paving at track level with an ADA compliant platform at one end to allow handicap 
access to the train.  An asphalt lane for the shuttle bus would be paved adjacent to the platform.  
It is estimated that these proposed improvements will cost $200,000. 
 

Operating Costs 
 
Operating the Train to the Mountain will include fixed costs per season (program administration, 
advertising, insurance and track maintenance), fixed costs per trip (train and crew, dispatching, 
on-train program and shuttle busses) and variable costs per passenger (Park entrance fee and 
meals).  Appendix F contains a spreadsheet which calculates break-even ticket prices for the 
Train to the Mountain under a number of different operating service levels.  The service levels 
and estimated ticket prices are shown in the table below for Class 3 track ending at Elbe and for 
Class 3 track ending at Ashford.  For those trips ending at Elbe operation of a shuttle bus to 
Paradise was included in the ticket price.  Trips ending in Ashford were assumed to utilize the 
free Park Service shuttle bus.  The operating costs did not include a large administration budget 
(just a modest ticket administration cost), but rather assumes an operator would have an 
organizational structure in place to provide those higher level administrative services without 
impacting ticket prices.  After discussions with Tacoma Rail, it was decided to include 80% of 
the estimated annual track maintenance in the operating costs.  The remaining 20% is assumed to 
be covered by other potential users. 

 
Table 4 – Operating Costs 

 
Estimated Ticket Prices 

Class 3 to Elbe Class 3 to Ashford 
Service Level 

Passengers 
per year 

Trips 
per 
year Adult Child Adult Child 

8 weeks – Sat & Sun  3,200 16 $115 $95 $119 $99
12 weeks – Fri, Sat & Sun 7,200 36 $90 $70 $81 $61
4 months daily 11,760 98 $98 $78 $88 $68
5 months daily 
Off-season – Sat & Sun 15,000 174 $115 $95 $102 $82
24 special trains per year 4,800 24 $81 $61 $96 $76
30 special trains per year 6,000 30 $75 $55 $87 $67
 
The 8 week and 12 week service levels, as well as the special trains, assume approximately 85% 
capacity trains.  The service levels that include weekday and off-peak services assume a much 
lower ridership on those off-peak trips.  The majority of the service levels analyzed estimate 
ticket prices within the range that was considered acceptable by the focus groups.     
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Recommendation – Train to the Mountain is Feasible 
 
We recommend that the primary goal for Train to the Mountain be to terminate the track in 
Ashford to interface with the National Park Service shuttle and visitor center.  However, if 
adequate capital funding is not available, we recommend that track improvements be completed 
to Elbe, with the possibility of future extension to Ashford.  In order to ensure the total (rail plus 
bus) one-way trip is less than 3 hours, we recommend that the track be upgraded to Class 3 track 
in select locations where higher train speeds could be sustained.  For all other areas 
(mountainous areas and curved track sections), we recommend upgrading to Class 2 track. 
 
In conjunction with the track improvements, we recommend that the Mashel Bridge be upgraded 
and that platforms be constructed at Freighthouse Square and at the track terminus (Elbe or 
Ashford).  In order to keep the ticket prices competitive, it will be essential that capital 
improvements be funded with grant funding.   
 
Although Tacoma Rail is certainly qualified to operate the Train to the Mountain excursion 
service, we think there are financial and marketing advantages if a qualified third party operator 
provide the on-train services.  Therefore, we recommend that Tacoma Rail issue a Request for 
Proposals (RFP) for an operator to provide the on-train services (meals and entertainment).  We 
have included an example RFP in Appendix K.  The third party operator could propose to 
provide the regular excursion service and/or special event trains.  The third party operator could 
also propose to rent Tacoma Rail train equipment or provide their own.  The proposal should 
also include any capital improvements the proposer is willing to construct.  If Tacoma Rail does 
not receive any proposals, or if the selected proposer is unable to provide the Train to the 
Mountain service, we recommend that Tacoma Rail schedule special event trains throughout the 
year to cover track maintenance costs and to provide a continued presence along the Train to the 
Mountain rail line.  The Train to the Mountain excursion will become more attractive over time 
as an alternative to congested roadways as vehicle volumes to the Park continue to increase. 
 
Once a third party operator is selected, Tacoma Rail should form a Corridor Review Committee 
to review the current and anticipated demand on the various rail lines leaving Freighthouse 
Square and the impact on rail, roads and the Tacoma Dome District businesses.  The Committee 
should consist of representatives from current and anticipated future rail users as well as 
appropriate City staff.  The Committee should review rail scheduling conflicts, proposed rail 
improvements and rail related activities in and around Freighthouse Square.  The Committee 
should discuss coordination of operations, necessary capital improvements (including rail and 
future depot projects) and compatibility with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.  The Committee 
should prepare a final master plan that can be used as a reference for future rail related decisions. 
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APPENDIX A - SPECIAL EVENT TRAINS & ATTRACTIONS  
 

1. Spirit of Washington Dinner Train 
The Spirit of Washington Dinner Train began operation on the Tacoma Rail track on August 3, 
2007. "The past year has been quite tumultuous as we weighed options for relocation of the 
Dinner Train," said Eric Temple, owner of the Spirit of Washington Dinner Train. "We are 
extremely appreciative of Tacoma's willingness to act quickly and save this community gem."  

 
Figure 7 - Spirit of Washington Dinner Train 

 

 
The City of Tacoma's Tacoma Rail Mountain Division signed a 10-month pilot agreement with 
the Spirit of Washington Dinner Train to bring excursion passenger railway service to the City of 
Tacoma. "Just think of what it will do for Tacoma," said Tacoma City Council Member Bill 
Evans. 
 
The train's new route starts at Freighthouse Square in downtown Tacoma where passengers 
board and begin their three-and-one-half-hour roundtrip. The train travels south to Lake 
Kapowsin before heading back to Tacoma. Spirit of Washington Dinner Train service runs only 
when rail lines are clear.  Although Tacoma Rail provides storage for Spirit of Washington 
Dinner Train locomotives and equipment, there is no further cost to the City under the 
agreement. If the test period is successful, the Spirit of Washington Dinner Train and Tacoma 
Rail Mountain Division plan to continue their partnership. A subsequent negotiable contract 
would make Tacoma a permanent home for the train for no less than 20 years. 
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"This is a tremendous opportunity and we are ecstatic to be a part of bringing the Spirit of 
Washington Dinner Train to this region," said Paula Henry, Tacoma Rail superintendent. "This 
pilot effort will not only create jobs and bring huge economic benefits to our community; it also 
gets us one step closer to exploring the possibility of excursion trains to Mt. Rainier. This is a 
time in Tacoma's history to celebrate." 
 
The Spirit of Washington dinner train operates Wednesday through Friday at 6:30 P.M. and on 
the weekends. The Saturday train has two operation times, 12:00 P.M. and 6:30 P.M. The 
Sunday train also has two operation times, 11:00 A.M. and 5:30 P.M.  
 
Ticket prices are dependent upon the brunch/lunch or dinner services. The ticket prices are also 
dependent upon the level of service the passenger wants. The ticket pricing breakdown is as 
follows: 
 
Parlor Seating      Dome Seating 
Dinner - $63.99    Dinner - $78.99 
Lunch/Brunch - $53.99   Lunch/Brunch – $68.99 
 

 
      
In addition to their lunch and dinner menus, Spirit of Washington boasts a full bar and a great 
selection of award-winning Northwest wines.  

2. Grand Luxe 
The Grand Luxe came to the City of Tacoma’s Freighthouse Square on June 22, 2007, 
completing the first of 10 trips from Tacoma to Eatonville that the train will make this summer. 
The Colorado-based Grand Luxe Rail Journeys signed a contract with Tacoma Rail’s Mountain 
Division to use its tracks toward Mount Rainier as part of a 9-day tour of Northwest National 
Parks.  
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“Take the Road to Paradise: as the Grand Luxe parks at the base of 14,410-foot Mt. Rainier, the third 
highest mountain in the Lower 48. Here you’ll board a motorcoach and take the Road to Paradise, one of 
the park’s main lookouts, which offers an unparalleled view of Mt. Rainier’s summit. As you walk through 

the park, be on the lookout for more than 200 varieties of wildflowers. Back on board the train, enjoy a 
farewell dinner en route to Seattle”. 

 
Figure 8 – Grand Luxe 

 

 
 
This project marks the first time Amtrak will provide regularly scheduled private rail services. 
“Grand Luxe will pay Tacoma Rail to use the tracks, about $3.50 per mile per car. The revenue 
will amount to about $120,000 for the summer”, said Chris Gleason, spokeswoman for Tacoma 
Public Utilities. 
 
According to the Tacoma News Tribune, “Passengers pay an average of $5,000 each for the 
trip, which begins in Jackson, Wyo., and tours Yellowstone and Glacier national parks and then 
heads for the Puget Sound.”  
 

http://www.grandluxerail.com/html/tours/tours.html�
http://www.grandluxerail.com/html/tours/tours.html�
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This service is being made possible by a new partnership between Grand Luxe Rail Journeys, 
and Amtrak. This is the first time in history that luxury accommodations have been offered on 
multiple Amtrak routes throughout the country. The new service uses a separate, private, seven-
car luxury train attached to several regularly scheduled Amtrak trains. The Grand Luxe train, 
features dining, lounge and sleeping cars appointed with elegant vintage furnishings. 
 

 Figure 9 - Grand Luxe Observation Car 
 

 
 

Figure 10 - Grand Luxe Lounge Car 
 

 
 

Figure 11 - Grand Luxe Dome Car 
 

 
 
Since it is over established Amtrak routes, pulled with existing trains, it evades the problem of 
additional trains being run in densly-operated freight corridors.  
The Grand Luxe is limited by where it can go due to the existing scheduled Amtrak system. 
Grand Luxe passengers will not be able to get off at intermediate stops because of limitations 
such as platform length, though the companies said that could change. “Amtrak will operate the 
same number of cars it normally would, but in some cases it may have to add an extra 
locomotive”, according to Amtrak spokesman Cliff Black.  
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Figure 12 - Grand Luxe 2008 Eastbound Itinerary 
 

 
 
Sergio Portillo, Grand Luxe's vice president of transportation, said “the company intends to 
pursue a 10-year contract for the use of the tracks”. 
 
Eatonville anticipates the Grand Luxe and the Spirit of Washington to deliver some economic 
benefit along with the hundreds of tourists. In small ways it already has by hiring a young local 
man to wash the train's windows each time it comes to town. The train also requires local water, 
trash and septic services. 
 
”Larger plans include trying to offer Grand Luxe more local tour options and enticing the 
company to buy food and produce from local suppliers”, said David Hymel, vice president of the 
Greater Eatonville Chamber of Commerce. 
 
"You have quite a nexus of rail opportunities that come together (in Eatonville) as a rail 
destination and transportation hub," Hymel said. "It really creates some economic potential for 
that part of Pierce County." 

3. Polar Express 
The “Polar Express” events began well before the animated movie, dating back to the mid-
1990’s. Experiments with the on-board book reading and a destination “North Pole” to meet 
Santa Claus were based on the children’s book, not the movie.  Early licensing agreements, such 
as they were, were with the book publisher (Houghton-Mifflin), and sometimes even directly 
with the author involved in nonprofit negotiations.  Leading developers of the event concept 

http://www.americanorientexpress.com/html/tours/National-Parks07GLR-N.html�
http://www.americanorientexpress.com/html/tours/National-Parks07GLR-N.html�
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were the Heber Valley Scenic Railroad in Utah, with the Cuyahoga Valley Railroad in Cleveland 
following close behind. The book reading on the train was a relatively low-key licensing activity 
that was rapidly expanded into a major market segment that was geometrically expanded and 
exploited by for-profit and non-profit tourist railroads alike. This became a significant ridership 
component for every operating railroad that tried it. Railroads that were unable to secure “Day 
out with Thomas” found the ‘Polar Express’ revenues to be a salvation. 
 
The animated movie released in 2004, complete with an entourage of promotion agents and 
licensing lawyers came later. The rights to the Polar Express naming rights and activities were 
pre-acquired by Warner Brothers from the author and publishers, and subsequently acquired by 
the for-profit “Rail Events”, a subsidiary corporation to the Durango and Silverton Railroad (aka 
American Heritage Railroads, Inc.). Rail Events levies a percentage of gross; typically 30%, as 
the agent of Warner Brothers, against gross ticket revenues. This fee is waived to nonprofit 
organizations with under $50,000 of ticket revenue, but the licensing agreement must still be 
signed with Rail Events. Ticket revenues over the $50,000 mark are still subject to the 30% 
licensing fee.  
 
There are substantial arguments from “Polar Express” operators that existing operations are now 
essentially self-promoting, and that they receive very little value for the 30%, however there is 
little if any recourse. In the larger scheme of things this is a relatively minor issue with Warner 
Bros., and Rail Events has successfully found a niche market for new Polar Express operations at 
the full 30% with railroads such as the Grand Canyon and others. Because of the ability for Rail 
Events to successfully sell new customers with the 30% fee, it is rather unlikely for them to 
retreat from this policy, or present a feedback back to Universal that this is an unrealistic 
economic burden on the market. 
 

Polar Express Naming Alternatives 
 
Several tourist railroads have reacted to the “Polar Express” naming rights issue by immediately 
attempting to divert the existing “Polar Express” ridership to a similarly-themed activity but 
eliminating all references back to the actual book and movie title. Surprisingly, this has worked 
rather well for those railroads that had been running a “Polar Express” as an event and seek to 
continue it. Western Maryland Scenic Railroad hosted “Polar Express” named events from 2003, 
but dropped the naming in the 2005 season due to the controversy over the fees, altering it to the 
“North Pole Express”. The event on WMSR, similarly priced, has continued to be a sellout for 
the 2005 and 2006 seasons. The train still runs at night, still expects children to arrive in 
pajamas, and still goes to the “North Pole” to visit Santa and get hot chocolate. The WMSR 
website boasts “A special evening steam excursion with a story on board. Hot chocolate, cookies 
and a visit with Mr. & Mrs. Santa awaits you at the North Pole!” Note that no direct reference is 
made to reading the “Polar Express” story”. 
 
This identical approach is being taken by the Steam Railroading Institute, which ironically owns 
the actual steam locomotive used for rendering the animated movie. 1225 owner or not, SRI 
found themselves in the identical situation and reacted the same way.  It is now known as the 
“North Pole Express” and all references to “Polar” have been dropped. The general naming 
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revolt continues in the same fashion at the Essex Valley Steam Train, Napa Valley Wine Train, 
Grapevine (TX) Vintage Railroad, San Diego Railroad Museum, and likely several others. If 
either Warner Brothers or Rail Events has contested this activity, it has not emerged yet over at 
least two full years of activity.  
 
The Seattle area currently does not host a “Polar Express” rail event. This has been one of the 
most popular franchise-based special events on excursion railroads nationwide, and has been a 
sellout virtually in every locale in which it has been attempted. We see opportunity working with 
the existing excursion railroads to provide some interpretation for this event – and given the 
large Seattle metro area to work from – would likely become of the of the sellout events of the 
railroad simply based upon capacity. 
 
The Polar Express would come to life when the train departs Freighthouse Square for a journey 
to the "North Pole". Garlands and Christmas lights would decorate the three existing coaches 
Tacoma Rail owns. Guests on board would enjoy warm beverages and treats while listening and 
reading along with the magical story to build anticipation to the “North Pole”.  
 
Watching the children's faces when the train arrives in Frederickson at our "North Pole," where 
Santa Claus will be waiting would be a memorable experience on its own. Santa would board 
The Polar Express where he will greet each child and present them with a special memento. 
Photo opportunities would be available for children to make that special wish of what they would 
like for Christmas. Holiday carols would be sung on the return trip to Freighthouse Square where 
souvenirs will be available for purchase.  
 

Figure 13 - Photo of the Heber Valley Polar Express 
 

 
 
The opportunities for the Polar Express running from Freighthouse Square to Frederickson are 
endless. Nationwide railroad museums and other private operations are continually sold out, 
some requesting ticket orders in August. The Polar Express in Tacoma could be a lucrative 
special event which generates profit, attracts people to the City of Tacoma to become 
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familiarized with the area as well as the notion of a recreational train in Tacoma and most 
importantly, one of the best ways to celebrate the holidays!  
 
Polar Express Alternatives for Tacoma would simply be limited by car and capacity.  
The trains have been a sellout in every market attempted, for many years. A quick snapshot of 
potential ridership and revenue using existing equipment – the three available coaches – would 
be as follows: 
 
Operating schedule – assuming Thanksgiving-Christmas seasons – up to 42 trains assuming two 
a day for approximately 21 days for three weeks. The Polar Express would depart from 
Frederickson to avoid interference with the Spirit of Washington dinner train and Tacoma Rail’s 
freight service and would be operated by a third party. 
 
42 trains with three Tacoma Rail coaches – existing capacity of 86 seats per car with 258 
passengers per train. 
 
42 trains with 250 passengers per train = 10,500 riders (est.)  
 
Pricing: Heber Valley (Salt Lake City) is offering tickets at $29.00 adult / $16.00 child 
Median ticket price estimation (two adults / two child) $22.50 
 
$22.50 * 10,500 riders =  $236,250.00 total Gross Revenue 
 
Nonprofit revenue deductible first:   $50,000.00  
(This is a portion of the revenue that is not subject to the 30% cut by Rail Events, if the Polar 
Express is sponsored by a nonprofit organization).  
 
Revenue subject to fee        $186,250.00 
 
30% to Rail Events                 $55,875.00 
 
Net to Tacoma Rail of franchise fee   $180,375.00 
 
Average per-seat revenue            $17.20 
 
Average per-train revenue           $4,300.00 
 
Fixed and variable expenses can be projected against that assumption, but the basic economics of 
Polar Express for Tacoma would be primarily capacity-driven with the existing car fleet, or any 
additional equipment procured. 

4. Train of Lights 
The Train of Lights is possibly the single most successful ‘undiscovered’ major opportunity for 
Christmas-season named specials like the Niles Canyon (CA) Railroad “Train of Lights” (TOL).  
This operation began as a relatively conventional “Santa Train”, but has evolved into an event of 
its own national reputation. The “Train of Lights” is possibly the hottest train ticket in the entire 
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San Francisco Bay area, with legendary sellouts of the excursion within days of public 
announcement starting in August.  
 
Tacoma has one of the key features necessary that Niles Canyon successfully tapped which is a 
significant metro market population in easy driving distance, looking for a memorable holiday 
event. “Train of Lights” may not have the regional drawing power of a name-branded activity, 
but it has the potential to easily grow into an institution. 
 
This is a special event that can be run in conjunction with The Polar Express and again, a very 
lucrative event.  
 

Figure 14 - Exterior of the Niles Canyon Train of Lights Special Event 
 

 
 
The entire train is decorated in every imaginable Christmas decoration and lights including the 
entire exterior surface, the running gear, the roof of the cars, and on the locomotive. Lit animated 
reindeer are on the roof of the caboose, and icicle lights dangle from the frame of every car. The 
train is virtually ablaze in Christmas lights, and goes well above and beyond simply decorating 
the train for Christmas. The train is the rolling equivalent of the National Lampoon’s “Christmas 
Vacation” Griswold house and essentially overdone to complete excess. Decorating the train 
with volunteers is a significant undertaking as well, and on-board power generation systems had 
to be upgraded. Cars feature semi-permanent mounting hooks and light rails in strategic 
locations.  
 
The exterior of the train is breathtaking, however, the concentration is not only on the outside; 
there are plenty of decorations and fun on the inside. Hot cocoa and other warm beverages and 
treats are served, Santa boards the train for children to make their Christmas wish, and photo 
opportunities with Santa Claus are available. Christmas carols are sung on the way back where 
souvenirs are available for purchase.
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Figure 15 - Interior of the Niles Canyon Train of Lights Special Event 

 

 
 
Similar to “Polar Express” and “North Pole Express”, part of the magic of the Train of Lights is 
the night operations. The success of the operation is as stunning, if not more so, than many of the 
book-themed operations. Those riders unable to obtain tickets often come to the railroad just to 
see the train, adding to retail and gift shop sales. 
 
The Niles Canyon Railroad offers their tickets for TOL the preceding August, and has sold out 
the entire schedule literally within days of initial offer – a feat that has yet to be achieved by 
almost any other excursion railroad activity of any kind. On the Niles Canyon, this is a fully 
reserved plan of approximately 21 operational days in November and December; with 42 trains 
running even after Christmas. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) reported ridership 
data for Niles Canyon indicating a combined ridership of over 26,000 riders for November and 
December 2006 when the “Train of Lights” is the only scheduled activity on the railroad. This is 
the most significant fundraising activity for the all-volunteer railroad, and amounts to 51% of 
their annual ridership. 
 
The “Train of Lights” concept is not copyrighted by the Niles Canyon, and a search of the term 
only disclosed the Niles Canyon Railroad as the only operating rail entity using that name at the 
current time. The “Train of Lights” is unique in that it appears to be able to draw riders even 
after Christmas, which is not equaled by any other theme-train holiday concept. 
 
NCRY’s outstanding success with the “Train of Lights” is directly transferable to Tacoma, and 
should present itself as a viable and recommended alternative to the franchise fees of the “Polar 
Express” name. It does appear, however, to take several years to build the experience to a word-
of-mouth sales frenzy – NCRY has been doing the operation for over five years and has had 
complete sellouts months in advance for the last three years. A smaller-scale, but similarly 
overdone “Train of Lights” could be developed with any equipment that could be spared from 
the existing “Polar Express” schedule, to at least begin to develop the reputation and name of the 
experience for the future. “Train of Lights” could also be operated in one of the alternate markets 
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where “Polar Express” cannot easily be run due to the lack of a suitable ‘North Pole Village’ 
location – TOL is far more portable. 

5. NW Trek 
The Tacoma Rail Mountain Division passes one of the larger visitor attractions in the region – 
the Northwest Trek Wildlife Park, a division of Tacoma Parks, and a full-blown visitor attraction 
in its own right. 
 
Operating all year, Northwest Trek has become a visitor and educational destination as a 723-
acre park situated between Ohop Lake and Clear Lake, just north of Eatonville. Over 400 acres 
of this park is ‘free roaming’ with the animals in essentially free habitat with the visitors riding 
through in trams.  
 

Figure 16 – NW Trek 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Northwest Trek’s relationship to the railroad is still valuable. Any stop in Eatonville can 
naturally connect to Northwest Trek with a bus shuttle operated by the railroad, Northwest Trek, 
or both. The high-visitation months of Northwest Trek coincide directly with the anticipated 
ridership peak of the railroad. Even a relatively limited relationship with Northwest Trek could 
result in a 5-10% visitor relationship – a possible 7800 seasonal summer riders at 8% of the 
existing Trek market. 
 
Without an on-property private-vehicle access to the railroad, direct access to Northwest Trek is 
limited to a minimum 3-mile one way trip via public roads to intercept the railroad. This would 
require busses or other mass transportation to accomplish. A possibility could be the ridership 
link and partnership to the railroad but the preferable scenario to provide bus-substitute 
transportation to Northwest Trek is not feasible without an investment in a private access road 
which is challenging, and may be completely prohibitive. The most practical, and desirable 
location for a private road intercept would be on the northern property boundary toward Clay 
City, where the track is lowest and closest to Ohop Creek. 
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Figure 17 – Aerial of NW Trek 

 
 
Even a relatively small seasonal captive population of buffalo or caribou would generate 
enormous interest from the passing train riders, and essentially serve as a direct promotional tool 
to Northwest Trek while creating a much-needed attraction from the train itself. While the creek 
valley is generally open and has clear valley views in the Clay City crossing area, it then turns to 
more dense woodland almost exactly at the Northwest Trek northern property line, and then 
steadily climbs up the hillside with much more limited side views. This northern creek/woodland 
property is a low-lying wetland that is not developable for other purposes, but may still be usable 
for a limited game population. If a fenced cattle-style underpass or overpass could be developed 
at Orville Rd, the animals could be moved without vehicle transport on the adjacent Trek 
property.  
 
Compared to the typical west-coast excursion railroad, Northwest Trek has excellent attendance. 
According to the 2006 Zoo/Trek Authority Report to the Community “182,537 people visited 
Northwest Trek, an 8% increase over 2005 and the highest attendance since 1998. Member 
attendance also grew by 8%....18,292 students and teachers visited Trek on organized field 
trips”. This is compared to a total zoo visitation level of over 597,000 for 2006. July and August 
Northwest Trek attendance in 2006 each topped 34,000 visitors, and even December and January 
topped 2,000. June through August peak season attendance is nearly 100,000. 
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Northwest Trek is of particular interest because it owns property that is under ¼ mile from the 
Tacoma Rail trackage. The concept of working with Northwest Trek on combined educational 
and ridership opportunities is at least as lucrative a target market as any other existing destination 
on the railroad, and one that is already measurable in size. The shared City connections between 
the railroad and Parks could also be capitalized for a combined transportation and educational 
experience. 
 

Figure 18 – NW Trek Trams 
 

 
 
We explored this potential with Susan Hulbert, and Dave Ellis, the Deputy Director, to see what 
if any opportunity might be present to use Northwest Trek as a rail-based destination and visitor 
partnership. Conceptually, the railroad could deliver patrons adjacent to the Northwest Trek 
property and allow the existing tram system to transport visitors from the train into the park, 
replacing group bus transportation to the site by a rail component. 
 
While Northwest Trek is virtually bordering on the railroad, separated by Orville Rd. and a 
narrow parcel of land around Ohop Creek controlled by Hancock Forest Management, 
geography and topography is not necessarily as friendly as it might appear on paper. Northwest 
Trek is accessed from points north and south from the east side, via SR161 between Eatonville 
and Graham. Generally, the elevation of the property is around 800’ above sea level. The Ohop 
Creek valley on the eastern edge is at elevation 555, and the Tacoma Rail trackage on the other 
side of the creek is roughly at elevation 600. The Northwest Trek park site itself is relatively flat 
and on top of a plateau, and sharply drops off the east side of the site to Ohop Creek – all 245’ in 
under an eighth of a mile distance over most of the property. That is a direct grade of 
approximately 37% - or a 1:3 slope. There are currently no discernable public roads or even 
private drives over this hillside. 
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Figure 19 - Elevations of the Ohop Creek Valley and Tacoma Rail Trackage 

 
Northwest Trek has its own fleet of private trams to shuttle visitors around the site. Though they 
may have parentage to a standard short commercial bus chassis, they are run as 3-4 unit 
permanently-coupled trains, powered by a lead unit. Each vehicle holds approximately 85 riders. 
As such, they are not highway licensed and obviously limited on their hill-climbing ability. They 
are relatively robust in construction; however, being built on what appears to be a conventional 
short bus chassis. Ideally, the Northwest Trek trams could traverse their own property, cross 
Orville Rd on a protected private crossing, and meet the train on the other side without 
necessitating other transportation or licensing the trams as highway vehicles. Given the 
challenges of steep topography and existing vehicles, no easy answer presents itself. A detailed 
engineering analysis may prove that a new access road could be constructed over the hillside, 
based upon the climbing capabilities of the trams, but this is obviously well beyond the scope of 
this initial study.  
 
Another distant goal that could be explored would be for Northwest Trek to expand and acquire a 
limited parcel in the Ohop Creek valley for a ‘game pen’ directly beside the track and viewable 
from the train in the peak ridership season.  

6. Steam Train Fair at Elbe 
The Steam Train Fair at Elbe is a great way to display the Pacific Northwest’s heritage of 
railroad history and logging. The vintage steam locomotives cross breathtaking bridges and 
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evergreen forests with an option of open windows or enclosed coaches are available. The regular 
excursion train runs on the Mineral to Divide run which is a 12 mile round trip that takes roughly 
1.5 to 2 hours. Upon arrival, a festival of fun starts! Riders will enjoy a nice barbeque lunch, 
music, games and other activities to reach all ages.  
 

Figure 20 - Mt. Rainier Scenic Railroad Steam Train 
  

 
 
 
Given that Mt. Rainier’s base ridership is in the 20,000 range as an established, plateau-level 
railroad attraction (with over 50% of their ridership in July and August) is relatively constant, 
any activity that can be done on a combined basis will benefit both operations. “Train to the 
Mountain” can provide no significant additional value running under steam, but a destination 
train to connect to a steam event at Elbe, or even regularly scheduled steam operations, will 
succeed. Events like these are typically advertised to a national audience through railroad 
enthusiast magazines such as “Trains”, “Railfan and Railroad”, and others. A measurable 
component of the “Train to the Mountain” will be to the Mt. Rainier Scenic Railroad as a 
destination connection – not necessarily to the Park – for a consistent niche market on a daily 
basis.  
 
Given that a major, multi-locomotive steam special event at Elbe is limited to a weekend-basis, 
the special event benefit is again determined by train capacity. Limited by the existing 3-coach 
set, the ridership in from Tacoma would likely be limited to 2-3 trains at 250 passengers.  
 
Current Mt. Rainier Scenic operations for the 2007 season are Mineral to Divide for regular 
trains, and Mineral to Morton for longer-distance trips. 
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Figure 21 - Mt. Rainier Scenic - Mineral to Morton Train Ride 
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Figure 22 – Mt. Rainier Scenic Railroad Route Map 
 

 
 
“Steam Festivals”, such as performed in Ohio at the Dennison Railroad Museum, and at the 
“Railfairs” at the California State Railroad Museum on an infrequent basis, have had strong 
attendance. Dennison’s attendance was over 10,000 and featured four operating steam 
locomotives; California State’s often takes three years to plan and has hit as high as 50,000, 
featuring trucked-in locomotives from all over the United States. All these passengers cannot 
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necessarily be accommodated on the train, but as a national/regional attraction, can make 
noticeable regional economic impact by increasing overnight visitor stays. 
 

Figure 23 - California State Scenic Railroad 
 

 
 

7. Steam Train Specials 
Operating steam locomotives over the entire length of the Tacoma to Elbe line is another 
opportunity for a limited-basis, special event at a premium ticket price. Tacoma is blessed with 
two sources of potential steam locomotives – as many as three locomotives from the Mt. Rainier 
Scenic (one rod locomotive), and the Chehalis-Centralia 2-8-2.  The issue is generally a limited 
number of trains and a limited seating capacity, advertised well in advance to a national, not 
necessarily regional, enthusiast market. 
 
These are an expensive proposition, logistically challenging, and one of the more difficult issues 
is providing sufficient water supply along the route. This may require the cooperation of local 
volunteer fire departments to provide steam locomotive water at key stops – a steam locomotive 
is far more restricted (and dependent) on water supply than its on-board fuel capacity.  
 
The ‘upside’ to any such event is that they are unusual and as such have an expected high ticket 
price to the national audience. Currently advertised steam special events such as this are as 
follows: 
 
Union Pacific - #844 / SP 4449 – Tacoma – Everett (May 19, 2007) coach seat asking price is 
$299.00, for a dome seat the asking price is $399.00 for a one trip only. This is sponsored by UP, 
BNSF, and various Sound-area charities. 
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Cass Raifan Weekend 2007 – Cass, WV. $175.00 for a for a three day steam excursion package 
which is completely sold out. 
 
Canadian Pacific #2816 Minneapolis Steam Tour running September 1st through the 3rd, 2007, 
loop trip Minneapolis and return costs $79.00 coach; $179.00 first class; and $279.00 premium 
class.  
 
With mainline-quality, full-sized steam excursions are quite rare in 2007, and the marketing 
approach has effectively become to price the tickets sufficiently high to cover operating 
expenses, and aim at a national, destination market through magazine and web-advertising. The 
handful of surviving Class-1 excursions indicate the unwillingness of large corporations to 
accept the potential risk of passengers on their property, or the resulting high insurance 
premiums if they do. Regional railroads and shortlines do somewhat better, but the overall 
longer-distance steam excursion as a special event is increasingly rare. Ticket prices for the 
remaining events find a ready market. 
 
We would recommend that Tacoma Rail work with the various interested excursion railroad 
entities already on the property for such special events, as soon as equipment clearances and 
track conditions permit. Limited, and well-advertised, special events can extend their visitation 
well beyond train capacity, even if that is the headliner of the event. The key is the ability to run 
a steam locomotive on an all-day, premium-priced, special-event ticket, catering to the railroad 
enthusiast. Such an event must combine a sold-performing locomotive, a high volunteer 
component for car attendants, safety monitors, and event planning, inclusion of off-site railroad 
events such as photo shoots, etc., and along-the-tour planning for photo opportunities for the 
riders.  
 
A recent add-on to these events has been a full media package kit to the riders including on-
board and helicopter videos of the special train trip, offered at an add-on price. The digital 
revolution in image creation has allowed DVD’s to be created nearly instantly at the close of 
such events, or mailed out shortly after. These have proven to be very popular to those 
organizations that have created them, selling not only to the ticketed riders but as a permanent 
addition to the gift store catalog. 

8. Conventions and Charters 
A surprising number of conventions are held in direct relationship to the railroad industry as an 
avocation, or as a business. Research was conducted as to the number, sample location, and 
possible attendance of such conventions; specifically those that typically or ideally include a 
railroad excursion as part of the convention package. Targeted conventions that ‘must’ have a 
rail excursion and heavy rail content are ideal targets. 
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Figure 24 - California State Railroad Museum – Convention Charter / Dinner Train  
 

 
 
Tacoma currently includes the light rail and commuter side of the rail experience, and is directly 
accessible by Amtrak; two of the three best parts of the rail enthusiast market. In the past, the 
Tourist Railway Association has held their annual convention in the Tacoma area, with a 1996 
convention that stayed at the SeaTac Red Lion hotel for a five-day event. Excursions were 
conducted on the Chehalis-Centralia, Mt. Rainier Scenic, and a side trip was taken to the Camp 6 
Logging Exhibit. 
 
The largest of railroad-group conventions; the American Short Line Railway Association, 
expects to need at least 1,000 rooms for its annual event, so the rail-dedicated convention market 
is larger than might be imagined. 
 
Tacoma has a natural advantage with some convention groups that need large show areas that 
draw significant public visitors. Such conventions as the Train Collectors of America not only 
fill lodging space, they also attract show visitors in the thousands. The relatively large ratio of 
display area available to adjacent hotel rooms in Tacoma would suit the needs of these 
organizations on a regular basis. 
 
Most, if not all, of these conventions work on a national rotating basis, changing cities each year. 
Tacoma has natural competitive advantages since these groups need a variety of rail attractions, 
public transit, concentrated hotel and display space, and ideally, a connecting excursion rail 
operation in a relatively seamless content. 
 
Annual Conventions with a Railroad Excursion as part of the standard event package 
(Prime candidates for Tacoma “Train to the Mountain”): 

• National Garden Railway Convention 
Verde Canyon Railway in 2007 the attendance was 600+ and a sold out excursion with 
extensive indoor display space required. 
 

• National Railway Historical Society (NRHS) www.nrhs.com 

http://www.nrhs.com/�
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Chattanooga, TN in 2007 sold out excursion on Tennessee Valley Railway Museum 
Dallas, TX 2008. 

 
• Also NRHS Regional conventions – Pacific Coast, etc. 

 
• National Model Railroad Association (NMRA) 

Warren, MI (Detroit) in July 2007 there was 1500-2000 attendance. 
Michigan State Trust for Railway Preservation (Project 1225) and train show had 21,000 
attendances in 2006 with extensive indoor display space required. 

 
• American Short Line Railway Association 

Baltimore, MD in April, 2007 there was 1300 + attendance. 
B&O Railway Museum events. 
Extensive vendor display space was required and sold out a year in advance. 

 
• Tourist Railway Association (TRAIN) www.traininc.org 

Hummelstown, PA in November, 2007.  
Middletown & Hummelstown Railroad had 275 attendances. 

 
• Association of Railway Museums (ARM) www.railwaymuseums.org 

Pittsburgh, PA in September, 2007   
Pennsylvania Trolley Museum had 250 attendances.    

 
• Lexington Group (Railroad writers) 

Binghamton, NY in October, 2007 had 150 attendances. 
New York, Susquehanna & Western excursion. 
 

• Lionel Operating Train Society 
Portland, OR in July, 2007   
Port of Tillamook Bay excursion. 

 
• Train Collectors Association (TCA) 

Western Regional had 700+ attendances.  
 

• Orange Empire Railway Museum. 
This must include large exhibit hall space.  
 

• Railway & Locomotive Historical Society (R&LHS) www.rlhs.org 
Spencer, NC in 2007 they had 120 attendees.  
Historic Spencer Shops. 

 
• Standing Committee on Rail Transportation (SCORT) 

 
• American Association of State Highway & Transportation Officials 

www.freight.transportation.org 
Biloxi, MS had 200+ attendances, note that national meetings assigned through 2013. 

http://www.rlhs.org/�
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• APTA (American Public Transit Association) www.apta.com 

This organization searches for light rail, transit, excursion, all in one location. In 
Charlotte, NC October 2007, there were 400+ attendances. Charlotte Trolley & Light 
Rail. 
 

• Operation Lifesaver (regional conferences) 
NE, Hagerstown, MD. 

 
This is by no means a fully comprehensive list, but these are some of the more significant 
national conventions where operating excursion rail is a key selection factor, along with a 
convention center with above-average display space capability. 
 
The unique part of these conventions is that without the excursion rail package, they are not 
necessarily competitive or desirable to the conventions. With it, the entire City becomes a far 
more desirable and natural location for an annual convention. These are target conventions where 
the presence of an excursion operation from Freighthouse Square makes a strategic, and decisive, 
component. 
 
Beyond the rail-specific conventions, experience on the national front has shown that the 
presence of an excursion railroad is most valuable in two specific areas – an activity for the ‘non-
convention’ spouse, and as an evening entertainment function more like an unusual restaurant for 
conventioneers, spouses, and guests. The dinner/entertainment interest is often limited by the 
capacity of the train. Projected size of the dinner/entertainment capacity at 100 and two seatings 
for a 200-person capacity fits well with many of the smaller conventions that Tacoma shows for 
the 2007 season on the web page.  
 
Conventions that have tried to use rail excursion with entertainment as a value-added component 
to non-rail-related conventions have had some decisively mixed results. Railroads in general, and 
particularly those that have interference with any other scheduled operations, have had a mixed 
bag of results. The New Georgia Train, with a large-capacity entertainment train departing from 
Underground Atlanta, made the biggest attempt to connecting to major, non-rail national 
conventions for many years. The train had a maximum capacity well over 1000, and the 
capability of feeding that many people at the destination of Stone Mountain State Park – an 
excellent short-distance excursion from downtown Atlanta. With this mix, over 50% of NGA’s 
ridership became convention-related. 
 
In the end analysis, the New Georgia Train was defeated not by the market, but by CSXT 
Transportation, the owners and dispatchers of the railroad New Georgia ran over. Their ability to 
hold trains in sidings, leaving “1,000 angry Shriners running out of beer” in a stopped train for 
over four hours (according to Luther Lewis, ex-GM of the now-closed operation) was what 
ultimately did them in. The inability to precisely schedule special moves, dinner train events, 
etc., still must be considered for any moves out of Freight House Square, where they are 
dispatched from BNSF Fort Worth. Conventions that involve railroad officials or enthusiasts are 
not necessarily expecting stopwatch scheduling, or surprised over late departures or arrivals, but 
the general public is.  

http://www.apta.com/�
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Adding the “Train to the Mountain” will certainly improve the downtown Tacoma convention 
market in an incremental way, and has the potential to be the strategic key in attracting new and 
additional conventions that center around the railroad industry. The ability to draw in the 
convention for regional business impact, not necessarily simply fill seats, is the real goal in the 
target market.  
 
Few excursion operators beyond the New Georgia have seen the convention business become a 
substantial part of sustained ridership to the point of building it into the business plan as a given 
component. While always a potential, it cannot be counted on to be such a strong sustained and 
predictable market to be factored beyond conventional out-of-town ridership. 
 

9. Day out with Thomas the Tank 
Thomas the Tank Engine special events are currently conducted at the Northwest Railway 
Museum in Snoqualmie, usually in July of each year. HIT Entertainment’s policy has been to 
retain contractual rights to only one entity in a 200-mile radius of a major population center for 
such events. They do not usually allow any other excursion entity to contract with them in the 
same metro market if an existing excursion railroad partner has a good record and an ongoing 
relationship. Because of that, we would not anticipate that a potential currently exists for “Day 
out with Thomas” events for Tacoma, however, each contract is renewed each year with 
sponsoring excursion railroads. Dramatic changes have happened on a regular basis elsewhere, 
creating new opportunities for other railroads to participate if another sponsor drops out or is 
effectively “fired” by HIT. 
 
Attendance figures from the Northwest Railway Museum would indicate that the current ‘Day 
out with Thomas’ draws at least 15,000 based upon submitted FRA ridership statistics for July 
2005 and July 2006. The 2007 event is scheduled July 13 through 15, and July 20-22. 

10. Other Special Event Ideas (from a project team brainstorm session) 

10.1  Chocolate Lovers Special 
A chocolate lover’s special allows riders to combine their love for chocolate and the 
outdoors. Picture an elaborate buffet of chocolate desserts on a beautiful candle and 
flower adorned table. Each of the desserts are petite for riders to sample them all.  
 
The desserts range from the richest chocolate concoctions you’d ever think of to more 
simple treats like biscotti with a subtle hint of chocolate. Possible desserts include 
chocolate crème brulee, chocolate mousse, chocolate covered espresso beans, rich 
brownies, delicious white and dark chocolate cookies, petit fours, chocolate-covered 
strawberries, chocolate chip muffins, and many other bite-sized chocolate baked goods.  
 
Enjoy music as an added layer of special entertainment to the evening. The Chocolate 
Buffet is a very unique way to spend an evening on a train. 
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10.2  Cinco de Mayo Fiesta 
Celebrate Mexican Independence Day to kickoff Cinco de Mayo on a cocktail train with 
margarita specials. Churros, mole, carnitas and more will complement cocktails quite 
nicely. To accommodate children, their imagination can run wild to create colorful and 
festive shakable maracas to take home as a memento.  

10.3  Grandparents Day on the Train  
A day for families to celebrate grandparents with brunch, card games and bridge on a 
memorable train ride. A menu featuring monte cristo sandwiches, eggs benedict, fresh 
fruit or quiche lorraine will satisfy their taste buds. Beverages include mimosas, coffee, 
cocoa and more. Grandchildren will be provided with a small bag of crafts to make their 
grandparents a special gift to remember their special day on the train with their family. 
After a leisure ride, families can further their day of fun by finishing the day in 
downtown Tacoma visiting museums, shops and other restaurants.  

10.4  Oktoberfest Festival on the Rail 
This special event is a festival for riders to enjoy a wide variety of import and domestic 
beer and authentic German cuisine such as bratwurst, apple strudel, schnitzel, giant 
pretzels and sauerbraten. Adding an oom-pah in the day using accordion players, polkas 
and other favorite traditional German tunes will have the riders tapping their toes! 

10.5  Mother’s day on the Train 
Treat mom to a leisurely train ride on her special day for brunch. Mothers will be greeted 
with a bouquet of flowers; the menu will feature monte cristo sandwiches, eggs benedict, 
fresh fruit or quiche lorraine. Beverages include mimosas, coffee, cocoa and more. 
Children will be provided with the appropriate crafts to make mom a special gift on the 
train ride to show her how much she is appreciated. 

10.6  Father’s Day on the Train 
This special event is a way to surprise your father with a bit of well-deserved rest and 
relaxation! Treat him to an exciting ride aboard a special Father's Day Train. Dad and the 
family can enjoy a lunch buffet “dad style” with a fantastic backdrop of the wilderness.  

10.7  Wine Tasting Train  
An 'a la carte' menu of 'lighter fare' of gourmet meat and cheeses is offered during a wine 
tasting of some of Washington State's best artisan and hard-to-find wines. 
As wine lovers sample a wide variety of great wines they also have the pleasure of 
enjoying the ambience of a train ride. All of the wines may be purchased on site.  

10.8  Murder Mystery Dinner Train 
A Murder Mystery Dinner Train will offer both an exciting evening of entertainment and 
a wonderful fine dining experience. During the trip, a five course dinner will be served 
while performers involve riders in comical murderous events to be the unfortunate victim 
of the devious plot. Riders will certainly be in the midst of intrigue, excitement, laughter 
and murder!  
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10.9  Lucky Leprechaun Special 
Celebrate the luck of the Irish on St. Patrick’s Day onboard for a family fun excursion, 
including light Irish snacks, Guiness Beer and Irish Whiskey. The celebration of gold, 
shamrocks and luck.  

10.10  Easter Bunny Day 
Celebrate the coming of spring with a visit from the Easter Bunny . Upon arrival, kids 
will follow the Easter Bunny to the “Bunny Patch” for an Easter Egg Hunt! Every child 
will be able to look for their very own colorful Easter egg. Each egg is filled with either a 
small toy or candy and each child can forage for a couple of eggs! Enjoy your train ride 
while the kids have the time of their life with the Easter Bunny! 

10.11  Fall Colors Tour 
Running from the end of September to mid November, this tour allows for riders to view 
the fabulous fall colors where the trees wear magical coats of crimson, gold, and scarlet 
leaves and hillsides glisten under a pale pink glaze. This type of tour is special as the train 
can take riders to places that cannot be seen by a regular vehicle. A great tour for leaf 
peepers and foliage fanatics! 

10.12  Haunted Halloween Express 
An event that can be run in the day for families and at night for those who dare to be 
scared. During the day, round up the family for a train ride on a beautiful Washington 
State fall day to a pumpkin patch where families can enjoy hay rides, face painting, 
making caramel apples and to pick the perfect pumpkin. At night, prepare to howl down 
the tracks where ghosts, goblins, and all kinds of surprises climb aboard the Haunted 
Halloween Express for thrills and shrills. 

10.13  Logging Festival Train 
A unique event including logging demonstrations, axe throwing, and live music. Riders 
can compete for the best ‘logger look-alike’ contest and children will have the chance to 
meet Paul Bunyan himself! History docents and character actors will be on board to make 
this event enjoyable and unforgettable for the entire family.  

10.14  Chinese New year Special 
Ring in the Chinese New Year on a train ride and learn the history of the 15 day 
celebration. Have fun using the Chinese calendar to see which animal you are while 
enjoying traditional hors d'oeuvres.
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The Polar Express™
Event Guidelines for 2007

Rail Events, Inc.

Railroads will be required to meet the following event guidelines for hosting The Polar 
Express event:

Requirements:  Train, Equipment & On-board
To maximize potential capacity, Host railroads should schedule one trip per night 
(Sunday – Thursday) and 2 trips per night (Friday & Saturday) November 23 – December 
23, 2007, for a minimum total of 40 trips.  Daytime trips can be offered in addition to the 
evening schedule.  A minimum of 300 seats per train consist is required.  Each ticket 
entitles a guest to one train ride aboard The Polar Express.  The ride should be no less 
than 60 minutes in length (total travel time round trip) and a minimum of 6 miles in 
length (roundtrip).  The ideal trip duration is 75 minutes.  Any variations from the 
minimum number of trips, seating capacity, and trip length must be submitted and 
approved in writing by Rail Events, Inc.       

Holiday decorations at the train depot and on board the train, such as garland and gift-
wrapped packages in the luggage racks, are required.  An on-board PA system, with a CD 
player, is required for conductor announcements, playing The Polar Express Movie 
Soundtrack and singing Christmas carols, and a live reading of the book, The Polar 
Express, by Chris Van Allsburg.  

Each railroad shall construct or designate a “North Pole” village as a destination where 
Santa Claus will board the train.  During evening trips, the entire village should be 
illuminated so the passengers can see it off in the distance.  It may be necessary to 
construct a “set” or façade out along the right of way.  

New for 2007, the original motion picture soundtrack will be incorporated into the 
on-board experience to bring the magic of the story to life!  These audio cues will 
alert passengers that something exciting is about to begin.  Therefore, an onboard 
public address system with a CD player is required.  Rail Events, Inc. will supply 
one copy of The Polar Express original motion picture soundtrack CD to each host 
railroad.

At a minimum, Host will play the following songs at these times:

1. Track #2 “When Christmas Comes To Town” by Matthew Hall and Meagan 
Moore (4:06), start approximately 11 minutes prior to train departure as 
passengers board train and settle in their seats.

2. Track # 6 “Spirit of the Season” by Alan Silvestri (2:33), play immediately 
after track #2, prior to train departure.
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3. Track # 7 and “Seeing is Believing” by Alan Silvestri (3:44), play 
immediately after track #6, prior to train departure.

4. Track #1 “The Polar Express” by Tom Hanks (3:23), after welcoming guest 
onboard The Polar Express, play as the train first starts to move out of the 
station bound for the North Pole!

5. *Track # 5 “Hot Chocolate” by Tom Hanks (2:31), as Chefs serve hot 
chocolate and cookies.

6. *Track # “Santa Clause Is Comin’ To Town” by Frank Sinatra (2:33), as the 
train approaches and stops at “North Pole” to pick up Santa Claus.

7. *Track # 4 “Believe” by Josh Groban (4:18), as Santa Claus hands out the 
bells to the children.

8. *Track #14 “Suite From The Polar Express” by Alan Silvestri (6:03), after 
the train arrives back at the station and the passengers are unloading. 

Note:  *These songs may require to be played several times in continuation while the 
activity described is taking place.  It will be necessary for one of your staff members 
to operate the CD/public address system to choreograph this important part of the 
event.  

On-board attendants dressed in chef cloaks and hats and black pants, serve all passengers 
hot cocoa and cookies on board the train.  The conductor shall walk through the train and
punch the commemorative train tickets.  Following the refreshments, a live reading of 
The Polar Express, by Chris Van Allsburg, shall be read over the public address system,
or by readers assigned to each individual car, with the use of a public address system.  
On-board attendants are required to walk up and down the aisles, as the story is being 
read, to show the corresponding illustrations to the passengers.  On board Book/DVD 
sales are suggested prior to the live reading of the story, or an announcement as to where 
books and DVD’s can be purchased after the trip.  Passengers with their own copies of 
the book should be encouraged to read along.  

Santa Claus will be positioned in a decorated set at the “North Pole” to wave to the train 
as it arrives!  Santa will then board the train to greet each child on the return trip to the 
train depot.  Santa will give each child a bell, the first gift of Christmas, just as in the 
story!  Railroads must purchase their own supply of bells for their event.  A personalized 
card with your railroad name and year is a nice touch to attach to the bells, but is not 
required.

Christmas carols can be played over the public address system or car attendants in 
individual cars can lead the passengers in singing carols for the remainder of the trip!  

Since not all railroads have the same operating characteristics, variations to these 
requirements must be submitted and approved in writing by Rail Events, Inc. prior to 
licensing the event.
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Event Activities at the Train Depot
Host railroads are also required to perform the following event activities:  

Live Musical Entertainment / Carolers/Soundtrack 
Prior to each trip, live musical entertainment shall be provided at the train depot.  
This can be an individual or band playing holiday music, or a group or chorus 
singing Christmas Carols.  Schools or local church choirs may be asked to 
participate!  Sing-alongs are encouraged to promote participation from the 
passengers!  Or, the soundtrack from the motion picture, The Polar Express, can 
be played over loudspeakers.

Visiting with Santa Claus and Photo Opportunities
Visits and free photo opportunities with Santa Claus shall follow each trip.  This 
may require the use of more than one Santa Claus, depending on your train 
schedule.  Santa Claus shall be available at a designated area at or near the train 
depot for one hour following each train trip.  This shall include a decorated set for 
Santa with a licensed Polar Express graphic backdrop and a staffed queue line 
with an entrance and exit to maintain an orderly and efficient operation.  

The approved artwork for the backdrop will be supplied by Rail Events, Inc.  It 
will be the host railroad’s responsibility for supplying the actual backdrop.

A professional photographer may be utilized by host railroads.  These “no 
obligation to purchase” digital photos will be taken at the same time as the free 
photo opportunities.  A sign shall clearly indicate that there is “no obligation to 
purchase.”  Guests shall have the opportunity to view their photos and purchase 
them on site if they desire.  A royalty fee will apply to all professional 
photography sold in conjunction with this Event.  We suggest a separate register, 
capable of handling credit card transactions, be utilized for photography sales

Story Characters
Dress your depot and on-board staff in costumes straight from the story book or 
the motion picture!  On board staff should wear chef cloaks, hats and black slacks.  
Elf costumes are also fun and create a wonderful photo opportunity.  Pajamas, 
slippers and robes (as long as they are safe to wear) are an essential part of this 
classic story!  And, of course, your Conductor is required to be dressed in a 
traditional railroad conductor uniform!  Any deviation from these “costumes” 
must be submitted and approved in writing by Rail Events, Inc.

Other Activities
Host railroads may choose to offer additional activities at the depot while 
passengers wait for their train, including:  
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Face Painting and/or Temporary Tattoos
Paint a bell, a Christmas tree, a star, an angel, or another favorite holiday symbol 
on cheeks, foreheads, arms or hands.  Be sure to use only non-toxic, washable 
paint.  (Never use alcohol based paint on the face.)

Coloring Station
A series of low, children sized tables with buckets of crayons and coloring paper 
will give the children an opportunity to make something to take home with them!  
Rail Events, Inc. will provide an electronic master copy of an approved, themed 
coloring sheet.  Coloring sheets and crayons will be provided by the host railroad.      

Petting Zoo
If allowable by governmental regulations, third party vendors may be contracted 
to provide age appropriate sized animals for children to pet.  Safety of the 
children and animals are top priority.  A tent or covered area should be used to 
provide proper care for the animals, along with adequate containment fencing.  
The area must be cleaned after each day to ensure a clean smelling environment.  
We recommend that the animals be transported to and from the site each day to 
ensure proper care.  Several hand sanitizer dispensers should also be placed at the 
petting zoo area.  Rail Events, Inc. can provide host railroads suggested sign 
wording for hand washing and basic sanitary recommendations associated with 
petting animals.

Other Activity Ideas
Additional children’s activities, such as a model train exhibit, will be considered 
but must be submitted and pre-approved in writing by Rail Events, Inc.

Ticket Sales, Reservations and Pricing
Host railroads will be responsible for selling their own tickets.  This includes supplying 
ticket stock and a means of making advanced reservations.  The price of each ticket is
suggested to be no less than $24 Adult / $16 Children, or an average ticket price of $20 
per person, minimum.  (Note:  The average ticket price of all of The Polar Express events 
nationwide in 2006 was $21.00.)  Each guest age 2 and over requires a ticket to ride the 
train.  Children under the age of 2 do not require a ticket, but must be held in an adults 
lap on board the train.  

Tickets purchased via advanced reservations may be mailed to customers or placed at 
Will Call for pick up on the day of the event.  Mailing the tickets gives railroads
opportunities to supply other information about the event, such as driving directions, 
parking instructions, boarding information, etc. 

Host railroads shall retain a database of advanced reservations consisting of names, 
addresses, and e-mail addresses, if applicable.  If requested, the database will be shared 
with Warner Bros. and/or Rail Events, Inc. for future marketing purposes.  Host railroads 
will also be required to report advanced ticket sales to Rail Events, Inc., at periodic 
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intervals, leading up to the Event.  This will help in determining staffing levels, 
merchandise inventory levels, and train capacity alterations.

Parking
Parking is the first impression your guests will get of your railroad.  A well executed 
parking operation will set the tone for the event.  Easy to read signage and helpful 
parking attendants is crucial to running a smooth operation.  Parking attendants should be 
knowledgeable about the event, as they will be flooded with questions by curious and
anxious guests.

 A sufficient number of spaces should be reserved for disabled parking at a 
location near the event entrance.

 If your railroad already charges a fee for on-site parking, then parking fees will be 
allowed on a per vehicle basis.  It is suggested that you limit the amount to $4.00 
per vehicle.

 If necessary, the use of off-site parking and shuttle buses shall be the 
responsibility of the host railroad.  It is suggested the parking and shuttle fee be 
limited to no more than $4.00 per vehicle, regardless of the number of persons in 
a vehicle.  Off site parking lots are to be located no more than 1 mile from an 
event.  

 If a host railroad is utilizing off site parking and a shuttle system, please make 
provisions for a “drop off” location near the event entrance.  Many guests will 
“drop off” Mom and the kids while Dad goes to park the car.

Merchandise Sales
It is a requirement of the event to have a merchandise sales area aimed at maximizing 
merchandise sales revenue.  Events of this type can bring in a significant amount of 
revenue.  Rail Events, Inc. will provide host railroads a list of available vendors carrying 
The Polar Express merchandise.  It will be the responsibility of the host railroad to order 
appropriate inventory levels for an event.  Rail Events, Inc. will assist host railroads in 
determining appropriate merchandise levels if requested.

 The Polar Express, by Chris Van Allsburg, is a key inventory item for this event.  
Also, the movie DVD was released in November, 2005.   It is suggested that the 
host railroad take book and DVD orders at the same time of advanced ticket 
reservations.  Guests can then pick up their book at will call on the day of the 
event or it can be mailed to them in advance with their tickets.  Many families 
will take advantage of this offer.

 A covered structure is required to be designated for merchandise sales.  If a 
permanent structure does not currently exist, an enclosed tent will be required.  A 
store room for restocking merchandise needs to be in close proximity to the 
merchandise sales area. 

 A cash register with the ability to handle both cash and credit card sales is 
required.
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 Book and Movie DVD sales may be conducted on-board trains, or an 
announcement can be made as to where books and DVD’s can be purchased after 
the trip.

Marketing
An approved graphic CD will be provided for host railroads to prepare their own regional 
marketing initiatives.  It is a requirement that a host railroad utilize at least 3 of the 
marketing methods listed below.  All advertisements must be submitted to Rail 
Event’s Inc. for approval prior to release.

1. Press releases
Rail Events, Inc. will provide a pre-approved release, just fill in the blanks with 
your specific railroad information!

2. Print & newspaper ads
Rail Events, Inc. has received approval of a standard form ad that host railroads 
may use for print advertising.  It is included on the CD.

3. Brochure/Rack Cards
Host railroads can drop the approved ad in your brochure or create a rack card 
utilizing the graphic CD for distribution in your area.  A proven way to cover 
costs of printing and distribution is to sell advertising space on the back side to   
local merchants, hotels and restaurants. 

4. Radio
Trade tickets to the event for radio spots!  On air give-away promotions are 
welcomed by many radio stations.  Rail Events, Inc. will provide a complimentary 
radio ad script that may be used by host railroads in making their own radio 
commercial.

5. Direct Mail Piece
Send your rack cards, brochures or flyers directly to schools, pre-schools and 
private homes.

6. Billboards
Use the pre-approved standard form ad in the CD provided.

7. Web-site
Besides having a listing and a direct link on www.polarexpressride.com, post 
information about your event on your own web-site!

8. Media Day
Host a media day prior to your event.  Even if no TV stations are able to attend, 
supply b-roll footage of The Polar Express train, the conductor calling passengers 
to board, children waving as the train leaves the station, The North Pole and 
carolers.  Many TV News Stations will do their own voiceover with the footage 
supplied as if they were filming themselves.
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Royalties/Requirements
Tickets:  The host railroad shall pay a license royalty equal to 30% of the gross ticket 
revenue.  A spreadsheet showing the numbers of riders per day, per train shall be 
submitted along with payment no later than 10 business days following an event, and sent 
via overnight express mail.

Photographs:  If a host railroad utilizes a professional photographer in connection with 
this Event, the host railroad shall pay a license royalty equal to 15% of the gross photo 
revenue.  This shall be paid no later than 10 business days following an event, and sent 
via overnight express mail, with complete back-up including computer generated sales 
logs or photocopies of register receipts.  

Checks should be made payable to Rail Events, Inc. and be sent to the following address:

Rail Events, Inc.
4100 NE 26 Terrace
Lighthouse Point, FL  33064

Each host railroad is required to ring all ticket and photography sales via cash register (or 
computer) in order to track sales.  At times of payment as specified above, Licensee shall 
furnish photocopies of register tapes or computer generated sales logs for record keeping 
purposes.  Licensee shall keep, maintain, and preserve, (in Licensee’s principal place of 
business), for at least 4 years following the event, complete and accurate records and 
accounts covering all transactions related to the exhibition agreement.  All such records 
and accounts shall be maintained in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles, consistently applied.  The host railroad shall grant Rail Events, Inc. access to 
review such records upon request.

Customer Satisfaction Surveys
Host railroads may be required to solicit brief random sample surveys of their guests’ 
experiences at their event.  The survey will be supplied by Rail Events, Inc..  Results of 
the surveys will be compiled and shared with the Licensor and the host railroad.

Loading/Unloading Passengers
The success of this event revolves around the train rides.  Therefore, it is important to 
keep all trains on schedule.  Loading and unloading passengers is easy as long as there is 
an organized system in place.

Clearly marked boarding station signage is required.  Have passengers line up to board at 
their designated boarding stations a least fifteen minutes prior to their trip time.  This 
gives your staff an opportunity to welcome them, check tickets, and answer any
questions.  A well organized line also keeps the area clear for passengers unloading from 
the prior trip.  As soon as the “All Aboard!” call is given, they can board without delay.  
This will help ensure timely departures.  A welcoming statement and brief safety 
announcement is appropriate while the passengers are getting situated.
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An orderly unloading process is also important.  Place at least two staff members at each 
stairwell.  Assist passengers off the train and always be ready to “catch” someone, 
especially children, who might miss a step.

Event Layout & Operating Plan
A representative of Rail Events, Inc. will review your operating plan and make 
suggestions and recommendations to enhance your event.  A site layout and operating 
plan should be prepared and submitted to anticipate parking, space needs, logistics, traffic 
patterns, operating scenarios, rental equipment, food, retail, and staffing levels, etc.  

First Aid / Nursing / Diaper Changing Station
A small tent or centrally located room should be designated for these important issues.  A 
basic first aid kit should be on hand as well as a designated attendant to take care of any 
requests.  This location should have access to a telephone to call 911 in case of an 
emergency.  You should contact your local fire/rescue department to make them aware of 
the dates of your event.  Sometimes a parent just needs a private place to tend to their 
child.  The diaper changing station should include a table with a washable cover, sanitary 
wipes, extra diapers, baby powder and a trash can!  

Stroller Parking
Several “stroller parking” areas should be designated around your event site.  This is 
particularly useful for the train rides.  For safety reasons, strollers should not be allowed 
on board, and, it slows the boarding and unloading process.  You can utilize the wall of a 
building or simply create a line in between two signs.       

Restrooms
All restrooms should be well marked with directional signage, including wheelchair 
accessible restrooms.  If additional facilities are needed, port-o-lets may be rented and 
distributed around the event site.  Make sure regular servicing (cleaning, restocking and 
dumping) is scheduled.  A dirty, un-stocked restroom leaves a very bad impression on 
guest.

Trash Cans & Dumpsters
Keep your property clean!  An abundance of trash cans placed at strategic locations 
around your property can really cut down on litter.  A trash collection schedule should be 
strictly adhered to.  Don’t wait until a can overflows to take care of the problem.  
Dumpsters should be located in a convenient spot for servicing on a daily basis (either 
early in the morning before the event day begins or after the event day ends) but far 
enough away as to not be seen or smelled by guests.      

Signage
When available, host railroads will receive a style guide which will include artwork for 
event signage.  The following signs, at a minimum, will be required at each event:

 “Polar Express” temporary locomotive sign/lettering
 Entrance “Welcome” Banner
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 Exit “Thank You of Visiting” Banner
 Tickets
 Will Call
 First Aid / Nursing / Baby Changing Station
 Retail Store Entrance
 Retail Store Exit
 Restrooms
 Entertainment Schedule
 Santa Claus Visit & Photo Opportunity
 Train Boarding Station (Multiple signs)
 Stroller Parking
 Parking
 Temporary Loading/Unloading Zone
 Shuttle Bus Stop (if necessary)

Blank signs with approved border artwork will be required to be used for any other 
signage associated with the event.  NO HANDWRITTEN SIGNS will be allowed.

Publicity
Host railroads will be required to compile a file of all press clippings, and advertisements, 
including print, radio and television, related to their Event and submit it to Rail Events, 
Inc. with the royalty payment following the Event.  A collection of digital photographs 
(burned onto CD) is also required to be submitted with the press file.  All photographs 
submitted to Rail Events, Inc. become the property of Rail Events, Inc. and will be shared 
with Warner Bros. and may be displayed on the web-site or used for other promotional 
purposes.
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2007
THE POLAR EXPRESS

EXHIBITION AGREEMENT

THIS EXHIBITION AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made as of __________________________, 200___ 
between Rail Events, Inc., (hereinafter “REI”) on behalf of Warner Bros. Consumer Products Inc. (“WBCP”), and 
____________________________________ (“Host”).  

WHEREAS, WBCP owns or controls the rights to license the copyright and trademarks in and to the literary 
property and motion picture identified as POLAR EXPRESS, and 

WHEREAS, Host wishes to create a “Polar Express” exhibition based on the literary and motion picture property 
known as THE POLAR EXPRESS (the “Licensed Property”), (the exhibition based upon or otherwise referring to 
the Licensed Property is referred to herein as the “Licensed Article” or the “Exhibition”),

WHEREAS, REI has been properly licensed and empowered by WBCP to negotiate and administer this Exhibition 
Agreement pertaining to events related to the Licensed Property, including the Licensed Article specified above, 
which may include activities as specified in the event guidelines (incorporated into Attachment A and hereinafter 
referred to as the “Event Guidelines” attached hereto), including but not limited to railroad excursions, readings and 
other activities (the instant event hereinafter referred to as “Event”),

WHEREAS Host also acknowledges that WBCP has or will enter into similar Exhibition Agreements with other 
Hosts throughout the United States and the rest of the world for the holding of events similar to or identical to the 
Events,

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained herein and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, WBCP and Host agree as 
follows:

1. EVENT:  Subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement, Host may use the Licensed Property for an 
Exhibition for the period of _____________________________, 200__ through
______________________, 200___  at _______________________________________for the limited 
purpose of presenting the Event, which shall consist of the following activities (as set forth in the Event 
Guidelines): Polar Express train and all related activities, which are all subject to WBCP’s prior written 
approval, which approval may be exercised by REI on behalf of WBCP.

2. EVENT GUIDELINES:  Host agrees to utilize the Licensed Article in the manner set forth by The Event 
Guidelines and which may be supplemented by REI.  These guidelines include the frequency of trips, if 
applicable, and outline of all activities associated with the Event, the capacity allowable for use during the 
Event, and all other activities utilized in conjunction with the Event.  (In the event there is a conflict 
between the terms of this Exhibit Agreement and the Event Guidelines, or any supplements thereto, 
the parties agree that the terms of this Exhibition Agreement shall control.)

3. ADVERTISING:  REI may provide Host with style guides, and Host agrees to utilize the style guides 
provided by REI in printing all tickets and promotion documents.   Host shall take all measures necessary 
to insure the copyright and trademark protections of the Licensed Property.  Host agrees and acknowledges 
that this includes the use of any depiction or art work of the Licensed Property on tickets.  Host must 
submit for approval all proposed advertising, tickets and promotional document to be used for the event at 
least 45 days prior to said event.
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4. LICENSED PROPERTY; ARTWORK; APPROVALS: The Licensed Property shall be displayed or used 
only in such form and in such manner as has been specifically approved in writing by WBCP in advance and 
Host undertakes to assure usage of the trademark(s) and character(s) solely as approved hereunder.  Host 
further agrees and acknowledges that any and all Artwork (defined below) created, utilized, approved and/or 
authorized for use hereunder by WBCP in connection with the Licensed Article(s) or which otherwise features 
or includes the Licensed Property shall be owned in its entirety exclusively by WBCP.  "Artwork" as used 
herein shall include, without limitation, all pictorial, graphic, visual, audio, audio-visual, digital, literary, 
animated, artistic, dramatic, sculptural, musical or any other type of creations and applications, whether 
finished or not, including, but not limited to, animation, drawings, designs, sketches, images, tooling and 
tooling aids, illustrations, film, video, electronic, digitized or computerized information, software, object code, 
source code, on-line elements, music, text, dialogue, stories, visuals, effects, scripts, voiceovers, logos, one-
sheets, promotional pieces, packaging, display materials, printed materials, photographs, interstitials, notes, 
shot logs, character profiles and translations, produced by Host or for Host, pursuant to this Agreement.  
WBCP reserves for itself or its designees all rights to use any and all Artwork created, utilized and/or approved 
hereunder without limitation.

Host acknowledges that, as between WBCP and Host, the Licensed Property and Artwork and all other 
depictions expressions and derivations thereof, and all copyrights, trademarks and other proprietary rights 
therein are owned exclusively by WBCP and Host shall have no interest in or claim thereto, except for the 
limited right to use the same pursuant to this Agreement and subject to its terms and conditions.  

Host agrees and acknowledges that any Artwork created by Host or for Host hereunder is a "work made for 
hire" for WBCP under the U.S. Copyright Act, and any and all similar provisions of law under other 
jurisdictions, and that WBCP is the author of such works for all purposes, and that WBCP is the exclusive 
owner of all the rights comprised in the undivided copyright and all renewals, extensions and reversions 
therein, in and to such works in perpetuity and throughout the universe.  Host hereby waives and releases in 
favor of WBCP all rights (if any) of "droit moral," rental rights and similar rights in and to the Artwork (the 
"Intangible Rights") and agrees that WBCP shall have the right to revise, condense, abridge, expand, adapt, 
change, modify, add to, subtract from, re-title, re-draw, re-color, or otherwise modify the Artwork, without the 
consent of Host.  Host hereby irrevocably grants, transfers and assigns to WBCP all right, title and interest, 
including copyrights, trademark rights, patent rights and other proprietary rights, it may have in and to the 
Artwork, in perpetuity and throughout the universe, and to all proprietary depictions, expressions or derivations 
of the Licensed Property created by or for Host.  Host acknowledges that WBCP shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement in the event Host asserts any rights (other than those specifically granted pursuant to 
this Agreement) in or to the Licensed Property or Artwork.

Host hereby warrants that any and all work created by Host under this Agreement apart from the materials 
provided to Host by WBCP is and shall be wholly original with or fully cleared by Host and shall not copy or 
otherwise infringe the rights of any third parties, and Host hereby indemnifies WBCP and will hold WBCP 
harmless from any such claim of infringement or otherwise involving Host's performance hereunder.  At the 
request of WBCP, Host shall execute such form(s) of assignment of copyright or other papers as WBCP may 
reasonably request in order to confirm and vest in WBCP the rights in the properties as provided for herein.  In 
addition, Host hereby appoints WBCP as Host's Attorney-in-Fact to take such actions and to make, sign, 
execute, acknowledge and deliver all such documents as may from time to time be necessary to confirm in 
WBCP, its successors and assigns, all rights granted herein.  If any third party makes or has made any 
contribution to the creation of Artwork authorized for use hereunder, Host agrees to obtain from such party a 
full confirmation and assignment of rights so that the foregoing rights shall vest fully in WBCP, in the form of 
the Contributor's Agreement to be provided by REI to Host on behalf of WBCP and by this reference made a 
part hereof, prior to commencing work, ensuring that all rights in the Artwork and Licensed Property arise in 
and are assigned to WBCP.  Promptly upon entering into each such Contributor's Agreement, Host shall give 
WBCP a copy of such Contributor's Agreement.  Host assumes all responsibility for such parties and agrees 
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that Host shall bear any and all risks arising out of or relating to the performance of services by them and to the 
fulfillment of their obligations under the Contributor's Agreement.

Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason, or upon demand by WBCP at any time, Host 
shall promptly deliver to WBCP all Artwork or Licensed Property, whether finished or not, including 
drawings, drafts, sketches, illustrations, screens, data, digital files and information, copies or other items, 
information or things created in the course of preparing the Licensed Property and all materials provided to 
Host by WBCP hereunder, or, at WBCP's option and instruction, shall destroy some or all of the foregoing and
shall confirm to WBCP in writing that Host has done so.  Host shall not use such Artwork or Licensed 
Property, items, information or things, material, for any purpose other than as permitted under this Agreement.

5. FREE TICKETS: Host, shall, at its expense, make available (at will call or as otherwise instructed by REI 
or WBCP) a minimum of thirty (30) free tickets for admission at the venue where the Exhibition shall 
occur.  The tickets shall be provided for use by REI, WBCP or their designees.

6. MERCHANDISE: In the event Host wishes to sell merchandise at the event based upon the Licensed 
Property, Host shall contact REI a minimum of NINETY (90) days prior to the Exhibition, at which time 
REI will provide to Host a list of approved merchandisers.  Host acknowledges that separate licensing 
agreements may be in existence with regard to any merchandising items utilizing the Licensed Property.  
REI shall provide Host a list of contacts authorized to provide merchandise depicting the Licensed 
Property.  

7. MUSIC LICENSE:  Host is required to secure proper licensing from the performing rights organization 
ASCAP in connection with the performing or playing of any and all music, including The Polar Express 
Movie Soundtrack at the event, and shall pay all related fees.  Host shall provide record to REI of their 
active membership status at the time of the event.

8. INSURANCE:  Host shall obtain, at its own and expense the following:

(a)  Commercial General Liability Insurance, including product liability and contractual liability coverage 
providing adequate protection for REI, WBCP and each of their affiliates and Host against any such claims 
or suits in amounts no less then three million dollars ($3,000,000) per occurrence, combined single limits.  
Simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, Host undertakes to submit to REI a fully paid policy 
or certificate of insurance naming REI, WBCP and each of their affiliates as additional insured parties and, 
requiring that the insurer shall not terminate or materially modify such policy or certificate of insurance 
without written notice to REI at least twenty (20) days in advance thereof.  Such insurance shall at all times 
be primary and not contributory with any insurance carried by REI, WBCP or any of their affiliates.  
Further, the delivery of the policy or certificate, as provided in this paragraph, is a material obligation of 
Host.  Upon receipt of any such written notice from Host with respect to the termination or modification of 
such policy or certificate obtained by Host, REI shall have the right to purchase replacement insurance 
from an insurance carrier of REI’s choice and charge Host for all costs thereof.  Host agrees to pay all such 
costs immediately upon submission by REI.  Host shall notify REI of all claims regarding the Licensed 
Property of Licensed Article under any of the foregoing policies of insurance promptly upon the filing 
thereof.

(b)  Workers compensation and employers liability insurance, where applicable, in accordance with local 
law;

(c)  The Host’s insurance carrier needs to have an A.M. Best rating of A- or better; and
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(d)  The Host waives all rights for recovery of damages (to the extent those damages are covered by the 
required general liability).

9. ROYALTY:  Host shall provide a thirty percent (30%) royalty payment of all gate receipts (i.e., ticket 
admission sales) and, fifteen percent (15%) of all photography gross receipts (i.e. professional digital 
photography sales utilizing the Licensed Property) payable to REI within ten (10) days following the final 
day of the Exhibition.  The royalty payment shall be accompanied by a royalty statement, certified to be 
accurate by an authorized representative of Host, specifying gross revenues of all gate receipts, including a 
spreadsheet of passenger counts by day, and by train.  In the event Host fails to pay the Royalty when due, 
Host shall be required to pay default interest on the unpaid Royalty at a rate of 18% per annum.  

10. ECORDS AND AUDIT:  Host shall maintain and keep at Host’s principal place of business and at its sole 
expense accurate books of account and records covering all matters and transactions relating to this 
Exhibition Agreement.  REI or WBCP and their duly authorized representative(s), upon ten (10) days prior 
notice, shall have the right, upon reasonable notice and at all reasonable hours of the day, to examine and 
copy and otherwise audit said books of account, records and all other documents and materials in the 
possession or under the control of Host with respect to this Exhibition Agreement.  Host shall maintain and 
keep all such books of account and records available for at least four (4) years after expiration or 
termination of this Agreement.  

11. RADEMARK, COPYRIGHT AND GOODWILL: Host shall do whatever is necessary to protect the 
copyright, trademark and similar rights in the Licensed Property and the Licensed Article.  Any materials 
provided to Host by REI are the property of Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. including, without limitation, 
all artwork provided in connection with advertising and promotion of the Exhibition.  

The Host shall cause to be imprinted irremovably and legibly on all materials containing or referring to the 
Licensed Property or any element therof, including without limitation each Licensed Article, all advertising, 
promotional, packaging and wrapping material and any other such material wherein the Licensed Property the 
following notice: 

TM &  Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
(s07)

(The year date shall be as instructed by WBCP.)

This Exhibition Agreement is expressly conditioned upon the full and complete compliance of Host with 
the provisions of this paragraph.

12. GOODWILL: Host recognizes the great value of the publicity and goodwill associated with the Licensed 
Property and acknowledges: (i) such goodwill is exclusively that of WBCP; and (ii) that the Licensed Property 
has acquired a secondary meaning as WBCP’s trademarks and/or identifications in the mind of the purchasing 
public.  Host further recognizes and acknowledges that a breach by Host of any of its covenants, agreements or 
undertakings hereunder will cause WBCP irreparable damage, which cannot be readily remedied in damages in 
an action at law, and may, in addition thereto, constitute an infringement of WBCP’s copyrights, trademarks 
and/other proprietary rights in, and to the Licensed Property, thereby entitling WBCP to equitable remedies, 
and costs.

13. NO ASSIGNMENT OR SUB-LICENSING:  The Host’s permission to use the Licensed Property for the 
Exhibition shall not be construed as a sub-license or assignment of any license with regard to the Licensed 
Article.  Host shall not assign, transfer, sub-license, mortgage or otherwise encumber the Licensed Proeprty 
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or the Licensed Article.  Any such purported sub-license or assignment by Host shall be void and shall 
constitute a breach of this Agreement.  

14. NOTICES: Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given shall be in writing 
addressed to the following parties: 

Rail Events, Inc.
Attn: Jon Schlegel 
4100 NE 26 Terrace
Lighthouse Point, FL, 33064 

          With copy to:

Frank J. Anesi, Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 2185
Durango, Colorado 81302

HOST: _______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

15. CONSTRUCTION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION:  This Exhibition Agreement shall be construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State of California of the United States of America without regard to its 
conflicts of laws provisions.  Any and all controversies, claims or disputes arising out of or related to this 
Exhibition Agreement or the interpretation, performance or breach thereof, including, but not limited to, 
alleged violations of state or federal statutory or common law rights or duties, and the determination of the 
scope or applicability of this Exhibition Agreement to arbitrate (“Dispute”), except as set forth in 
subparagraphs (b) and (c), below, shall be resolved according to the procedures set forth in subparagraph 
(a), below, which shall constitute the sole dispute resolution mechanism hereunder:

(a) Arbitration: In the event that the parties are unable to resolve any Dispute informally, then such 
Dispute shall be submitted to final and binding arbitration.  The arbitration shall be initiated and 
conducted according to either the JAMS Streamlined (for claims under USD $250,000) or the 
JAMS Comprehensive (for claims over USD $250,000) Arbitration Rules and Procedures, except 
as modified herein, including the Optional Appeal Procedure, at the Los Angeles office of JAMS, 
or its successor (“JAMS”) in effect at the time the request for arbitration is made (the “Arbitration 
Rules”).  The arbitration shall be conducted in Los Angeles County before a single neutral 
arbitrator appointed in accordance with the Arbitration Rules.  The arbitrator shall follow 
California law and the Federal Rules of Evidence in adjudicating the Dispute.  The parties waive 
the right to seek punitive damages and the arbitrator shall have no authority to award such 
damages.  The arbitrator will provide a detailed written statement of decision, which will be part of 
the arbitration award and admissible in any judicial proceeding to confirm, correct or vacate the 
award.  Unless the parties agree otherwise, the neutral arbitrator and the members of any appeal 
panel shall be former or retired judges or justices of any California state or federal court with 
experience in matters involving the entertainment industry.  If either party refuses to perform any 
or all of its obligations under the final arbitration award (following appeal, if applicable) within 
thirty (30) days of such award being rendered, then the other party may enforce the final award in 
any court of competent jurisdiction in Los Angeles County.  The party seeking enforcement shall 
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be entitled to an award of all costs, fees and expenses, including attorneys’ fees, incurred in 
enforcing the award, to be paid by the party against whom enforcement is ordered. 

(b) Injunctive Relief: Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party shall be entitled to seek injunctive 
relief (unless otherwise precluded by any other provision of this Exhibition Agreement) in the state 
and federal courts of Los Angeles County.

(c) Other Matters: Any Dispute or portion thereof, or any claim for a particular form of relief (not 
otherwise precluded by any other provision of this Exhibition Agreement), that may not be 
arbitrated pursuant to applicable state or federal law may be heard only in a court of competent 
jurisdiction in Los Angeles County.

16. HOST'S WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS. Host represents and warrants to WBCP that:

(a) It will not attack the title of WBCP (or third parties that have granted rights to WBCP) in and to the 
Licensed Property or any copyright or trademarks pertaining thereto, nor will it attack the validity of 
the license granted hereunder;

(b) It will not harm, misuse or bring into disrepute the Licensed Property, but on the contrary, will 
maintain the value and reputation thereof to the best of its ability;

(c) As applicable, it will manufacture, sell, and distribute the Licensed Article in an ethical manner and in 
accordance with the terms and intent of this Exhibition Agreement, and in compliance with all 
applicable government regulations and industry standards;

(d) It will not create any expenses chargeable to WBCP without the prior written approval of WBCP in 
each and every instance. It will not cause or allow any liens or encumbrances to be placed against the 
Licensed Property or the Licensed Article; and

(e) It will protect to the best of its ability its right to manufacture, sell, and distribute the Licensed Article 
hereunder.

17. INDEMNIFICATION: Host shall defend, indemnify and forever hold harmless REI, WBCP, and each of 
their respective affiliates, officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, representatives, assigns and 
successors in interest (collectively “related parties”) from and against any and all claims, liabilities, 
penalties, losses, costs, damages, demands, actions, causes of action, suits, proceedings, judgments and 
expenses including, without limitation, amounts paid in settlement, attorney’s fees, court costs and other 
legal expenses arising out of, connected with and/or relating to:

(a) The Licensed Article advertising and promotion;

(b) Arising out of Host’s unauthorized or unlicensed use of third party materials and/or third party 
intellectual property rights in conjunction with the Exhibition and/or the advertising and 
promotion;

(c) Any act or omission of Host, its parents, subsidiaries, contractors, designers, distributors and/or 
vendors and any representative, employees, affiliates and/or agents of any of the foregoing 
including, without limitation, such entity’s use or misuse of the Licensed Article, any third parties’ 
intellectual property rights, Warner Bros. property, Warner Bros. materials and/or Warner Bros. 
name and entities and related party’s logo; and
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(d) The breach or alleged breach of any of Host’s representations and agreements set forth herein.

This paragraph shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

18. TERMINATION: Without prejudice to any other rights which REI may have either pursuant to this 
Agreement, in law, equity or otherwise, REI shall have the right to immediately terminate this Agreement 
on written notice:

(a) If Host proceeds with any aspect of the event without REI’s or WBCP’s prior written approval as 
provided for by this agreement;

(b) If Host fails to comply with the requirements provided herein;

(c) If Host or any of its officers, directors, employees, agents or affiliates take any action in connection 
with the event which damages or reflects adversely upon REI and/or Warner Bros.Entertainment 
Inc.; 

(d) If Host otherwise materially breaches any provision of this Agreement; or

(e) If Host makes any assignment for the benefit of creditors, files a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, 
is adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent or has any receiver or trustee in bankruptcy or insolvency 
appointed for its business or property.

19. EFFECTIVE TERMINATION:

(a) Cessation of All Activities.  If this Agreement is terminated by REI, Host shall be precluded, 
immediately upon the effective date of termination, from proceeding with or continuing the event 
in any manner, including, but not limited to, the operation and/or promotion of the event.

(b) Removal/Return of Materials.   Immediately upon any termination of this Agreement or the 
expiration of the term, as the case may be, Host shall remove from display all advertising and/or 
promotional materials related to the event, deliver to REI the required photographs (if applicable), 
return to REI the guidelines, remove all references to the event from Host’s website and refrain 
from any activity that would or may indicate any ongoing relationship or association with REI, 
WBCP or Warner Bros Entertainment. regarding the Licensed Article or the Licensed Property.

(c) Reversion of Rights.   From and after the expiration or the termination of this Agreement, all rights 
granted to Host under this Agreement shall forthwith revert to REI.  

(d) Injunctive Relief.  Host acknowledges that its failure to cease all activities related to the event will 
result in immediate and irreparable damage to REI.  Host acknowledges and admits that there is no 
adequate remedy at law for failure to cease such activities, and Host agrees that in the event of such 
failure, REI shall be entitled to injunctive relief and such other relief as any Court with jurisdiction 
may deem just and proper.

(e) Continuing Obligations of Host.  Notwithstanding the termination or expiration of this Agreement, 
all financial obligations (including reporting and bookkeeping) of Host hereunder shall survive, to 
the extent events triggering payments have occurred.

20. ATTORNEYS FEES: In the event any litigation relating to this Agreement, the Court shall award to the 
prevailing party all reasonable costs and expenses, including attorney and legal fees. 
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21. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY:  The parties agree that in any arbitration or Court action arising out of 
this Exhibition Agreement, the damages that may be awarded shall be limited to any actual damages 
suffered.  In no event shall either party be liable for any special, incidental, consequential, exemplary or 
punitive damages, or any claim for loss of profits, loss to business or loss to business opportunities, even if 
the other party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

22. FORCE MAJEUR: Neither party shall be responsible for any cessation or the delay in the performance of 
the obligations hereunder due to causes beyond its reasonable control, including, but not limited to, fires, 
accidents, labor difficulties, strikes, gasoline shortages, riots, civil commotions, acts of God or death, 
disability, illness or default of any actor performing hereunder.

23. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS:

(a) WBCP reserves all rights not expressly conveyed to Host hereunder, and WBCP may grant licenses to 
others to use the Licensed Property, artwork and textual matter in connection with other uses, products 
and services of every kind of nature without limitation. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary stated herein, WBCP, for itself and its affiliates, specifically 
reserves the right, without limitation throughout the world, to use, or license any third party(s) of its or 
their choice to use the Licensed Property for the marketing, promotion, manufacture, distribution and 
sale of licensed articles similar or identical to the Licensed Article.

24. CONFIDENTIALITY: The proprietary materials and information of WBCP supplied to Host hereunder, or to 
which Host gains access as the result of the privileged relationship created by this Exhibition Agreement, 
including, but not limited to, the Style Guide(s), Artwork, design elements, character profiles, unpublished 
works of authorship, release dates, marketing and promotional strategies, information about new Articles, 
properties and characters and the terms and conditions of this Exhibition Agreement, constitute the proprietary 
and confidential information of WBCP (the “Proprietary Information”).  Host will hold the Proprietary 
Information in strict confidence, and will treat such Proprietary Information with the same degree of care as it 
accords its own proprietary information of a similar nature, and in no event will it use less than reasonable care 
to protect such Proprietary Information.  Without limiting the foregoing, Host:  (i) will store all Proprietary 
Information in secure environments when not in use; (ii) will not remove or modify any burn-in warnings or 
watermarks included on physical assets containing any Proprietary Information; (iii) will employ security 
procedures sufficient to prevent any theft or unauthorized access, copying, exhibition, transmission or 
removal of Proprietary Information from Host’s facility; and (iv) will maintain at all times a complete and 
accurate inventory of all Proprietary Information in Host’s possession and a list of all individuals under 
Host’s supervision or control provided with access to such Proprietary Information.  Host acknowledges that 
the Proprietary Information is highly confidential and that unauthorized use or disclosure of such Proprietary 
Information will result in serious, irreparable harm for which WBCP’s remedies at law would be inadequate.  
Among other damage, unauthorized use or disclosure of the Proprietary Information will:  (A) damage 
WBCP’s carefully planned marketing strategies, (B) reduce interest in the Licensed Property; (C) make unique 
or novel elements of the Licensed Property susceptible to imitation or copying by competitors, infringers or 
third parties prior to WBCP’s release of the information or materials; (D) damage WBCP’s proprietary 
protection in undisclosed or unpublished information or materials; and (E) provide unauthorized third parties 
with materials capable of being used to create counterfeit and unauthorized merchandise, audio-visual Articles 
or other Articles.  Accordingly, Host agrees that if any unauthorized use or disclosure occurs, WBCP will be 
entitled, in addition to any other remedies available to it at law or in equity, to the issuance of injunctive or 
other equitable relief.  Host will immediately notify WBCP of any loss or theft of or unauthorized access to any 
of the Proprietary Information and will use its best efforts, at Host’s own cost and expense, to recover all lost or 
stolen materials.  If any such loss or theft of or unauthorized access to any of the Proprietary Information 
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occurs, Host shall be liable for all resulting damages.  Except as expressly approved in writing by WBCP, Host 
shall not reproduce or use the Proprietary Information and shall not discuss, distribute, disseminate or 
otherwise disclose the Proprietary Information or the substance or contents thereof, in whole or in part, in its 
original form or in any other form, with or to any other person or entity other than: (x) Host’s employees; (y) 
third parties who have executed a Contributor’s Agreement (as provided in Section 8(b)); and (z) third party 
manufacturers who been approved by WBCP and who have executed a third party manufacturer’s agreement 
(as provided by REI to Host on behalf of WBCP).  All such employees and third parties shall be given access 
to the Proprietary Information only as necessary to enable Host to perform under this Exhibition Agreement.

Host acknowledges it has entered into a confidentiality agreement with REI regarding discussions of this 
exhibition agreement and planning of The Polar Express themed train event.  This confidentiality
agreement is hereby referenced and attached as Attachment B.

25. COUNTERPARTS: This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be 
an original, but all of which together shall constitute one agreement binding on all of the parties hereto 
notwithstanding that all of the parties hereto are not signatory to the same counterpart.  Each of the parties 
agree that a photographic or facsimile copy of the signature shall be effective as an original signature and 
may be used in lieu of the original for any purpose.

In Witness Whereof, each party has executed this Exhibition Agreement as indicated below.

AGREED and ACCEPTED: AGREED and ACCEPTED:

RAIL EVENTS INC. HOST:   

By:________________________________ By: _____________________________

Name: _____________________________ Name: ___________________________

Title: ______________________________ Title: ____________________________

Date: ______________________________ Date: ____________________________

THE FOREGOING IS ACKNOWLEDGED:

WARNER BROS. CONSUMER PRODUCTS INC.

By: ______________________________

Name: ____________________________

Title: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________
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APPENDIX C – EXCURSION TRAINS SIMILAR TO TRAIN TO 
THE MOUNTAIN 

1.  Seminole Gulf Railway 
 

Figure 25 – Seminole Gulf Railway Train 
  
In Fort Myers FL, this shortline freight railroad 
offers excursion and dinner train service as a 
direct operation of their wholly-owned railroad. 
The diesel-powered train has been operating over 
ex-CSX tracks since November 1987 as a freight 
line, and opened the dinner and excursion trains 
in January 1991 as an add-on profitable sideline 
business.  
 
This is the most ‘comparable’ operation to a 
contemplated tourist railroad, as it has much of 

the same market characteristics and geographic draw as the City of Tacoma would. Unlike most 
tourist railroads, it is neither situated in a prime tourist vacation area nor in a typical highly 
seasonal attendance market. 
 
It can accommodate 200 passengers in its four reconditioned vintage railcars. Operations are 
mixed between a conventional ‘excursion’ train and a dinner train, with the excursion operation 
seasonally scheduled between January and September. The dinner train is scheduled as a series 
of events that essentially constitute regular operations. Additional special trains are offered for 
holidays, including popular “Jingle Bell Express” trains in December. In practice, the railroad is 
operating excursions 12 months a year in some manner. 
 
In results very different from typical tourist railroads, the Seminole Gulf delivers a relatively 
‘flat’ attendance profile – most tourist railroads exhibit a very pronounced bell-shaped curve 
centered on July-August to coincide with vacation season. The Seminole Gulf shows the effect 
of off-season ridership combined with strong marketing to the resident Fort Myers population.  
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Table 5 – Seminole Gulf 2005 Ridership 

 
The strong performance of the railroad 
during December is due to the “Jingle 
Bells Express” special event. 
 
The 2006 season has continued a similar 
trend, including mild growth. In just the 
first five months of 2006, this railroad 
has transported 14,784 passengers 
compared to 14,400 the previous year.  
Pricing to the market for 20-mile round 
trip excursion trains is in the $12.00 
adult ticket range, with special events in 
the $20.00 range such as the very 

popular “Jingle Bells Express” that have additional features. The dinner trains range between 
$30.00-$60.00 per adult ticket depending on the complexity of the meal and the level of on-
board entertainment provided. 

2. SAM Shortline (Heart of Georgia) Railroad 
Another existing excursion operation in the general geographic area is the excursion operation 
offered by the SAM Shortline, over track owned by the State of Georgia and shortline freight 
operated by the Heart of Georgia Railroad (HOG). Passenger statistics are reported by the freight 
carrier to the FRA. 
 
The SAM Shortline is a political creation as an economic development corridor for this portion 
of the state. “The SAM Shortline is operated by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR) under the guidance of the Southwest Georgia Railroad Excursion Authority. Management 
is provided by staff at the Depot in Cordele located at 105 East 9th Avenue. While the cars are 
owned by the Excursion Authority, the engine is owned and operated by the Heart of Georgia 
Railroad Company”. 
 
The history of the project makes its allegiance and credit clear: “For some time, residents of 
Plains, including former President Jimmy Carter, have dreamed of operating a passenger train 
to bring tourists to their community. After much lobbying, that dream became a reality when the 
State of Georgia created the Southwest Georgia Railroad Excursion Authority during the 2000 
session of the General Assembly. The purpose of the Authority is to develop and oversee the 
operation of a passenger excursion train to run from Crisp County through Sumter County. Thus 
was reborn the SAM Shortline, and after more than two years of careful planning, track 
rehabilitation, and equipment acquisition, passenger trains began rolling once again 
down the historic mainline!”. 
 
Managed by the Department of Natural Resources, the SAM Shortline’s trains are operated by 
two qualified Heart of Georgia Railroad engineer/conductors, a qualified SAM conductor and 
trainman, and a staff of volunteer car hosts and commissary car workers. The excursion train is 
powered by the HOG’s locomotives, primarily #1209 and #1309, modified EMD GP-9’s. Most of 
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the passenger cars were purchased from the Maryland Area Rapid Commuter Agency and were 
originally Budd stainless steel sleepers of Norfolk and Western and Pennsylvania Railroad 
heritage. They were acquired by MARC and converted into coaches for commuter train use”. 
 
The railroad project has been relatively successful for what has typically been considered a 
‘difficult’ project to launch and sustain: an ‘historic corridor’ excursion, fairly long distance with 
multiple stops, alternatives and political considerations. The trip is an all-day affair including the 
destination layover, with a complex weekly schedule and different terminating towns depending 
on the day of the week. The train is viewed as a vehicle to deliver visitors to the various online 
towns for historic tours, events, etc. Ticket prices range from $12.00 to $23.00, with a discount 
for ‘walk-up’ riders on remaining unreserved seats. Ridership for the operation exceeded 26,500 
in 2004 and decreased to 23,100 in 2005, showing a distinct and unusual regional ridership 
pattern that has repeated itself over two calendar years – peaking strongly in April. 
 

Table 6 – Heart of Georgia 2004-2005 Ridership 
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As a rail attraction, this is in the same excursion travel zone, and effectively traps the Atlanta 
metro market coming from the north. It is likely that the State of Georgia will continue to 
underwrite the operation, although it appears the various levels of state subsidies amount to 
around $500,000.00 per year in exchange for economic impacts at the online communities. There 
was no indication that the support of the State is in any way weakening toward the project. 
 
The seasonal ridership pattern and attendance shows the level of ridership that is attainable even 
with significant state funding and participation to a non-destination area. Such a long-distance, 
multi-destination operation has not proven to be spectacularly successful elsewhere, even though 
it has strong local support and a determined advocate base.  
 
The SAM Shortline created renewed confidence in the Georgia market by revitalizing what had 
been a relatively successful “New Georgia Railroad” that operated for years in the loop of main 
line trackage around downtown Atlanta. That operation marketed an excursion/dinner operation 
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to the Metro Atlanta market that was very successful as an attraction and essentially fell victim to 
operating over main line freight railroad trackage in competition with the landlord – CSXT. 
Despite a well-crafted operating agreement, CSXT regularly sidelined New Georgia excursion 
trains in favor of freight movements, resulting in extensive delays often measured in hours. 
Combined with repeated and expensive employee accident claims from CSXT trainmen, New 
Georgia folded in the mid-90s and the large equipment fleet was sold at auction to other railroads 
nationwide.  
 
The Heart of Georgia/SAM Shortline does not currently operate any service that could be 
regarded as a “Dinner Train”. Longer excursions that necessitate a meal service are typically 
done with the host community providing or recommending meal services as part of the excursion 
plan. 

3. Grand Canyon 
The Grand Canyon railroad started in 1991 with a Williams-to-South Rim operation primarily as 
a conventional steam tourist railroad with a well-known attraction as the end destination. One of 
the longest tourist operations in the US at a 130-mile route trip, the Grand Canyon has 
inadvertently become one of the primary entrance methodologies to the Park since the traffic and 
parking problems at the South Rim have become increasingly problematic. GCR has had 
exponential growth in ridership at the same time that the overall park attendance has been in a 
three-year slow decline, and current data indicates that they are now delivering nearly nine 
percent of total South Rim visitation by rail. This is possibly the only tourist rail operation in the 
US that can lay legitimate claim to a growing and important basic transportation function as a 
key (if not major) part of its ridership, and do so at a premium, attraction-based ticket price of 
over $50 round-trip. Because of this relationship to the destination, parking saturation, and 
price/cost model, GCR was investigated in depth as a parallel business model. 
 

Figure 26 – Grand Canyon Steam Train 
 

 
 
The GCR is deserving of a particular in-depth analysis because of its potential to be the only 
truly comparable tourism/transportation operation to this proposal and also a private, for-profit 
company.  
 
GCR features a ‘heavy railroad’ mentality, featuring a long, relatively fast (40mph), heavy, 
passenger train departing from Williams once a day, running year-round, with an extended 
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layover at the South Rim. Originally steam-powered, GCR has determined that the higher costs 
of steam and the increasing transportation function of the railroad allow a scale-back of steam 
operations to the prime summer tourist season only. GCR is also required to haul in any water for 
steam locomotives – a significant additional expense as each steam locomotive tender has a 
capacity of over 10,000 gallons. 
 
GCR is now one of the top-ten tourist railroads nationwide for gross ridership attendance, and 
with a base ticket price of over $50.00 for a round-trip ticket and is one of the top-dollar grossing 
operations as well. It is also unusual because of the long-distance and relatively fast train 
schedule that connects I-40 to the south rim area, within easy pedestrian distance of the very 
same overlooks and attractions that would be accessible by vehicle. The railroad had the 
potential, and now the demonstrated fact, to serve as a significant transportation link. The 
railroad does not have a reputation as being extraordinarily scenic over its entire length, as the 
forested portion of the railroad is only over the last five miles or so and the canyon is never 
visible from the train itself. 
 
There are several data sources that contribute to this analysis. FRA ridership data was obtained 
from 1991 to 2002, and National Park Service data was retrieved for both visitor attendance (day 
permits), and total vehicle counts on the South Rim road using a one-way in, one-way out 
capture point of data. The situation is also unusual in that tourist rail riders are also required to 
purchase a NPS day permit to visit the rim with an $8.00 per-person charge from the train vs. 
$10.00 per person walkup at the rim so that they are included in the gross visitor counts to the 
Park. This provides a relatively accurate census of total visitation – unlike some NPS sites that 
do not have an effective, effectively audited (paid), count methodology. Train riders are included 
in all counts. 
 
The remarkable growth of the railroad ridership flies in direct contrast to published South Rim 
visitor statistics. Total visitors have peaked at 4.9 million in 1999 and declined to 4.3 million in 
2002. Vehicle counts at the South Rim (which includes shuttle busses) have also declined from 
1.43 million to 1.27 million Meanwhile, ridership on the GCR has increased from 315,000 to 
385,000 over the same period. Based upon these reported statistics, the Grand Canyon railroad 
now brings 8.9% of all South Rim visitors to the Grand Canyon – a remarkable achievement for 
any mass-transit system with a conventional vehicle alternative. 
 
Parking problems at the South Rim are well known. The parking rate for a vehicle at the South 
Rim (with any number of occupants) is $20.00 per day – possibly the highest NPS site rate 
nationwide. NPS is actively discouraging parking close to the rim because of the chronic traffic, 
noise, and congestion problems that are considered to be the worst at any NPS site nationwide. 
The parking problem has been bad enough for the ongoing study and near-implementation of a 
“Light Rail Transit” system from a parking lot approximately five miles away to the rim itself – 
using the existing Grand Canyon Railroad tracks. While this proposal has generally been studied 
for many years (and repeatedly endorsed) the overall project capital cost has been so significant 
as to prevent its actual implementation.  
 
The GCR may be near the point of saturation in ridership during peak season, preventing further 
double-digit growth achievement without the addition of another daily train. Current train 
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schedules are still limited to one daily departure. Train capacity is not known, but is estimated at 
no more than 1400 people per trip –based upon July 2003 ridership of 43,300 divided by 31 
operating days. That equates to an eighteen car passenger train at full capacity, every day. 
 
The parallels between the attraction, parking problem, geography, and pricing levels are 
particularly interesting in light of GCR’s high ticket price, high ridership, and mix of 
transportation and attraction.  

4. Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad 
 

Figure 27 – Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Train 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad riders experience the fun and adventure, the romance and 
nostalgia of riding the train on one of the oldest, longest, and most scenic excursion railways in 
the country. It is an unforgettable journey through the heart of beautiful Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park, along the Cuyahoga River and the historic Ohio & Erie Canalway between 
Cleveland and Akron, and on to Canton. A variety of different excursions and special events are 
available throughout the year. Days, departure times, and fares vary.  
Riders are able to spend a little or a lot of time exploring the things they like to see and do. The 
ride is comfortable in their vintage climate-controlled coaches built in the 1940's and 1950's. The 
coaches originally saw passenger service on the Seaboard and Santa Fe Railroads. 
 
Exciting round trip destinations including: Village of Peninsula, Hale Farm & Village, National 
Inventor's Hall of Fame, Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens, Akron Zoo, Canal Visitor Center and 
many other historic sights. 

5. Durango and Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad 
Durango was founded by the Denver & Rio Grande Railway in 1879. The railroad arrived in 
Durango on August 5, 1881 and construction on the line to Silverton began in the fall of the 
same year. By July of 1882 (amazingly, only 9 months after construction began) the tracks to 
Silverton were completed, and the train began hauling both freight and passengers. 
The line was constructed to haul silver & gold ore from the San Juan Mountains, but passengers 
soon realized it was the view that was truly precious. 
This historic train has been in continuous operation for 126 years and is very successful, carrying 
passengers behind vintage steam locomotives and rolling stock indigenous to the line. 
Relive the sights and sounds of yesteryear for a spectacular journey on board the Durango & 
Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad.  

http://www.nps.gov/cuva/�
http://www.nps.gov/cuva/�
http://www.ohioanderiecanalway.com/�
http://www.cvsr.com/trips.php?alias=penin�
http://www.cvsr.com/attractions.php?alias=hale�
http://www.cvsr.com/attractions.php?alias=inventor�
http://www.cvsr.com/attractions.php?alias=inventor�
http://www.cvsr.com/attractions.php?alias=hywet�
http://www.cvsr.com/attractions.php?alias=zoo�
http://www.cvsr.com/trips.php?alias=canal�
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Figure 28 – Durango and Silverton Narrow Gauge Train 
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APPENDIX D – ON-BOARD AMENITIES 
The Train to the Mountain has several inherent features that make it significantly different than a 
typical tourist rail operation. Because of that, an entirely different approach must be taken to 
meet the needs of the core user, even when there are significantly different sub-markets that the 
Train may serve. 

1. Food and Beverage Service 
Food and beverage service can be classified into two broad categories; food by necessity, and 
food by design. They differ completely in equipment and intent. 
 
 For quick comparison, Amtrak offers food by necessity in most of the lounge-type cars, 
primarily consisting of snack-type items, microwaveable sandwiches, and packaged foods. A 
small table seating area is present, and with a little patience and creativity, a passable lunch can 
be assembled. This lounge-microwave approach can be done in a limited fashion, and will nearly 
be a necessity in some manner, for a two-hour, one-way excursion. Even rail vehicles as small as 
an RDC can be equipped with a microwave; BC Rail’s long-distance services in Canada even 
included on-board vending machines. The limitations for most on-board services are to provide 
an attendant, sufficient power for heat and refrigeration, and 1/3 to 1/2 a car for food storage, 
sales, and a small seating area. Many patrons will simply take the food back to their seats, as 
Amtrak encourages. 
 
This entire approach is intended to keep passengers from becoming uncomfortably hungry, not 
necessarily well-fed or entertained. The Seattle area already has one very successful dinner train, 
the Spirit of Washington which makes a mission of providing a first-class meal on board. While 
the Train to the Mountain Excursion doesn’t intend to directly intend to compete for that market, 
the basic timing and route of the train greatly favors a better-class dining experience on-board.  
 
In this approach, a dedicated dining car would provide better-class to first-class service on the 
return trip to Tacoma, targeting at doing something the motorcoach tours cannot provide – a 
meal under motion. While the train may be slower, it can tie or beat the elapsed afternoon return 
times if meals can be served on-board. The bus must do a return meal stop as the train can keep 
moving. 
 
Capacity of a typical, classic, railroad diner is only 44 seats. Most dinner train operators do 
limited cooking in the original kitchen portion, restricting ‘cooking’ to certain final prep and 
heating, plating, and assembly. Meals are typically prepared off-site with a restaurant partner that 
takes full responsibility for the food, staffing, and possibly even the marketing. Because of that 
off-site component, throughput on the car can be increased, and most conventional kitchen-type 
cars can support a second ‘table car’, which is no more than an emptied-out coach with tables in 
the entire length. This usually allows a capacity of 60 seats or so depending on table 
configuration, raising the total single-seating capacity to 100. Dedicated dinner trains then 
multiply this diner + table car configuration in units to raise total capacity to match the market, 
and use coach cars if necessary to provide holding and rotational seating if there is sufficient 
time. Given a two-hour assumed return trip from the Mountain to Tacoma, two full seatings 
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would be practical, raising a two-car diner set to be able to support 200 patrons per trip. These 
mechanics are how for-profit dinner trains can actually survive. 
 
Involving an optional full-dinner alternative also effectively solves the return trip ridership 
mission, where there is a very real question of what to do when you’re running the return trip. It 
fits with a ‘bus-out, train-back’ tour package in an excellent manner. The unused diner capacity 
on any outbound morning trains can be marketed as premium-class lunch/brunch opportunities, 
or the excess table car seating sold as ‘lounge’ space with tables.  

2. Souvenirs 
While it would seem to be natural to attempt sales of various on-board souvenirs, clothing, small 
toys, postcards, etc., most excursion railroads that have actually done it will relate that on-board 
sales are no substitute for an on-ground retail presence. A recent survey of a Midwest excursion 
railroad disclosed that on-board, per-passenger sales were only in the $1.00-$3.00 range, rather 
than the more typical $6.00-$8.00 range that a typical gift shop would report. 
 
Passengers typically feel intimidated on an on-board retail space, often blocking the aisles, and 
feeling constantly distracted by the motion of a moving train, and moving between cars on a 
moving train. Sales suffer because of that. Certain items, however, such as reading materials 
(particularly children’s activity books, local history, small train toys, etc.) may do well and be 
very popular on a longer excursion, and be a virtual necessity.  
 
Retail, on-board sales are more of a convenience and child silencer than a market necessity, and 
do not substitute for the far better financial and business impact of on-the-ground sales at a 
midpoint. Due to the likely layover patterns during intermodal changes at Elbe, Eatonville, or 
other points, these are key locations to capture retail sales. On board sales can help, but not 
substitute for, a true gift shop. 

3. Guides 
Putting guides on board passenger trains for additional ‘one on one’ educational outreach efforts 
is not a particularly new idea. Santa Fe Railroad began a tradition of paid employee on-board 
tour guides in the 1950’s, usually native Americans, and other railroads rapidly copied the 
practice in western locales. In more limited application and areas, both Amtrak and the National 
Park Service have continued the tradition to the present day. 
 
The National Park Service now has a formal program for volunteering for on-board guide 
services in various locations on passenger trains. A typical job description is : “DUTIES: Guides 
will work on Amtrak's "Texas Eagle" between San Antonio and Fort Worth, Texas making 
presentations on the region's natural and cultural history. SKILLS: Must be at least 18 years of 
age and in good physical condition so that you can successfully carry out the volunteer duties 
and responsibilities. There are narrow stairs to climb on a moving train and occasionally heavy 
lifting is required. Ability to present quality interpretive programs under the guidance of the 
ranger staff. Must have the desire or experience to work with people and have an interest in 
history. Some trips will require two full days away from home”. 
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NPS has expanded this to a full formal program with its own website, and the national coverage 
and organization of the program is impressive. Information summarized from 
http://www.nps.gov/trails&rails/ website includes: 
 
12 different Amtrak trains now have on-board NPS guides for short or long periods. These are 
from coast-to-coast and include famous trains from the Southwest Chief to relative unknowns as 
the Heartland Flyer.  
 
Many longer-distance trains have multiple zones that include NPS guides. The Chicago-Seattle 
“Empire Builder” has three different tour zones. A total of 17 different programs either exist or 
are in planned startup on the 12 trains. 
 
Seattle is already a base for the NPS program, with an existing onboard program operating from 
Seattle, WA to Portland, OR which is based out of Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park. 
 
Direct NPS involvement with guides is not limited to Amtrak. The Alaska Railroad Corporation 
offers Anchorage high school students to participate in a 10-week high school elective course 
taught at the King Career Center. The course teaches customer service skills, public speaking, 
CPR, First Aid, and Alaska history, geography, economics, current issues and biology. Classes 
generally start in January of each year. Tour guides receive rail pass privileges, have the 
opportunity to meet people from all around the world, develop lifetime skills, gain valuable work 
experience and have the possibility of future advancement with the Alaska Railroad 
http://www.akrr.com/arrc123.html. In locations where excursion trains connect to or pass 
through NPS property, guides and educational programs also exist or have previously operated 
at: 
 
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad / Cuyahoga Valley National Recreational Area. 
Guided bike events (June 2007), Ranger-led school group ecology excursions (2007). 
East Broad Top Railroad in Pennsylvania had on-site NPS ranger narration in the early 1990’s. 
 
Individuals that have actually participated in this effort have indicated a high level of satisfaction 
with the effort and feel that the personal, ‘one-on-one’ connection made with visitors is a highly 
effective and memorable experience for both. The limitations of on-board tour guides are usually 
dictated by the effectiveness of the audio system and how well it works. An on-board tour guide 
equipped with wireless microphone and link-in to the train narration system, allowing them to 
move freely between cars and still maintain a personal link to visitors, combined with adequate 
mass audio-video system, would match or exceed the ability of any typical visitor center / guide 
experience to provide visitor satisfaction. 

4. Video Presentations 
Other than a half-hearted attempt for on-board entertainment video in the Viewliner sleeper cars 
(originally introduced in 1997) Amtrak has never had individual on-board video in passenger 
cars, and none in coaches. Existing Superliner lounge cars are originally equipped for a single 
large video monitor that is used for on-board movies in the upper deck observation areas, and has 
proven to be a popular option – particularly during evening hours. As in most Amtrak equipment 

http://www.nps.gov/trails&rails/�
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that is not directly involved with required services, the system is often ‘hit or miss’ in operation 
and is not advertised. 
Amtrak attempted the in-car Viewliner sleeper car room video system with proprietary hardware 
that was subject to frequent failure and difficulty of repair. As the system was designed in 1987, 
and built in 1995 to 1996, the LCD screen video technology was still in a relative state of infancy 
and very expensive. Viewliner sleeping car video has frequently has problems, has been removed 
from some cars, and is often inoperable in others. It is no longer advertised on the Amtrak 
website, although the ‘room tours’ online still show the in-room LCD monitor with no 
explanation. As an alternative to a wider passenger base Amtrak now offers “digiplayer”, an all-
digital pre-loaded DVD-class movie viewer, at seven long-distance passenger train terminals. 
This service appears to be through a third party provider, requires advance reservations, and 
costs $12.00 to $35.00 based upon trip length. This service is still expanding and heavily 
promoted in 2007, and is promoted on all long-distance trains that connect the available 
terminals. Due to the widespread availability of 110v at the seat for most passengers, this is a 
very viable approach. 
 
In direct contrast to the slow adaptation and tentative installation of video on Amtrak trains, the 
motorcoach (bus) industry has seized on-board video aggressively. On-board video systems for 
tourbus operators is a mature and proven sideline with competitive materials and pricing. 
Websites exist for hardware, installation services, and are sufficiently mature to have full 
package deals that can be ordered online. Most systems are developed for 12v operation (rather 
than 110v) and feature a wide variety of monitors, systems, and truly interesting features such as 
‘look forward’ video feed that show the front windshield view through the bus back into the 
monitors. This feature in particular has exciting potential for rail application. 
 
At least one Australian long-distance passenger train has taken the full leap to individual seat, 
on-board video, given the challenge of an extremely long train trip with reported crushingly 
boring scenic views. The “Cairns Tilt Train” operated by QR Traveltrain is a 25-hour trip on a 
north-south Brisbane-Cairns routing that roughly follows the Australian eastern coastline. Each 
seat has its own personal audio-visual entertainment system, stored in the armrest of the seat – 
including four moving channels, a lifestyle channel, six audio channels, and the “Journey 
Progress Display” with a map showing location, distance to the next station, and a capsule 
weather display. 

5. Wired for Laptops/DVD Players 
Amtrak has evolved, not necessarily by design, to openly encouraging passengers to bring along 
their own entertainment and personal diversions during the longer trips. The proliferation of 
portable music and video devices is such that they will be brought on board if the riders are 
aware that they will not necessarily be enthralled by the view out the windows. 
 
But because Amtrak made the decision early-on to supply all cars with electrical heat and car-to-
car 480v electrical systems – the availability of standard on-board 120v. electrical power on 
Amtrak cars is a natural advantage in the travel market. Coach seats, lounge cars, and sleeping 
cars all have 120v, and a typical ‘walk through’ of an Amtrak coach today will find a large 
number of passengers watching their personal DVD players, operating laptop computers, and 
running personal music players on railroad car electrical power. Unlike the problem on airlines, 
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railroad coaches can be supplied with seat electrical power as part of the development plan. If 
part of the equipment rehabilitation plan, and part of the marketing plan, seat electrical power 
can provide a level of personal entertainment that is actually unexpected and greatly appreciated 
by patrons. Existing and rebuilt secondhand Amtrak cars often have seat power distribution 
systems, where the challenge isn’t wiring it – it is providing sufficient capacity to meet power 
usage demands. 

6. The on-board Visitors Center 
The inherent ‘scenery’ problems, particularly between Tacoma and Graham, create a problem 
with elapsed time and interest for the longest possible trip. Rather than just provide video, some 
serious consideration should be done with using this available time and technology to serve 
essentially the same function as the Visitors Center orientation at NPS sites such as Mt. Rainier – 
and do it on-board the train while in motion. 
 
Most, if not all, of the standard motorcoach tour services to Mt. Rainier incorporate the stop at 
the Visitors Center to view either a general video of the park, or a specific one on mountain 
climbing. This already consumes at least 30 minutes of valuable visitor time, essentially sitting 
inside in a movie theatre at a slide show. 
 
Visitor surveys gathered by the National Park Service in 2000 did an excellent job of identifying 
what visitors are interested in learning about. It is actually very pronounced in its distribution: 
 
“Visitor groups were asked what subjects they would be interested in learning about on a future 
visit. Among the respondents interested in learning, the subjects of the most interest included 
volcanoes/ geology (78%), natural history (58%), wilderness management (47%), and history 
(47%), as shown in Figure 63. Twelve percent of visitors were not interested in learning about 
the park. “Other” subjects of interest included wildlife, plant identification, hiking trails and 
backcountry skills”.  
 

Figure 29 – Visitor Surveys by NPS 2000 
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It’s fairly obvious or at least implied from these survey results that suggested topics for video 
interest would be on the geology of volcanoes. The National Park Service already has extensive 
work done on multimedia presentations on volcanoes, developed by NPS staff. Use of this 
previously-developed material would minimize additional time and expense in product 
development. 
 
This ‘concept is currently done in at least two situations with motorcoach tours: 
 
Gray Line Tours from Seattle have an itinerary that indicates the content of the presentation: 
“We begin with a scenic bus ride, stopping at a visitors’ center before we continue into Mount 
Rainier National Park. Purchase lunch on your own at the world renowned Whittaker School of 
Mountaineering, where an exclusive 30-minute slide show takes us on a visual journey to the 
summit, presented by a professional Mount Rainier Guide”. 
 
Seattle City Tours features similar features: “Enjoy lunch at a Mt. Rainier cafe or buy a picnic 
lunch along the way. Visit the interpretive center at Paradise or Sunrise to learn about the 
mountain's glaciers, plants and animals”. 
 
In addition to the pre-done audio-visual presentations, some existing tours involve individuals as 
tour guides, either at the visitors center or actually on-board the motorcoach. Seattle Tours 8-
person ‘private tour’ touts “While touring Mt. Rainier an on board naturalist will inform, 
entertain, and answer questions about the park, which will provide a depth and value not found 
on ordinary park tours”. 
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APPENDIX E – CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES 
 
 
 
 

Capital Improvements  
                                                                                                                                  (Costs in 2007 dollars) 

        
  Terminus in Elbe Terminus in Ashford  

  

Class 2 Tacoma to 
Eatonville 

Class 1 Eatonville to 
Elbe 

(current condition) 
Class 2 Tacoma to 

Elbe 
Class 3 Tacoma to 

Elbe 

Class 2 Tacoma to 
Eatonville 

Class 1 Eatonville to 
Elbe 

Class 3 Elbe to 
Ashford 

Class 2 Tacoma to 
Elbe 

Class 3 Elbe to 
Ashford 

Class 3 Tacoma to 
Ashford  

Track miles 45.3 45.3 45.3 53.4 53.4 53.4  
One-way travel time (no stops) 3 hrs 10 min 1 hr 55 min 1 hr 35 min 3 hrs 40 min 2 hrs 10 min 1 hr 55 min  
Shuttle to Paradise 65 min 65 min 65 min 55 min 55 min 55 min  
Total to Paradise (no stops, 1 transfer) 4 hrs 15 min 3 hrs 00 min 2 hrs 40 min 4 hrs 35 min 3 hrs 5 min 2 hrs 50 min  
           
Track upgrades $0 $5,100,000 $6,600,000 $9,200,000 $14,300,000 $15,800,000  
Right-of-way $0 $0 $0 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000  
Mashel Bridge upgrade $0 $210,000 $210,000 $210,000 $210,000 $210,000  
Freighthouse Platform $1,250,000 $1,250,000 $1,250,000 $1,250,000 $1,250,000 $1,250,000  
Elbe Platform $200,000 $200,000 $200,000        
Ashford Platform       $200,000 $200,000 $200,000  
Contribution to Dispatch Ctr   $250,000 $250,000   $250,000 $250,000  
               
Design, Contract Administration & Tax $435,000 $2,103,000 $2,553,000 $3,558,000 $5,163,000 $5,613,000  
               
Total minimum capital $1,885,000 $9,113,000 $11,063,000 $15,418,000 $22,373,000 $24,323,000  
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Mashel Bridge 
Type Unit Amount Unit Cost Total 
Replace Ties 290 ties $200 $58,000 
Relay Rail – 141RE 1,150 L.F. $50.00 $57,500 
Surface/Line Track (4” Raise) 2,300 L.F. $20.00 $46,000 
Contingency  30% $48,500 
TOTAL   $210,000 

 
Freighthouse Square Platform (600’ x 15’) 
Type Unit Amount Unit Cost Total 
Retaining Wall 6,000 S.F. $100 $600,000 
Concrete Platform 350 C.Y. $500 $175,000 
ADA Hi-Rise 2 $50,000 $100,000 
Shelters 2 $25,000 $50,000 
Contingency  30% $277,500 
TOTAL   $1,202,500 

 
Elbe/Ashford Platform (350’ x 15’) 
Type Unit Amount Unit Cost Total 
ADA Hi-Rise 1 $50,000 $50,000 
Concrete Platform 100 C.Y $350 $35,000 
Asphalt Bus Pullout  400 T.N. $100 $40,000 
Shelter 1 $25,000 $25,000 
Contingency  30% $50,000 
TOTAL   $200,000 

 
Dispatch System Contributions 
Type Unit Amount Unit Cost Total 
Radio Towers 5 E.A. $25,000 $125,000 
Contribution 50% $0.00 $0.00 
Contingency N/A N/A N/A 
TOTAL   $125,000 

 
Freighthouse – Eatonville Track Upgrade  
Type Unit Amount Unit Cost Total 
Surface, line and Dress 168,160 F.T. $3.00  $504,480 
Ballast 12,500 T.N. $20 $250,000 
Contingency  30% $226,344 
TOTAL   $990,000 
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Class III Upgrades (19 Miles) 
Type Unit 

Amount 
Unit 
Cost 

Total 

Cross Ties 6,000 EA $110 $660,000 
Surface, Line and Dress 100,320 

T.F. 
$3.00 $300,960 

Ballast 9,000 T.N. $20.00  $180,000 
Contingency  30% $342,288 
TOTAL   $1,483,248 
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APPENDIX F – TRAIN TO THE MOUNTAIN COSTS & TICKET 
PRICES 
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APPENDIX G – TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATES 
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APPENDIX H – TRAIN EQUIPMENT ALTERNATIVES 

1. Tacoma Rail Coach 
Tacoma Rail already owns three ex-Amtrak coaches that can be used as startup equipment, 
interim services, or for long-term capacity surge purposes. These coaches have a combined 
coach capacity of 78 seats per car in the original Amtrak configuration, resulting in an existing 
train capacity of 234 passengers and are actually some of the best-available used ex-Amtrak 
coaches available on the market.  
 

Figure 30 – Tacoma Rail Coach 
 

 
 

In this light, the three coaches that Tacoma Rail purchased are simply the finest used coach cars 
available. The Amtrak 7600-series cars trace their history to a 1949 order from the Pennsylvania 
Railroad to the Budd Company, for service on the PRR “Congressional”. The “Congressional” 
cars were the only all-stainless steel cars that the Pennsylvania Railroad ever owned, and were 
generally considered to be the best they ever had.  
 
The three-tier approach to the project is not only linked to service levels, it is also linked to 
equipment and capital spending alternatives. Unlike a pure transit-based system, the railroad 
attraction market has a multitude of approaches. As expected, the ‘best ones’ are also the most 
expensive. This section is intended to review the equipment alternatives from the existing 
equipment to the literal “top of the line” potential for such services. 
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In all cases, the current track conditions, and particularly the clearance problems at the Mashel 
Bridge, must be addressed. Most passenger rail equipment cannot be currently run as far as Elbe. 
Any assumptions of equipment use begins with making sure that line and surface conditions are 
at FRA 2 standards or better, and that clearance issues have been addressed and resolved. 

 
In the world of used railroad passenger cars, one design feature singles out specific cars for long-
term practicality and use. Stainless steel and even more specifically, stainless steel structural 
frames designed and constructed by the Budd Co. of Philadelphia which were built in the late 
1940’s and still going strong. 
 
When Amtrak was formed in May, 1971, they kept less then half of the long-distance passenger 
car fleet that was in service at the time. They were very selective in their choices, preferring 
standardized fleet cars and all-stainless cars from select railroads that had made that a preferred 
system choice, and good-condition carbon-steel cars to round out the fleet. As new Superliner 
cars, Horizon coaches, and other cars were purchased in the 1980’s by Amtrak, the original older  
“Heritage Fleet” cars were steadily weeded out, more or less in order of preference. Therefore, 
when evaluating and searching out older passenger cars for re-use, it is very helpful to research 
the Amtrak service history, if any, on the cars. As a general rule, the longer Amtrak kept the car 
in service, the better the basic design, and the more structural upgrades applied during their 
ownership. Cars that lasted well into the Amtrak era had been upgraded with new electrical, new 
trucks, improved restrooms, and multiple interior improvements. Cars that never made the 
Amtrak cut, or were retired early, are often much more suspect of mechanical and structural 
frame condition, and either have few modernizations or those that are possibly 30 years old at 
best. Passenger cars are still readily available, but conditions vary widely from usable cars after 
cleaning to cars with heavily corroded frames requiring extensive repairs. 
 
The “Congressional” cars are only equaled by similar coaches owned and operated by Atlantic 
Coast Line and the Santa Fe. Their design and material quality was proven when they were 
upgraded not once- but twice – and were effectively the very last “Heritage” coaches retired by 
Amtrak. They were in regular service from 1949, and finally put up for auction and disposition 
by Amtrak in 2004. While some interior details and operational issues remain, the facts are that 
this series of cars was considered by Amtrak to be the best they had in the fleet, and the very last 
of the class to be retired.  
 
Other excursion operators purchased similar cars and have upgraded them for services not unlike 
the “Train to the Mountain”. The West Virginia State Rail Authority purchased two Amtrak 
7600-series cars as stripped shells. The Amtrak “Vermonter” and Illinois Transit Assembly 
rebuilt the pair as a dedicated entertainment train set for the Petersburg-Moorefield operations. 
One car was upgraded to full ADA restroom specs, fitted with an on-board generator, and 
reconfigured to a bar-table car. The second car was stripped and configured as a table car, 
drawing power from the first car, and having reconditioned, but original dimension, restrooms.  
 
The extreme seasonal imbalance of the ridership demand which focuses on July and August, 
results in a scenario where these particular cars may not be the first choice used on every train. 
They would be necessary for peak seasonal capacity in almost every scenario with increased 
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ridership. Buying additional cars for the two-month heavy ridership demand season is a poor use 
of economic resources, and these cars are available and quite useful. 
 
One of the three coaches is already equipped with a wide-door ADA compatible restroom access. 
This had to be retrofitted to the West Virginia cars at great expense. The cars were viewed in 
Tacoma in November, and there were moisture infiltration problems that were being addressed 
with dehumidifiers, but may be caused from some leakage in other areas that had not been 
repaired. The cars are also equipped with a stand-alone generator for minimal electrical and 
heating capability, and do not require an external power source. This is another expensive, and 
desirable, option that is already solved in these cars. 
 

Figure 31 - Tacoma Rail Coach Interior 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Overall, the existing three coaches are a superior investment that could not be equaled today. 
Finding similar-quality cars at or near the same price is a matter more of luck than skill.  

2. Colorado Railcar 
The company now known as “Colorado Railcar” is the latest successor name of a concept car 
that began in the mid-1980’s as Rader Railcar, owned and developed by Tom Rader. His initial 
tests of the Alaska cruise-train market with used, ex-Amtrak full-length vistadomes had been so 
successful that a new passenger car – unlike any ever operated in the US – was developed in 
1988. 
 
Starting from the shell and frame of an ex-Southern Pacific bilevel commuter coach, Rader 
Railcar developed a full-bilevel car concept specifically aimed at the inland cruise market, and 
teamed with various Alaska cruise ship companies to operate it over the Alaska Railroad. The 
cars featured two full levels, some open observation areas, interiors better and more interesting 
than had ever been offered in any passenger car before, and were an instant hit. A complete 
listing of these converted SP commuter coaches now includes 45 cars for the following owners: 
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• Princess Tours - 10 cars       

• Rocky Mountaineer - 16 cars 

• Royal Celebrity - 4 cars 

• Holland America – 10 cars 

• Alaska Railroad – 5 cars       

 
 
 
Figure 32 - Combination of Princess Cars, Rocky Mountaineer Cars, Royal Celebrity Cars, Holland 

America Cars and the Alaska Railroad Cars 
 

 
 

In addition to the spectacular nature of the ‘cruise ship’ bilevels, various conventional single-
level cars have also been upgraded to similar specifications. Eleven additional cars have been 
upgraded to ‘single level Ultradomes’ and are operated by VIA Rail Canada and the Alaska 
Railroad. 
 

Figure 33 - Alaska Railroad Bi-level Open Platform 
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The general success of the Alaska cruise train concept cars led to two other memorable excursion 
car programs that would ultimately force reorganization of the Rader Railcar Company. Rader 
began a second plant in Ft. Lupton CO, and organized it as a separate corporation. Rader then 
began, and completed, the “Florida Fun Train” following the same general concept as the Alaska 
cars, but this time as one of the principal investors of the Orlando to cruise-docks operation that 
was publicly traded on Nasdaq as FTRN.  
 

Figure 34 - Florida Fun Train 
 

 
 
Roughly at the same time as the FTRN investment, Rader Railcar was contracted by R. J. 
Reynolds to build the “Marlboro Train”. This specialized national cruise train of single-purpose 
cars was developed on top of the same general frames, but single-level, as the bilevel Alaska-
type cars. 
 
Rader Railcar then had multiple financial setbacks, started by the poor ridership performance of 
the Fun Train, and internal management stress from slow Rader car equipment deliveries. This 
resulted in the bankruptcy of FTRN, of which Rader was a principal investor. On the heels of 
that problem, the Marlboro Train was not accepted for operations over Amtrak, citing numerous 
car design structural problems – specifically that all the cars were overweight for the original SP 
bilevel frame and truck components – resulting in rejection of the order. Marlboro ordered the 
entire train halted and scrapped. 
 
Rader Railcar entered bankruptcy in 1997, forcing dissolution and liquidation of the original 
Denver, CO plant, but Rader Railcar II, the Ft. Lupton facility, was financially isolated and was 
able to reorganize as Colorado Railcar – focusing on the Alaska cruise cars. These orders 
continued to come in, and additional Alaska-type bilevels have continued to be delivered into 
2007. 
 
The Colorado Railcar, essentially with the same product and management, then began research 
of an entirely new vehicle – a new-generation Rail Diesel Car after the European naming 
standard of a “DMU”, or Diesel Multiple Unit. DMU’s follow the same general concept as the 
RDC, updated to more modern amenities. Colorado Railcar married the top-end interior 
experience of the Alaska cars with a relatively proven and straightforward mechanical diesel 
drive concept and introduced a new frame design built to pass current FRA crush and collision 
standards. No other European manufacturer has been able to meet the collision standard with 
similar equipment, so Colorado Railcar basically has the market to itself. 
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Figure 35 - Galley and Restrooms of a Colorado Railcar 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dark red demonstrator single-level DMU car made a nationwide tour for the summer of 2002 
to the national American Public Transit Association annual meeting, where it was the hit of the 
show. This would prove to be one of the last voyages for the demonstrator car, which was 
destroyed in an accidental fueling fire at the Department of Transportation at Pueblo, CO, during 
additional testing. The accident was not related to any related flaws or problems with the car 
itself. 

Figure 36 - Single-Level DMU 
 

 
 

As of 2007, Florida DOT has been the only buyer for production DMU’s, placing an order for 7 
bilevel DMU’s and coach trailers that was to be completed in the fall of 2006. One demonstrator 
unit and trailer has been in revenue service since 2005 and also been to Pueblo for testing. The 
FDOT order was at least partially delivered in April 2007. Two cars remain in Colorado to be 
finished on that order. 
 
Three additional bilevel DMU’s have reportedly been ordered for the Alaska Railroad Whittier 
commuter service, but these do not show on any current online order summaries as to number of 
vehicles and order status. The February 2007 Northern Colorado Business Report stated “Other 
communities are ready to follow Florida's lead by putting the DMU's commuter capabilities into 
service. The TriMet transportation system in Portland, OR., placed an order with Colorado 
Railcar last year. "They've ordered three DMUs and one trailer in the single level version," 
Rader explained. The cars have already been engineered to TriMet's specifications and are now 
in the early stages of manufacturing for delivery in 2008.”  
These are significantly expensive pieces of equipment, and each order is essentially a custom 
build by order. Information gathered from conversations with Colorado Railcar presents the 
following: 
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Table 7 – DMU Seating Capacity and Costs 

 
Type Seating Capacity Cost Note 
Single level self-
propelled car 

94 $3.5 – 3.7 million This is essentially the 
‘red’ demonstrator 
DMU model 

Double deck level 
self-propelled DMU 

188 $4.2 – 4.5 million These are the Alaska, 
FDOT, and Portland 
Trimet cars 

Single level coach 102 $2.9 million 
(unpowered) 

 

Double deck level 
coach 

218 $3.2 million 
(unpowered) 

 

Dome top cars would be an additional $100,000 per car for all types 
 
Colorado Railcar also offers a maintenance proposal, at least in warranty period and a formal 
price estimate with a complete study explaining how capable these cars would handle the grades 
and speed. This information can be provided to the City of Tacoma if interested in purchasing 
new cars.  
 
The operating costs and capital costs will be expensive if using a Colorado Railcar as the first 
purchase for the Train to the Mountain excursion. In a conversation with Colorado Railcar, 
“these cars can be leased to soften the initial shock of capital costs which allows for a larger 
portion of the capital cost to be spread over the operating cost as long as the lease term is 
followed through.” 
 
An approach to consider is forming a partnership, as the United Stetes Forest Service (USFS) 
and Alaska Railroad (AKRR) have, to alleviate staggering capital and operating costs. The USFS 
AKRR partnered to develop a Whistle Stop Service in 2003 which allows for a variety of 
astounding recreation and transportation uses. AKRR and USFS mutually initiated and 
completed a business plan in 2005 under a cost-share agreement and further developed the 
annual operating plan. The project trail system consists of roughly 35 miles of train between the 
proposed Whistle Stop locations. Chugach National Forest was awarded a $1.6 million USFS 
grant to use for funding the design of the Whistle Stop station infrastructure and the purchase of 
a bi-level Colorado Railcar. In a conversation with AKRR, they noted “we are extremely happy 
with our Colorado Railcars.  The Chucach National Forest wanted visitors to be able to access 
places that cannot be reached by a regular vehicle and this has happened. The national forest 
keeps the proceeds from the ticket price, we operate the Colorado Railcar and this alleviates the 
need to use the RDC’s we own which are very expensive to maintain. The Colorado Railcar can 
handle steep grades and is an overall better green investment”.  
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Figure 37 - Double Deck DMU Self Propelled Railcar used for the Whistle Stop Service in Chugach 

National Forest 

 
Colorado Railcar coaches, dome-coaches, and various DMU models are considered to be the best 
available cars from a rider standpoint. Their interior appearance and furnishings well exceed any 
rider expectations. The vehicles, while relatively new, are based on sound operating concepts. 
Colorado Railcar is the Rolls-Royce of new excursion equipment today. 
 
The overriding concern with Colorado Railcar has been, and may continue to be, the ongoing 
status of the passenger car/DMU market for sustained orders, and the underlying company itself. 
Rader’s history, deliveries, and business stability have been under scrutiny by all customers, 
despite the obvious appeal of the cars themselves. Because of this, the essential question of 
Colorado Railcar equipment continues to be the comparatively high price compared to other 
alternatives, and the economics of producing such a car as a business model on what is 
essentially a one-product company.  

3. Glacier Dome Cars 
A significant alternative to the Colorado Railcar new/luxury car alternative has now been 
demonstrated by the debut into service of the Whistler Mountaineer cars produced by Industrial 
Rail Services of Moncton, NB, Canada.  
 
Photos of these cars in service appeared in rail enthusiast magazines after their 2006 completion, 
and immediately captured the attention of the travel and cruise market in North America. The 
new “Glacier Dome” cars are a Colorado Railcar-class railcar from the riders experience 
standpoint, at a cost of less than half. The cars have now been produced, and are in regular 
service, within driving distance to Tacoma. The overall impression of the cars from photographs 
is truly excellent, and the design and concept is proven on a structural and operational basis. 
They are a rebuilt, single-level, full-length coach modified with oversize side windows, curving 
over top of the car and producing a vistadome effect over the entire car. Because of the starting 
point of the cars – an ex-Canadian National steel long-distance coach, their basic carbody is 
relatively inexpensive, structurally proven, and readily available. They do not have the clearance 
issues of a high-level bilevel Colorado Railcar design, or the potential issues with track surface 
and rocking. 
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Figure 38 - Glacier Dome Cars Under Construction 

 

 
 
 
We contacted Industrial Rail Services regarding these cars, and received positive information 
that this was not a ‘single project’ for Whistler, but a product line produced by Industrial Rail for 
which they are interested in developing additional markets and models. The ex CN/VIA long-
distance coach cars – depending upon the level of rebuild – would sell for about $650,000 to 
$750,000 USD. All major mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems are removed and 
replaced with modern systems, including larger HVAC systems, retention toilets, and new 
electrical lockers. The car body is repaired where required, trucks are fully rebuilt, and draft gear 
and couplers are re-qualified. Finally, the interiors are gutted and rebuilt, and finished as per 
customer specifications. The panorama window application includes an enlargement of the 
existing window and the addition of another window on the curved portion of the car. Depending 
upon the scope, the lead-time for delivery is approximately 4 to 6 months. They do meet FRA 
regulations for collision strength, and most importantly, FRA safety glazing on the large oversize 
window areas. 
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Figure 39 - Rebuilt Interior 

 
 
As of May 2007, Industrial Rail has 2 more cars in their yard and can provide more cars as 
needed.  
 
These cars deserve serious consideration for use for any Tacoma ‘Train to the Mountain’ 
scenario, and we strongly recommend that stakeholders take the opportunity to see the Whistler 
Mountaineer operation out of Vancouver, BC to personally see and inspect the operation 
firsthand. These cars offer the potential to create a truly first-class visitor experience either as a 
single special-service/first class car, or develop the entire train around this concept at the 
expanded and further-developed service levels of an evolved trainset.  
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Industrial Rail Cost Estimate for Equipment 
 

Contract #1 
 
Includes purchase price of RDC unit, full portion of required 
engineering, complete stripping of unit, sample window openings to be 
cut out and mocked up, completion of bill of materials, long lead time 
items ordered, defined scope of work and project schedule showing the 
major milestones and project completion date. This contract will 
require 30 days to complete. 
 
Engines and Transmissions 
Includes two rebuilt Cummins 855 engines (to Tier III compliance), 
two rebuilt Twin Disc transmissions, new radiator cores and new 
engine compartments. 
 
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
Includes two environmentally compliant 10-ton Northwest Rail Electric 
air conditioning units and overhead electric heating to supplement 
original baseboard hot water heating. HVAC is multi-zoned to provide 
for increased passenger comfort. 
 
Air Brakes 
Includes complete rebuild of existing air brake system along with a 
provision for new Bach-Simpson event recorder.  
 
Trucks 
Includes a complete rebuild of the existing trucks to AAR 
specifications. 
 
Water and Sanitation 
Includes full retention toilet system and CTA compliant washroom. 
Also includes a provision for additional water supply for new galley.  
 
Electrical 
Includes a complete re-wiring of the unit with new breaker panels and 
controls, a provision for an 80kW diesel powered generator, battery 
charger system, and upgraded PLC based-engine controller system. 
This upgrade will ensure the unit(s) is way beyond the basic electrical 
system and will guarantee the unit is capable of handling all of the 
planned and potential electrical load requirements.  
 
Under frame 
Includes full inspection (MPI as required) and re-qualification of the 
frame, couplers, draft gear, etc. 
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Cab  
Includes insulation and stainless finish of cab interior. Also provides 
for the introduction of HVAC into the cab area and upgrades as 
required (flooring, steps, door handles, drivers controls, etc.) 
 
Structure 
Includes preliminary pricing for larger, FRA approved glazed windows 
and structural modifications to accommodate. Also included a 
preliminary pricing for acid wash and buffing of car exterior, addition 
of stainless cab ends, painting of underside of car, and livery. 
 
Note: As the final look of the unit is yet to be decided, this amount 
covers most of the imaginable contingencies; however, depending upon 
the final finish requirements, this number is subject to change. 
 
Testing and Commissioning 
Includes function testing of major systems and components and final 
yard testing of unit(s). 
 
Interior 
Interior to be completed as per end user’s guidelines and requirements. 
 
Grand Total/Unit                                   $1,035,000-$1,600,000 
Quote by Industrial Rail Services, Inc. 
299 Hump Yard Road 
Moncton, New Brunswick Canada   E1E 4S3   
Tel : 506 382 2876  fax : 506 388 2460 
www.industrialrail.ca 

 
 
There are questions that have to be answered about these cars on a firsthand basis; primarily 
those with US vs. Canadian standards on ADA access, and verification of the FRA glazing for 
the oversize windows. While Canadian standards are very similar to US practice, only the FRA 
will certify that equipment meets their standards when an actual application is made; not by a 
vendor certifying that it meets applicable FRA standards by their judgment. As of this date, no 
US railroads have attempted to qualify the equipment knowledge. The original unmodified ex-
VIA coach cars are already being used on many scenic railroads in the US including the Royal 
Gorge and the Conway Scenic Railroad, with no known design problems of couplers, frames, 
braking systems, etc. As the cars are essentially a custom-built item, any required modifications 
for US service can be made, but engineering and design changes could significantly change the 
stated price. 

4. Budd and “Green” Hybrid Budd 
 

http://www.industrialrail.ca/�
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Rail Diesel Cars 
The legacy of post-WWII rail passenger services in the United States created a situation where 
discontinuing passenger trains often led to a protracted fight with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission for abandonment of service. Shorter-distance and lighter-traffic routes could be 
particular money-losers for private railroads. Before Amtrak, railroads were forced to continue 
passenger service on some routes if the ICC denied service abandonment, pushing them to find 
the most economical way possible to continue required service at a full or partial loss. Many 
routes still had mail services that provided significant revenue, but in low volume. Commuter 
districts around some cities still required fast and frequent service, even if relatively low-traffic 
per train. 
 
The Rail Diesel Car is what many still consider today the best-designed US vehicle ever 
developed for low-cost, medium-to-short distance passenger services. Unlike a conventional 
diesel locomotive, the RDC connects two, underfloor, truck-class diesel engines directly to the 
car axles through a driveshaft and a hydraulic transmission. The cars do not have the 
conventional ‘diesel-type’ generator and conversion to electric motor drive. 
 
398 RDCs were built by the Budd Company of Philadelphia, PA from 1949 to 1956. RDC’s 
were built in five different configurations, differentiated by the interior layout which could be 
various combinations of mail, baggage, and coach seats, and either powered or trailer units. The 
configurations are referred to by number, such as “RDC-1” for the most typical all-coach 
configuration. Trailer units were still powered, but lacked the control cab features. RDC’s could 
be assembled in multiple-unit sets controlled by one crewman, and at least in theory, be fully 
competitive in terms of speed and capacity with a conventional trainset in certain situations. 
RDC’s were practical for a single crewman and a single conductor to support, and in some cases, 
even allow one-man operation. 
 
The basic 85’, stainless-steel car was adapted from a standard coach. They were powered by two 
Detroit Diesel (then GM) D610 bus engines, each of which drives an interior axle through a 
hydraulic converter referred to as a “Spicer Drive’. RDC’s are quite distinctive because of the 
large roof bulges in the center of the car for the radiator and exhaust housing. No other rail 
vehicle has that bulbous roof profile, and it makes them instantly recognizable. Many coach 
conversions left the roof housing intact, making some confusion when looking at surviving 
vehicles that are no longer self-powered, though they were obviously RDC’s in an earlier life. 
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Figure 40 – RDC Drawing 

 
RDC’s were used nationwide and through Canada on many routes. They provided excellent 
service for North American railroads. During Amtrak’s creation in the early 1970’s, most 
surviving RDC fleets were used in mid-sized cities for commuter services. Many RDC’s had 
their propulsion equipment removed and became conventional locomotive-hauled coaches, 
particularly in the Boston, MA area. Some surviving RDC’s had their original Detroit Diesel 
engines replaced with other easier-maintained, similar-sized engines from Caterpillar and 
Cummins. Canadian fleets continued on in longer-distance services, particularly in British 
Columbia on BC Rail. 
 
In higher-speed (60mph and above), stop-and-start commuter services, the RDC’s proved to be 
more troublesome to maintain. The hard acceleration between repeated stops and starts was 
straining on the hydraulic transmission gear, and braking systems often wore quickly as well. 
Commuter agencies came to the conclusion that on any service that required more than 2 cars, a 
locomotive hauled trainset was generally less-expensive to operate based on maintenance and 
fuel expenses. RDC’s began to fall out of favor and become surplus, and as ridership rose on 
commuter routes to justify full locomotive-hauled trains, were retired. 
 
The general interest in RDC’s then shifted to the recreational side, where lower-demand 
excursion operators were faced with essentially the same problem that had plagued their 
predecessors which was the need for extreme, low-cost operations. Where the ride itself, and the 
equipment, was not the visitor focus, RDC’s could be nearly as popular as a locomotive-hauled 
train, though to most people an RDC is more like a bus on rails than an actual ‘train’. 
 
In lower-speed, less-demanding service, RDC’s once again proved that they could be very 
versatile and relatively inexpensive to operate in some cases. As most excursion railroads with 
low traffic rarely exceed 25mph, the recurring problems that had vexed commuter operators with 
RDC’s didn’t exist. With a steady, slow, pace, and minimal starting and stopping, the inherent 
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design flaws that caused commuter operators to hate them didn’t apply. RDC’s were acquired by 
tourist railroads in one or two unit sets, and rapidly created enough demand that the price of 
operable, used RDC’s began to exceed the price of a used locomotive and a passenger car. 
Surviving RDC’s were aggressively pursued and documented. Approximately 100 of the original 
400 cars survive today. 
 
In an abrupt reversal of fates, Dallas Metro (DART), aka Trinity Railway Express, purchased 13 
RDC’s from VIA Rail Canada in 1993. They received possibly the most intense rebuilding of 
any RDC of all time, and were completely remanufactured in 20 months by GEC Alsthom in 
Montreal. New interiors, lighting, walls, and mechanical components were installed to the price 
of $1.8 million per car. The Detroit Diesel engines were replaced. The rebuilt RDC’s continue to 
service Trinity Rail in some of the lower-traffic routes and times, but overall traffic on the 
system has generally evolved to more locomotive-hauled trainsets. Service is truly demanding on 
this operation seating 92 passengers plus four mobility impaired areas, with a stop/start to 60mph 
over the entire route. 
 

Figure 41 – Trinity Railway Express RDC’s 

 
 
These durable stainless steel cars are now well into their second, and sometimes third, lives, to 
consider for the Train to the Mountain Excursion project to provide precisely what has worked 
well for some excursion operators; a lower-traffic, lower-speed excursion service that is more 
ride-and-transportation oriented than an equipment-based attraction. RDC’s deserve particular 
attention for the Tacoma project due to the low-ridership, seasonal and shoulder periods that 
should have some service to the Park, but do not justify full trainsets with a locomotive and 
coach capacity. During the peak summer season, RDC’s can still provide service and capacity for 
off-peak and reverse-move service as well. 
 
Given sufficient maintenance attention as well as mechanics who thoroughly understand RDC’s, 
and a less-demanding service schedule; RDC’s just keep going. Compared to a newly-built 
DMU, a legacy, or partially-rebuilt RDC can be a real value. One existing, ‘stock’ RDC-1 is 
currently offered for sale in operating condition for $150,000 by an excursion railroad owner – 
less than 10% of a comparable DMU. For that price differential, a railroad can afford an entire 
fleet of RDC’s for the price of a single new unit. The Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad has 
aggressively expanded their RDC fleet to three operable units and two parts spares, and serve 
their Canton extension primarily with legacy RDC’s. 
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RDC’s do have inherent design flaws – one being that the 33” wheels are not the same as any 
other coach or locomotive wheel ever made, and can be difficult and expensive to replace when 
worn out. The hydraulic ‘Spicer drives’ are also problematic to replace and maintain as they 
wear, and frequently require having spares on hand. The stock Detroit 610 bus engines are 
legacy equipment so obtaining parts can become difficult. Original RDC’s are often suspect for 
wiring and mechanical issues that any 50-year-old piece of equipment will have if they were not 
previously rebuilt. As Amtrak never owned RDC’s, the usual heavy interior and electrical 
upgrades applied to heritage-fleet coaches were never done to RDC’s.  
 
Operators that have chosen RDC’s often deliberately double-up and procure additional cars and 
parts units to compensate for the fact that they do have a legitimate legacy of becoming more 
maintenance-intensive than a locomotive and a coach, but two RDC’s operating in alternate 
service (one being worked on while the other is in service) is commonplace in most excursion 
operations that regularly use RDC’s today. Syracuse, NY ‘OnTrack’ provides daily, frequent in-
town commuter service using one car of a three-car fleet, and has for over 10 years. The 
privately-owned and operated NYS&W service has shown a prototype for current-day RDC 
operations that can be emulated by Tacoma. Tacoma Rail’s ability to operate and maintain 
equipment from their own repair shops provides a resource that many operators do not typically 
have.  

Figure 42 - Syracuse OnTrack Interior 

 
As noted above, there are opinions and information available describing RDC’s as durable, 
versatile and a car that is preferred for excursions because it is inexpensive to operate. However, 
there are opinions and information available noting that RDC’s are a risky investment with high 
maintenance costs and should not be used for any excursions. 
 
CEECO is a recognized AAR - M1003 certified quality car repair service provider in the 
Northwest and performs warranty service work for many new car manufacturers, applying the 
factory-engineered fix. They also perform and document AAR type car inspections completing a 
BRC for customer's review and approval. Because they work closely with manufacturers, car 
owners and maintain certifications, they have access to AAR Early Warnings and Maintenance 
Advisories. One option to explore is working with CEECO for their assistance and coordination 
in negotiating the costs to purchase RDC’s and SPV’s, inspections and maintenance. Another 
possibility is using Tacoma Rail’s existing G-20’s that could be painted by CEECO specifically 
for this excursion.  
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CEECO provided their advice and opinion of using RDC’s for the Train to the Mountain 
Excursion and through past observations of other excursions they have found that “RDC’s may 
not be a good fit for the Train to the Mountain excursion because there may not be enough 
mechanics available who are fully experienced in maintaining RDC’s, maintenance costs will 
most likely be extremely high, and from what we know, other rail excursions who have used 
RDC’s in the past have not been quite successful.” A suggestion to consider is looking at using 
bi-level coaches with a Tacoma Rail locomotive in the front and a cab car. CEECO is able to 
assist with purchasing a bi-level coach that is refurbished and costs approximately $140,000.  
They are confident that this will have a better resale value as well as greater exterior appeal than 
an RDC”.  
 
One example of an excursion that came to an end using RDC’s was the Lewis and Clark 
Explorer. The Oregon State Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Oregon State 
Legislature purchased and sponsored three RDC’s from the B.C. Railway in 2003 for the Lewis 
and Clark Explorer; operated by Portland and Western Railroad. The assistance of U.S. 
Representative David Wu allotted $2 million in federal funding to upgrade the track. The 
excursion started in Lynnton Oregon and ended in Astoria. The RDC’s were coupled and worked 
on a single control point. ODOT Rail Division noted “If a capital budget for maintenance was 
included, this excursion would have been more successful. Maintenance costs for each RDC was 
approximately $150,000. Maintenance occurred at night or during layovers in Astoria. Another 
problem encountered was that there was no budget for operating costs which is difficult when 
trying to make a profit from an excursion.” To compensate for the maintenance and operating 
costs, in 2005 the ticket prices needed to be increased by $14.00 a ticket, one-way. In three years, 
the Lewis and Clark Explorer was $150,000 deficit and because the resale value of RDC’s is 
difficult, an additional $50,000 was invested to sell them.  
 

Figure 43 - Lewis and Clark Explorer 
 

 
 
Another excursion that experienced troubles with using RDC’s for excursion purposes was the 
Alaska Railroad’s one-of-a-kind day trip called the Hurricane Turn Train. This day trip totals 
115 miles of a wilderness run starting in Talkeetna, and ventures along the Susitna River and 
through the Indian River Canyon. This excursion is summer based, running May 18 to 
September 17 Thursday through Sunday only.  We contacted Alaska Railroad and inquired about 
their experience using RDC’s for the Hurricane Turn Train excursion. We were informed that 
“the basic problem with the RDC is that it’s under-powered, many parts are obsolete, and we 
have had to actually manufacture tools to do work on parts for which there are no longer tools 

http://www.photosbystevenjbrown.com/orrx/2329_orrx10_060603_quincy.jpg�
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available to match. The diesel engines are basic and old (not nearly as fuel or emission-efficient 
as the newest generation of engines). Not a good, green investment. The cost of rehabbing an 
RDC would be a poor investment compared to investing in a modern piece of equipment”. In 
sum, “the Hurricane Turn Train excursion does not generate any profit and operates either at a 
loss or breaks even due to high maintenance costs”.  
 

Figure 44 – Hurricane Turn Train 

 
 

European Designs 
 
Rail-Diesel cars may be unusual in North America, but only because of the FRA-enforced 
structural limitations imposed on them. Overseas, self-propelled railcars are a mature and 
everyday transportation link, and widely used. The European designs, such as the Regio Sprinter, 
are fully evolved. The ‘catch’ with all of the overseas designs is the inability to pass US crash 
safety and frame strength standards – a proven and tested 800,000 lb. frame buff crush strength 
without structural failure.  
 

Figure 45 - RVT’s DKB Running in Germany 
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The FRA has only allowed non-compliant vehicles to be used on an isolated and test basis, 
where any potential collision with conventional rail equipment can be completely eliminated by 
track separation, time separation, fail-safe signaling, or a combination of all of the above. While 
it is not out of the question that a proven European design could be used for Train to the 
Mountain, it would essentially require an extraordinary effort to separate such a vehicle from any 
potential collision with existing rail vehicles. Even the track configuration at the Freighthouse 
Square site, possibly directly connecting with the Sounder commuter service, would constitute 
non-separation, and be a likely veto from the FRA for any non-compliant equipment. 
 

Figure 46 - Regio Sprinter – Not FRA Compliant 
 

 
 

The SPV-2000 
 
In 1978, Budd made a notable last-ditch attempt to update the Rail Diesel Car Concept with the 
“SPV-2000” (Self Propelled Vehicle) and sell them to various commuter agencies as a low-
volume alternative. These cars were based on the earlier period “Amcoach” body with long, 
rectangular and roof housing. Like all Amcoaches, they have smaller, rectangular windows. Only 
24 were built, primarily used in the Northeast corridor area by Amtrak and the Metro-North 
commuter railroad. 
 
Unspecified mechanical and electrical difficulties led to their premature retirements by their 
owners, and they were characterized as chronically unreliable. Connecticut DOT stripped the 
majority of their cars of their mechanical propulsion and converted them to coaches. No 
remaining SPV-2000’s are in service anywhere today as self-propelled cars. 
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Figure 47 - Ozark Mountain Railcar – For Sale 

 
Figure 48 - Appearance of the SPV-2000 when it was Operable 

 

 

 

A handful of the SPV-2000 carbodies are available on the secondhand market as ex-coach shells. 
Two ex-Metro North cars are now listed on the Ozark Mountain Railcar broker page for true 
‘bargain basement’ prices at $15,000 each or ‘best offer’. These two units supposedly retain their 
original diesel propulsion gear. While at first glance these units would appear to be the ultimate 
‘bad idea’ in excursion rail transportation, they may deserve additional attention with some 
forward-looking concepts, particularly as potential hybrid vehicles. 
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Figure 49 - Ex-Metro North Car 
 

 

The Rail-Hybrid Revolution 
 
Growth of the diesel-electric ‘hybrid’ locomotive has proceeded rapidly over the last five years. 
Conceptually, this is a small diesel generator that serves only to charge large banks of on-board 
batteries, leaving the actual propulsion to an all-electric system. The small size, efficiency, and 
low emissions of the smaller diesel engines greatly lowers overall emissions. This is the same 
general concept as the hybrid automobile. 
 
The impact of the Clean Air Act has not been lost on railroads. Extreme emissions limitations in 
certain California areas, particularly the LA basin, were sufficient enough to at least allow the 
development of hybrid diesel yard switching locomotives. Railpower, Inc., has led the practical 
implementation of the design, with a number of successful designs and a rapidly growing in-
place fleet of hybrid switchers. While still faced with some extended use limitations, they have 
found growing acceptance in certain areas where intermittent use allows sufficient recharging 
time. While not a fully mature technology, it has been well received by numerous large railroads, 
and has also been eligible for Clean Air Act grants of various types for test implementation. 
Larger-sized, heavier-generator units that qualify as ‘Roadswitchers’ are now being developed 
for full railroad freight service. 
 
Evolving the hybrid locomotive concept from a limited-use switcher to a full-time, full-power 
roadswitcher by Railpower has involved adding additional gensets to allow a near-full-time, 
direct generator drive when necessary, and ‘dropping out’ generators to battery recharge use 
whenever possible. This same approach can conceptually be added to self-propelled passenger 
railcars under demanding service needs, such as would be likely on the Tacoma Rail operation, 
which is literally uphill all the way to Park Junction. 
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Figure 50 - GG20B Hybrid Diesel Switcher 

 

 
 

Vintage Streetcars  
 
At the same time, a renewed national interest in vintage and quasi-vintage streetcar systems has 
taken nationwide hold. While the great majority of systems intend to replace historic overhead 
wires and power the vehicles with electricity, many communities want the streetcar without the 
overhead wires – particularly communities that have worked long and hard to remove utility 
lines from historic districts. 
 
One of these communities is Savannah, GA which features a two-mile historic district facing on 
the Savannah River. An ex-Norfolk Southern freight branch line runs down the middle of River 
St., through the very heart of the entertainment and restaurant district. This line has been 
purchased for streetcar use, but the community has taken a strong stance on the overhead wire 
issue. Stone Consulting has been hired by the City of Savannah to investigate, develop, and test 
the possibility of a true hybrid streetcar by combining current state-of-the-art small onboard 
diesel electric power generation, with on-board high efficiency battery storage, and full 
regenerative electric braking for recovering energy from braking and recharging the batteries. 
 
The sound-isolated generator itself can be powered by a wide variety of fuels beyond the 
conventional petroleum-based diesel fuels. Conceptually, it can be powered by ethanol, 
biodiesel, recycled vegetable oils, or any other ‘green’ fuel as it is generally running at a fixed 
RPM as a generator – not a direct propulsion engine – and can be closely matched to 
environmental emission controls for maximum efficiency. This makes it possible to develop a 
relatively small and adaptable powerplant to a primarily-electric powered vehicle, using current 
state-of-the-art electronic controls and battery systems. The electric controls are far more 
conventional, as electric-powered trolley-class vehicles have been used since the 1890’s, and are 
now evolved into fully solid-state AC/DC control circuits. 
 
The first hybrid trolley vehicle – a converted full-sized Melbourne M5 trolley owned by the 
Savannah Roundhouse Museum, is due for hybrid conversion in summer 2007. Electrical 
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controls and propulsions systems have already been prototyped and tested in spring, 2007. A 
second, larger, steel PCC-class trolley vehicle is schedule to be converted after the first one is 
completed, with a 2008 delivery target. 
 
The close relationship between the environment, National Parks, and non-automotive travel that 
should be developed for “Train to the Mountain” could become an ideal test environment for a 
full-sized, RDC or SPV-class vehicle. Using a relatively inexpensive SPV-2000 chassis as a test 
bed would minimize the initial investment. The strong Budd coach chassis and frame, proven in 
the Amtrak Amfleet service, was originally designed to be capable of supporting diesel engines. 
While this may be a tentative, and exploratory concept, stakeholders in the Train to the Mountain 
concept should be aware that hybrid rail vehicle operations are rapidly progressing, and can 
effectively use a wide variety of environmental-friendly fuels. The promotional concept of a true 
“Green Machine” for the Train to the Mountain should not be summarily overlooked. 

 
 

Figure 51 - Kenosha Streetcar 
 

 
 

Converted/Remanufactured RDC’s 
 
The same Canadian company that has introduced the Whistler “Glacier Dome” coach concept 
has just introduced an RDC conversion concept that marries the best of the Glacier Dome 
concept – the large, oversize windows and luxury interior, with the self-propelled RDC concept 
for low operating costs and off-season capability. 
 
They have partnered with Farmrail, Inc., a US-shortline ownership corporation, to provide a US-
based solution to the import of the equipment, along with a possible leasing arm that could prove 
very valuable to remove the initial capital cost scenario from financial impact analysis. As such, 
this combination of high-end ridership satisfaction with low-end operating costs should be of 
direct interest to Train to the Mountain. 
 
According to George Betke Jr., from Farmrail, in a May 11 memorandum to Stone Consulting, 
“Farmrail Corporation and Industrial Rail Services Inc. (“IRSI”) are offering totally 
remanufactured Budd rail diesel cars (“RDCs”) for several potential applications: (1) start-up 
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services designed to test market development; (2) remote longer-distance light-density routes; (3) 
shorter-haul markets requiring high service frequency; and (4) special services in which 
customized equipment is appropriate.”  
 
As is with the Glacier Dome cars, the RDC project rebuilding is complete, and extensive. “…the 
vehicle is stripped to its stainless-steel frame and shell, which are subjected to nondestructive 
testing to assure their integrity. All-new operating components are then installed, including the 
latest emissions-compliant Cummins engines, Twin-Disc direct-drive transmissions, alternating-
current electrical system, solid-state electronic engine controls, new carbody ends, Federal 
Railroad Administration-approved glazing, heavy-duty air-conditioning and heating, modern 
retention toilets, and full accessibility for disabled persons. Finally, the all-new, fire-retardant 
interior can be configured and appointed as desired to suit a particular market, with reclining and 
reversible long-distance or lounge seating and amenities such as oversized panoramic windows, 
gear-storage area, food-service galley or cart, drop-down movie screens, public-address system, 
computer ports, and wi-fi capability. The seating configuration can even be adjustable to 
accommodate either a seasonal or traditional commuter market. The resulting product therefore 
can be a uniquely transformed RDC design with far greater consumer appeal and operational 
utility than more commonplace models historically operated in the U. S.”. 
 
Capital costs of such an RDC rebuild are fully comparative with either conventional coach costs 
for the same impact, and very favorably compared to the Colorado Railcar DMU, which is their 
target competitive market. “A fully equipped, remanufactured RDC is priced at approximately 
$1.6 million, a minor fraction of the investment required for a powered Colorado Railcar. The 
latter’s much higher price tag reflects not just the cost of metal or glass or components, but the 
substantial soft costs of design, engineering, marketing and contingencies that are negligible for 
the venerable RDC. (RDC modernization using rebuilt components where possible can be 
accomplished for no more than $900,000)”. 
 
One of Farmrails chief advantages to any potential Tacoma use for this equipment is to serve as 
an equipment procurer and a lessee for the cars. “Farmrail and IRSI have 32 RDC carbodies 
available for remanufacturing and can deliver a finished, customized vehicle at the Moncton 
shop within 12 months from the order date.  
Possible lease financing though most government agencies seem to have more success raising 
capital dollars than budgeting for operating expenses, Farmrail and IRSI work with an 
experienced source of competitive institutional financing for the public sector at an attractive 
implicit interest rate“.  
 
Mr. Betke makes his final case for his product and team with the following statement: “All of 
these considerations add up to far lower risk exposure in selecting the RDC for remanufacture. It 
can be claimed that Colorado Railcar has yet to deliver a product that performed as advertised, 
and the real issue is whether you have more confidence in an unproven piece of equipment from 
a seemingly unstable vendor or a time-tested stainless-steel workhorse refitted with the latest 
electrical and mechanical technology and modern-day amenities. The remanufactured RDC can 
offer interior comfort and appointments that will promote increased revenue and repeat 
patronage, combined with demonstrated reliability and cost-effective operation”. 
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A full-color rending of a rebuilt RDC pair, with a Glacier-dome style RDC trailer, was provided 
and is included for consideration. This RDC rebuilt has not yet been accomplished on any 
existing equipment, but is also being promoted to a number of similar commuter and 
transportation-based excursion operators. 
 

Figure 52 - Full Color Rendering of an RDC 
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The Edwards Car 
 
Another self-propelled excursion railcar that has made some headlines, and has emerged for low-
cost tourist operations, is the re-incorporated Edwards Railcar Company. This is actually a 
relisting of an existing and original Edwards Railcar Company entity that built many self-
propelled railbus-type vehicles in the early part of the 20th century. Edwards cars were generally 
direct mechanical drive to the wheels, as opposed to the more typical railcar oil-electric drive, 
which were build by GE, Brill, and others. 
 

Figure 53 - Model 20 Edwards Car 

 
 

The original Edwards cars were well-designed, durable and well-known, although much 
physically smaller than competitive self-propelled products. A typical Edwards car resembles 
more of a self-propelled trolley than a full-sized railcar. A Model 20 is 50 feet long, with a small 
restroom compartment, and seats 44 passengers. Larger models such as the Model 30 are 65 feet 
long and can seat 56 passengers. The primary historic distinction of Edwards cars was the 
mounting of the smaller gasoline engine directly on the truck, with no intervening mechanical 
linkage to fail.  
 
Edwards cars seem unknown, yet have been in operation in high visibility situations. The world-
famous California Western “Skunk” is actually an original Edwards car. The Nevada State 
Railway Museum at Carson City does closed-loop train rides of their Edwards car on a regular 
daily basis. 
 
Recent Edwards car productions have been limited to successful rebuilds of vintage Edwards 
cars (which were grandfathered into FRA regulations) and one notable new car built for the West 
Virginia Central as the “Mountain Salamander”. This M-3 Model 20 car has proven to be very 
popular for the remote, and low-density operations of near wilderness on an ex-Western 
Maryland branch line owned by the State of West Virginia. A combination of sharp curves and 
sustained 2.5% grades recommended a previously unproven design change by attempting an 
eight-wheel-drive car with a hydrostatic transmission to both trucks. 
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Figure 54 – Model 20 Drawing 

 
 
While the new Edwards car(s) were advertised as being fully FRA compliant on account of being 
exact duplicates of cars grandfathered successfully into service on railroads such as the 
California Western, delivery of the new West Virginia car was considered to be a “new” 
passenger car, not an “old” car prior to regulation, and were deemed as not passing current FRA 
standards for either frame strength or operator collision protection. Because of that, the West 
Virginia Central operates them as a fully-insular operation, not in any direct contact with any 
shortline freight or conventional heavy excursion equipment. The car has only been operated on 
the central 22-mile portion of the railroad that is virtually unusable and inaccessible for any other 
purpose. 
 
The West Virginia car delivered in 2000 has had various mechanical, quality, and teething 
problems, and while popular with riders, has caused the West Virginia Central to reconfigure and 
rebuild much of the mechanical and cosmetic features for sustained operations. Current Edwards 
car production, as advertised on their website, include reference to five new cars being delivered 
to a shortline in Virginia: 
 

“BAY CREEK RAILWAY PLACES ORDER 
 

April, 2006 
 

The Bay Creek Railway has officially placed an order for FIVE Model-20 type self-propelled, 
motor railcars. One will be outfitted as a dining car, complete with galley. 

 
Work is to begin immediately at our Montgomery, Alabama facility. New for Edwards railcars, 
these cars will be propelled by means of hydrostatic drive. Each car will also be equipped with 

air conditioning. 
 

Stay tuned for further updates and photos...” 
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While the Edwards cars are intriguing, and very affordable from a purchase and operational cost 
standpoint, the experience of the West Virginia Central was that the vehicle did not live up to 
quality, performance, and FRA-compliance claims. It is noted that no reference whatsoever is 
now made as to FRA-compliance with equipment. 
 
Because no scenario is seen where any Train to the Mountain services are anticipated without at 
least some freight traffic to Fredrickson, the Edwards cars are tentatively eliminated from 
consideration until this issue is resolved. As the Bay Creek Railway does not appear to be a 
freight-carrying entity according to their website, the issue of FRA compliance with newly-built 
cars remains unresolved as of the time of this report. 
 
The Edwards cars should most definitely be considered for any potential future services on any 
portion of the line that would become isolated for excursion passenger shuttle services only 
where frequent service, inexpensive operation, and memorable equipment could prove to be a 
definite operational advantage over a less-flexible conventional trainset. 
 

Available Used Train Equipment 
 
Additional standard coaches may always be purchased, and the supply of used passenger cars is a 
rather fluid supply, based upon the expansion and contraction of excursion railroads nationwide. 
Most used passenger cars are sold though a handful of used equipment brokers that have move to 
internet listings for most, if not all, of their equipment offers, making the market relatively 
transparent. List prices are always subject to negotiation, and it is not uncommon for the final 
actual sales price to be between 50-75% of the original listed price. These listings are recorded to 
indicate the variety, and the price ranges, of various used equipment. These costs are typically 
‘as-is, where-is’ before interchange repairs, transportation costs, and any clean-up and repairs for 
actual use. On a typical $20,000 used passenger car in interchangeable condition, it is not 
uncommon to spend another $30,000 on transportation costs, car cleanup, repairs, and 
rehabilitation. 
 
Entire excursion train sets including locomotives are sometimes also marketed, and rarely broken 
up if offered this way. If an operator actually needs an entire operable conventional trainset, such 
as Tacoma, they can be a true value. The essential truth of this exercise is that equipment costs 
‘new’ are so much higher that a relatively large fleet can be assembled of used cars, and even 
rehabilitated, for less than the price of a single new car. Prices that are typically quoted for new, 
commuter-type railcars in excess of $2 million each are factual; the equal fact is that a wide 
variety of excursion quality equipment can be assembled for much less. Following are listings 
from D.F. Barnhardt & Associates, Ozark Mountain Railcar and Rail Merchants International. 
 
D. F. Barnhardt & Associates  
 

• Day Coach with 4-wheel trucks. Built by Canadian Car & Foundry in 1942. Asking price 
- $15,000.00. 
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• Budd (RDC-type) Trailer Coach, 60 ton, 4 wheels, 33” dia., D-22 disc brakes, 103-108 
capacity Good shape, wheels and interior. Asking price is $25,000.00. 

 
• Pullman Dayniter Coach seats 52, GSI trucks, Timken roller bearings, BAR 105, 

unfortunately no price is listed. 
 

• Bi-level Gallery Cab Coaches located in Illinois. Asking price is $50,000.00 each. 
 

• Pullman Stainless Steel Lounge Car. Asking price is $39,000.00. 
 

Figure 55 - Adriondack Railraod Coaches 
 

 
 
 

Figure 56 - Finger Lakes Scenic Railroad Ex-Canadian Cars 
 

 
 
Ozark Mountain Railcar 
 
This completely operational excursion train sold as a package only. The package includes two 
EMD F-units, one baggage/generator car, four coaches, one café/lounge car and one former 
Milwaukee Road 10/6 sleeper. Asking price is $600,000.00 
 
CN Excursion Train Locomotive Units #6520 & #6508 were both built by EMD for Canadian 
National in 1954, and rebuilt in 1985 by CNR. 
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Power Car - The power/baggage car was built in 1957 for the CN, and the car is currently 
equipped with a 250 KW diesel generator and a large fuel tank. 
 
The Coaches - #3223 built in 1954 for CNR is currently equipped with a snack bar, seats 72 
passengers; #5611 built in 1954 for CNR, seats 76 passengers; #5569 built in 1954 for CNR, 
seats 76 passengers; #5578 built in 1954 for CNR, seats 76 passengers.  
 
The Café Car - Built as a coach in 1954 by Canadian Car & Foundry, rebuilt into a café/lounge 
in late 1960’s. Car features a full kitchen and bar/lounge area.  
 
The Sleeper - Built in 1948 as a 10 roomette/6 double bedroom sleeper for the Milwaukee Road. 
Originally built as Lake Keechelus renamed by VIA to Warpath River. The car is intact and 
operational. 
 
Apollo and Savoy are a kitchen and table car combination. Apollo seats 68 passengers and Savoy 
has a full kitchen with a few pieces of equipment removed. Apollo asking price $75,000.00 and 
Savoy asking price $70,000.00 
 
Two AT&SF High-Level Transition Coaches built in 1956 by the Budd Co. Sold as a pair and 
the asking price is $57,200.00. 
 
Beaver Cove built in 1938 by the Budd Co. as a 52 seat coach and converted to a 100 seat 
commuter coach. At the present time the car is in the process of being rebuilt and can be either a 
coach or table car. Asking price is $25,000.00. 
 
Atlantic Coast Line #236 built by PS in 1949 as a 54 seat coach. Asking price is $20,000.00. 
Three C&NW Commuter Coaches built by Pullman in 1958 as a long distance coach. For one 
car, the asking price is $60,000.00 For three cars, the asking price is $25,000.00.  
 
Long Island Railroad Coaches “Upgraded” and ready for operation. They have new glazing, are 
clean, have fully functional HVAC, and are ready for striping and lettering. They are set up for 
650 volts D/C or can be set up for 480vac input with the HEP conversion kits. Asking price 
is$22,000.00. HEP Conversion Kits installed for $2,000.00 or Converter package as a kit for 
$1,250.00. 
 
Long Island Railroad Coaches built by Pullman Co. with an asking price of $10,000.00 each 
Converter package installed for $2,000.00 and Converter package as a kit for $1,250.00. 
 
Baltimore & Ohio Snack Coach built in 1923 by the Pullman Co. as a coach and rebuilt and is 
equipped with 38 reclining seats, a snack bar w/small kitchen, sealed windows, air conditioning. 
Good wheels, good exterior, original interior and has been in service on a tourist railroad and 
could be interchanged with a minimal amount of work. Asking price is $25,000.00. 
 
Baltimore & Ohio Coach built in 1923 and rebuilt with 42 reclining seats, sealed windows, air 
conditioning and large restroom/lounges. Asking price is $25,000.00. 
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Moonlight Dome now has three deluxe drawing rooms each with two fold down beds and private 
bathroom. Full service kitchen, small serving bar, wood cabinets with TV, VCR and sound 
system. Asking price is $295,000.00.  
 
Bay Shore built by the Budd Co in 1947 and rebuilt into a spacious lounge with a kitchen, 
toilet/shower. Reduced to $75,000.00 
 
10 Long Island Bi-level Commuter Coaches available. Cars are set up to operate as married 
pairs. 181 seats in restroom car and 190 seats in sister car. Lease preferred, sale price $500,000 
per car. 
 
Rail Merchants International 
 

Figure 57 - 200 Long Island Coach Cars available. 

 
 

 
Figure 58 - Two Illinois Central Coaches - $17,500.00. 

 
 

 
Figure 59 - Milwaukee Road Coach - $12,500.00. 
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Figure 60 - Private car Flambeau - $125,000.00. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 61 - Amtrak/Ex UP Diner - $15,000.00. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 62 - Northern Pass/Baggage car - $65,000.00. 

 
 

 
Figure 63 - Northern Coach Car “City of Horicon” - $75,000.00 or “City of Janesville” - $75,000.00. 
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Figure 64 - “City of Milwaukee” - $175,000.00. 
 

 
 
 

Miscellaneous coaches 
 

 
Figure 65 - Ex-Strasburg railroad, owned by Owego & Harford, now for sale. Note roof and  

semi-enclosed nature for $25,000 
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Figure 66 - Santa Fe Hi-Level Cars – For Sale by Illinois Rail Transit 
 

 
 
 

Locomotives (passenger grade) 
 

Figure 67 - New York Central E Unit Locomotive 
 

 
 
Ozark Mountain Railcar 
 
New York Central E Unit #4080 built by EMD for the New York Central Railroad and rebuilt in 
1978. Unit is complete and operational and was in excursion service into 2005. Unit will need a 
new COT&S and some of the mechanical features include H couplers, oil bearings, 24 RL 
valves, Tread (cast) shoes, 64V electrical system, #1 engine 567BC, #2 engine 567BC. Asking 
price is $79,000.00. 
 
New York Central E Unit #4068 built by EMD and rebuilt in 1996. Unit is complete and 
operational and was in excursion service through 2004. #2 engine needs repairs to the AUX 
drive. Will need a new COT&S and some of the mechanical features include H couplers, oil 
bearings, 24 RL valves, tread (cast) shoes, 64v electrical system, #1 engine 567BC, #2 engine 
567B. Asking price is $59,000.00 
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E unit #6902 built in 1953 and New York Central #4084, rebuilt in 1979 and currently Blue 
Carded and in service. Some of the mechanical details include: H couplers, roller bearings (oil), 
24RL Brake valves with maintaining feature, 64 v electric cab heaters, air reverse both prime 
movers; two 12 cylinder 567 BC’s, traction motors: D57 & D67, D-15 main alternators, aux. 
gen: 118 KW & 1 10 KW air compressor; 2-ABO. Asking price is $78,500.00 
Rail Merchants International 
 

Figure 68 - Rail Merchants International Locomotive E-9 Unit 
 

 
 

• Locomotives E-9 10A & 10C. Asking price is $225,000.00 for both. 
 

• Locomotive FP-7 71A. Asking price is $125,000.00 and is H.E.P. equipped. 
 

5. Steam Train and New Coaches 
Any proposed excursion train operation at least raises the question about the viability and 
practicality of using steam locomotive power. There is little question about the assumed 
popularity of a steam locomotive to pull a train (as opposed to a diesel, or historic diesel), if all 
other things are considered equal. Stone Consulting has made a regular practice of asking this 
question on their ridership surveys over the last ten years. 
 
If the question is asked in a proposed excursion operation survey, we always pair the question 
with the ultimate “if…” In the case of a steam locomotive, the question is typically phrased, 
‘would you prefer to ride behind a steam locomotive if it raised ticket prices by “$____ per 
seat?” because that is the hard economic reality of the situation. No matter how popular the 
concept, the additional restoration, direct labor, operating and maintenance costs of a steam 
locomotive are daunting. The rule of thumb tends to be that the typical tourist excursion operator 
will see 40% more riders for almost three times the direct operating cost, when long-term boiler 
and running gear maintenance is amortized back into operating cost per mile. Realistically, that 
must be reflected in the ticket price. Given a typical “$10.00 ticket market for a 1 ½ hour trip”, 
the diesel trip can often be considered to be $7 and the steam $12.00.  
 
In a large potential market, where 40% more riders is a significant number, this can actually 
make economic and business sense, and ticket price differential is accepted and absorbed. For the 
typical 35,000 rider excursion/museum railroad, the economic impact can only be overcome by 
some other means. 
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Our typical ridership survey discovers that approximately 40% of the market strongly prefers 
steam to the point of not riding if it is not there, 10% prefers historic diesels, and 50% doesn’t 
really care either way. In certain situations where steam is implied or expected the preference for 
steam can run as high as 60%, but rarely exceeds that. 
 

Figure 69 - Northwest Railway Museum’s Locomotive 4024 
 

 
 
The method by which smaller railroads and museums actually use steam locomotives to an 
economic advantage often revolves around their ability to recruit volunteers. The enthusiasm and 
dedication of free labor is exponentially higher when at least one operable steamer is on the 
property. When the entity is primarily developed from paid employees, steam costs rise rapidly. 
Labor costs for restoration, maintenance, and sometimes operation, are donated. Steam 
locomotives attract attention, restoration grants, and community interest where a diesel often 
blends into the backdrop. 
 
The other key issue in the equation beside hard economics and ‘free’ labor is the location, 
promotion, and historic context of the railroad. Certain railroads in certain areas create the 
expectation (deserved or not!) that they will be pulled by a steam locomotive, and when one is 
not there, can create an instant negative impact from the ridership. Customers are disappointed, 
and they voice and publicize that disappointment. One long-time Pennsylvania tourist railroad 
has used historic black-and-white photos dating back to the 1860’s in their brochures, complete 
with funnel-stacked steam power, to prove their legitimate connection with history. Their 
excursions are actually pulled by diesel switchers, and the repeated vocal complaint about the 
railroad is that ‘there was no steam locomotive’. The steam locomotive was implied in the 
brochure, even though the most casual inspection of the photo would clearly indicate it was taken 
140 years ago. This is equally true of railroads with “Historic” in their title, or tied to events and 
locations that are synonymous with steam power. The “Essex Valley Steam Train” in 
Connecticut now has little choice! One Pennsylvania excursion railroad that had used steam for 
many years and then went to diesel saw a 60% drop in ridership – but the highly historic period 
context of the region and town created an expectation of steam.  
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Figure 70 - Grand Canyon Steam Locomotive 

 
 
Some railroads have managed to literally ‘have it both ways’ by featuring minimal steam, partial 
steam, or operating display steam while leaving the majority of the real work to diesels. The 
White Pass & Yukon departs all trains with steam, and then promptly uncouples them two miles 
up the railroad and substitutes diesels for the rest of the steep uphill trip. The Grand Canyon 
Railroad rotates locomotives between trains so that either the departing train or arriving train 
features steam, but not both ways. The Texas State Railroad alternates steam and diesel from 
different departure points so that a visitor may change their departure location if they prefer a 
steam engine. Conway Scenic Railroad has a short trip behind a steam locomotive (on a flat 
valley floor route) but all trips up the mountain are behind diesel. Western Maryland Scenic 
Railroad only runs steam on weekends, and diesel on weekdays. These situations that offer the 
rider a choice, compromise, or selected steam operations, seem to pay no particular penalty for 
the decision, as long as the visitor that actually cares can plan their trip accordingly from a 
published brochure and schedule. 
 

Figure 71 - Western Maryland Scenic Locomotive 
 

 
 
 

http://railroadpictures.net/Locomotives/Steam/Grand_Canyon_Railway/GCRX_18/IMG_1291_tn1024.jpg�
http://railroadpictures.net/Locomotives/Steam/Grand_Canyon_Railway/GCRX_18/IMG_1291_tn1024.jpg�
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Figure 72 - West Virginia Central F-Unit 
 

 
 
In the case of the Train to the Mountain, three specific situations combine to strongly 
recommend against the use of steam for regular daily operations: 
 
Steam is not unique to this operation. Unlike most potential markets, an excursion train is not 
new to the region, and neither is a steam locomotive. Between the Chehalis-Centralia, and Mount 
Rainier Scenic Railroad, there are three existing operations that already feature steam on a 
regular basis during peak season.  
 

Figure 73 - Chehalis – Centralia Steam Train 
 

 
 
The operating profile of the railroad is essentially difficult for steam locomotives. With 2%-
3.75% steady grades, a larger, more expensive, locomotive will be necessary to handle train sizes 
that coincide with peak summer demand. With the operated distance, fuel and maintenance costs 
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will be substantially higher. This must be reflected in a ticket price that is already under pressure 
to remain competitive as a transportation service.  
 
The implied purpose and destination of the railroad, “Train to the Mountain”, has no given 
assumption of steam power. The underlying message of ‘green’ by taking some form of mass 
transit to lessen auto congestion at the Park seems at odds with even the potential of a heavy 
plume of smoke (even by accident) from a steam locomotive on the point on a daily basis. 
 
If the concept of a steam locomotive for regular operations is entertained, the questions of 
locomotive and train size, operating costs, restoration costs, and protection power all must be 
addressed accordingly. All these issues are potentially solvable, but cannot be recommended as 
part of standard daily operations. 
 
At least 5%, and as many as 20%, of the potential riders may see the Train to the Mountain as 
part of an all-day rail adventure encompassing a longer-distance excursion, a mid-point shorter 
steam train ride, and a return trip featuring meal service, as one of the finest rail destination 
packages in the United States. No other place in the United States could equal this combination 
of rail experience in a single day on a regular schedule. The ability to work with the Mt. Rainier 
Scenic as part of the destination package – rather than compete against them as a steam train 
operation – should be considered to be one of the strategic market cornerstones of the proposed 
railroad. A significant niche market of ridership can be developed on a national basis for 
precisely this experience – a morning Tacoma departure behind diesel, connect with Mt. Rainier 
Scenic at Elbe under steam, and late afternoon/evening return to Tacoma with on-board meal 
service. As event-steam specials and dinner train events frequently top $100/ticket on a national 
basis, the ability to present this rail enthusiast package with existing plans and resources on a 
regular schedule is unmatched. Only special event activities, such as National Railway Historical 
Society conventions, and private car tours, can equal this experience. 
 
The economic impact of this national rail enthusiast niche should not go unmentioned. Unlike a 
regional-market based transportation market, the all-day-train enthusiast market assumes a 
minimum of two overnight stays in the Tacoma area, and would likely stretch to additional time 
in the region – but with the train experience as a motivator. This market size is not sufficiently 
large to justify the entire operation, but can be effectively targeted for minimal additional cost 
and no changes in the operating schedule. 

6. Steam Train Specials 
The Train to the Mountain does have the direct advantage that it connects to the three other 
operations with direct, city-owned rail, requiring no Class-1 interchange or difficult move to 
bring a steam locomotive to the route. There may be no other place in the United States that 
features physical connections to three existing and independent steam operations.  
The Steam Town Scranton offers limited short train ride and gives visitors a chance to 
experience riding in an historic steam locomotive or a historic diesel-electric locomotive built 
between 1915 and 1935. The trip gives an overall view of the railroad yards, includes a ride 
across Bridge 60 built in 1912 and a short trip along the former main line. Steamtown offers 
walking tours of the locomotive repair shop almost every day of the year. This building houses 
the machinery used to make parts for steam locomotives, and provides space for repairs and 
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restoration projects. Steamtown offers a technology museum and history museum. These modern 
buildings explore the people, history, technology and lore of steam railroading. The museums 
include images, artifacts, films, restored freight and passenger cars and a sectioned steam 
locomotive.  

Figure 74 - Steamtown Scranton Locomotive 

 
 

Figure 75 - Durango and Silverton Locomotive – Animas River Canyon 
 

 
 
Mt. Rainier Scenic and Chehalis-Centralia both have smaller steam locomotives that are 
physically capable of making the run to the Park from Tacoma, with far smaller trains and more 
intense logistical support for fuel and water. These may be far more practical to conduct as a 
special event than the larger locomotive, and have just as large a market. The ticket prices would 
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be appropriately high to make this event financially viable for the owning organizations and 
Tacoma Rail, as the locomotive will be working hard over far longer distances than is typically 
seen in daily operations.  
 
Because of that flexibility, and choice of partner entities, it is equally highly recommended that 
annual special events be conducted as a premium-priced, shoulder-season event to take 
passengers all the way from Tacoma to the Park behind steam. These events can be conducted 
much as annual ‘Thomas’ events, and again play to a national, not regional, audience. The few 
mainline-quality, large-locomotive and longer-distance steam trips that remain command a niche 
national market, advertised in rail enthusiast magazines such as “Trains”, “Railfan and 
Railroad”, “Railpace”, and others. The ability to rapidly announce, market, and sell tickets via 
the Internet can be used to leverage sales well beyond state borders and capture premium prices. 
 
No additional coach equipment is anticipated for these events. All locomotives are capable of 
pulling any existing Tacoma Rail coaches, anticipated additional cars, or using their existing 
excursion coaches over the longer route.  

7. Private Car Specials 
Another small, but national niche market that is waiting to be tapped for the railroad is the 
American Association of Private Railroad Car Owners (AAPRCO). This is possibly one of the 
most unusual, and exclusive, rail enthusiast groups in the United States. Individuals and 
organizations that actually own private railroad cars are members, and the cars themselves may 
vary from vintage coaches-for-hire to yachts on wheels worth literally millions of dollars and 
rival a private jet for operating costs. 
 
The car owners organize as a united voice to deal with regulatory matters, Amtrak movement 
and insurance requirements, and the freight railroads to come to a common point on safety and 
operating practices issues. The cost of actually operating a private car across the United States is 
essentially limited to tagging on behind an Amtrak train (at a cost of up to $60/car mile), or 
organizing a special train of private cars as an Amtrak special. Working directly with the large 
Class-1 freight railroads is now virtually unknown, but the larger railroads often lease private 
cars from this association for their own shipper specials and private events. Politicians and 
businessmen are frequent lessors of private cars to campaign and red-carpet functions, and events 
like the Kentucky Derby command an entire AARPCO train on a regular basis. Visiting royalty 
and heads of state (including Prince Charles) have been hosted on board AARPRCO member-
owned private cars and traveled in relative obscurity. 
 
An annual convention is held as an open invitation to car owners, and the 2007 convention is to 
be held in Omaha, NE. Cars are gathered nationwide and special train runs to a common 
destination point. These trains have sometimes been long enough to require two separate 
movements.  
 
Finding destinations that are nationally-known and directly accessible by rail is a challenging 
task, and smaller regional railroads that have the decision making flexibility to work with 
AARPCO for repeat charters and annual specials have found them to be a niche market where 
price is rarely an issue. The potential to move a train of private cars as an annual or recurring 
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special event to the Ashford area, as a layover destination and event location is the equivalent of 
a small and very elite convention that gathers together a collection of elite decision makers that 
just happen to own railroad cars, and find it increasingly difficult to find friendly host railroads 
to work with. This market group can be equally effective for highlighting a community for all 
manner of development opportunities.  
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APPENDIX I – BUSSES 

1. Hesslegrave International 
Hesslegrave International has Motorcoach Charters available for group events, association 
events, customized tour planning, and special events. They offer Deluxe MCI and Van Hool 
Motorcoaches. Their staff is experienced in all areas of travel offering customized tour planning 
options, catering to various travel needs. Charter sizes range from thirty passenger to fifty seven 
passenger coaches that are equipped with restrooms, VCR monitors and stereo systems.  
 

Figure 76 - Hesselgrave International Motorcoaches 
 

 
 

Hesselgrave International is able to contract their services in the summer and is able to 
accommodate 258 passengers. With a contract through Hesslegrave International, generally a 
10% discount or more is applied, fuel surge prices are locked and “dead head” mileage is 
dropped (for traveling outside of their route). We contacted Hesslegrave and asked for a very 
preliminary, rough estimate cost to contract charters in the summer, using Ashford as the pick up 
location and Mt. Rainier Visitors Center as the drop off location.  
 
For example, if a 57 passenger charter is used for 5.5 hours, the price per person is $12.28 with a 
total cost of under $700.00 a day. However, if multiple charters are used or only one fifty seven 
passenger charter making multiple trips, the price per person decreases and the total amount of 
using the charters greatly decreases. Without a contract, Hesselgrave International charges $4.20 
per mile (with live passengers) and $2.58 per “dead head” mile to travel outside of their route.  

2. Kincade Coaches 
Kincade Coaches are equipped with restroom, reclining seats, footrests, public address system, 
enclosed overhead luggage racks inside the coach, climate control system (heating/air 
conditioning) and under coach luggage compartments.  
 
Over 50% of their fleet consists of state of the art MCI Renaissance luxury motor coaches with a 
(54)-passenger capacity. This allows more legroom between seats compared to the standard 57 
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passenger coaches. Both offer VCR units with (6) monitors throughout the coach and stereo 
sound systems.  
 

Figure 77 – Kincaid Coach 
 

 
 
They have announced their partnership with Grand Luxe Rail Journeys (formerly American 
Orient Express). Kincade is able to serve riders onboard the Grand Luxe Express soon. There is a 
possibility that these coaches literally shadow the Grand Luxe to be able to take riders to any 
destination they choose, based upon their itinerary of training/detraining. Kincade is already 
doing the Eatonville-Paradise route for Grand Luxe.  
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APPENDIX J – FRA REQUIREMENTS 
 
The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) was created by the Department of Transportation 
Act of 1966 (49 U.S.C. 103, Section 3(e)(1)). The purpose of FRA is to: promulgate and enforce 
rail safety regulations; administer railroad assistance programs; conduct research and 
development in support of improved railroad safety and national rail transportation policy; 
provide for the rehabilitation of Northeast Corridor rail passenger service; and consolidate 
government support of rail transportation activities. Today, the FRA is one of ten agencies within 
the U.S. Department of Transportation concerned with intermodal transportation. It operates 
through seven divisions under the offices of the Administrator and Deputy Administrator.  
 
The FRA regulates train speed by the presence or absence of a signal system and the physical 
and geometry condition or quality of the track structure. The railroads are also regulated by 
prescribing speed limits according to the specific geometry and physical track structure 
conditions existing in isolation. Railroads are obligated to keep the track in compliance with the 
Federal Track Safety Standards (FTSS) based upon its design characteristics.  
 
Geometry and structural tolerances are grouped according to class of track. Deviation beyond the 
limiting parameters requires repair or reducing train speed to the appropriate class of track. 
Segments of track must meet all requirements for its intended class and as speed increases the 
track safety requirements become more restrictive.  
 

Table 8 – Class of Track and Speed 
 

Class 1 Track Maximum allowable speed for 
freight is 10 MPH 

Maximum allowable speed for 
passengers is 15 MPH 

Class 2 Track Maximum allowable speed for 
freight is 25 MPH 

Maximum allowable speed for 
passengers is 30 MPH 

Class 3 Track Maximum allowable speed for 
freight is 40 MPH 

Maximum allowable speed for 
passengers is 60 MPH 

 
The FTSS evaluates track geometry parameter values by calculating variables and assessing 
constant values. The resulting data will show information relating to the geometry of the track 
that can have positive or negative values, or polarity. Geometry parameters are compared to 
limits prescribed in the FTSS which establishes the maximum allowable speed for trains.  
 
Track geometry measurement involves assessing the following parameter descriptions and 
operating requirements: 
 

1. Profile – The surface uniformity of each left and right rail measured at the midpoint of 
the specified chord. (31 foot, 62 foot or 124 foot) 

2. Alignment – The line uniformity of each left and right rail measured at the midpoint of 
the specified chord. Class 1 track deviation of the mid off-set from a 62 foot line may not 
be more than 5 inches for a tangent track and the deviation of the mid-ordinate from a 62 
foot chord may not exceed 5 inches for a curved track. Class 2 track deviations from the 
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mid offset of a tangent track from a 62 foot line may not be more than 3 inches and the 
deviation of the mid-ordinate from a 62 foot chord for a curved track may not exceed 3 
inches.  

3. Crossties – Crossties shall be made of material to which rail can be securely fastened.  
Each 39 foot segment of Class 1 track shall have five crossties, Class 2 and 3 track shall 
have eight crossties.  Ties cannot be broken through, split or impaired to the extent the 
crossties will allow the ballast to work through, or will not hold spikes or rail fasteners 
and cannot be so deteriorated that the tie plate or base of rail can move laterally more 
than ½ inch relative to the crossties.  Tangent track and curves under two degrees under 
Class 1 track require 5 crossties and Class 2 and 3 track requires 8 crossties each 39 foot 
segment.  Turnouts and curved track over two degrees under Class 1 track require 6 
crossties and Class 2 and 3 track require 9 crossties each 39 foot segment.    

4. Gage – The distance between the rails measured five-eights of an inch below the top of 
surface of the rail. Class 1 limits should be at least 4 feet 8 inches and no more than 4 feet 
10 inches. Class 2 and 3 limits must be at least 4 feet 8 inches and no more than 4 feet 9 
¾ inches.  

5. Crosslevel – (Super-elevation) the amount of elevation of one rail above the other. The 
maximum crosslevel on the outside rail of a curve may not exceed 8 inches on track 
classes 1 and 2. Class 3 track may not exceed 7 inches. 

6. Warp – The deviation in crosslevel between any two points less than 62 feet apart and 
derived from crosslevel measurements.  

7. Curvature – A measure of the angular change in track direction per 100-foot track chord.  
8. Rock-off – A condition caused by regularly spaces, consecutive low joints and when 

operating at low speeds cars will rock.  
 

Each owner/operator of the track shall maintain the surface of the track as follows: 
 

Table 9 – Surface Track Maintenance 
 

Class 1 Track Class 2 Track Class 3 Track 
Runoff in any 31 feet of 
rail at the end of a raise 
cannot exceed 3 ½ inches 

Runoff in any 31 feet of 
rail at the end of a raise 
cannot exceed 3 inches 

Runoff in any 31 feet of rail at 
the end of a raise cannot 
exceed 2 inches 

Deviation from uniform 
profiles on either rail at the 
mid-ordinate of a 62 foot 
chord may not exceed 3 
inches 

Deviation from uniform 
profiles on either rail at 
the mid-ordinate of a 
62 foot chord may not 
exceed 2 ¾ inches 

Deviation from uniform 
profiles on either rail at the 
mid-ordinate of a 62 foot 
chord may not exceed 2 ¼ 
inches 

The deviation from zero 
crosslevel at any point on 
tangent or reverse 
crosslevel elevation on 
curves may not exceed 3 
inches 

The deviation from 
zero crosslevel at any 
point on tangent or 
reverse crosslevel 
elevation on curves 
may not exceed 2 
inches 

The deviation from zero 
crosslevel at any point on 
tangent or reverse crosslevel 
elevation on curves may not 
exceed 1 ¾ inches 

The difference in The difference in The difference in crosslevel 
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crosslevel between any 
two points less than 62 feet 
apart may not exceed 3 
inches 

crosslevel between any 
two points less than 62 
feet apart may not 
exceed 2 ¼ inches 

between any two points less 
than 62 feet apart may not 
exceed 2 inches 

The variation in crosslevel 
on spirals per 31 feet may 
not exceed 2 inches 

The variation in 
crosslevel on spirals per 
31 feet may not exceed 
1 ¾ inches 

The variation in crosslevel on 
spirals per 31 feet may not 
exceed 1 ¼ inches 
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APPENDIX K – THIRD PARTY OPERATORS AND EXAMPLE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
 
While Tacoma Rail certainly has the operating experience, the qualifications, and even a small 
fleet of equipment that is capable of providing an excursion service, serious consideration should 
be given to subcontracting the entire operation to a qualified third party. 
 
Most, if not all, public rail owners such as rail authorities, municipalities, and states that directly 
own railroad properties elect to subcontract excursion rail operations to others. The primary 
reason for that decision vary based upon location and structure, but the essential reason is that 
providing public excursion services is usually a far different mission statement than the typical 
railroad owner deals with on a daily basis. Successful excursion railroads are heavily marketing 
based, retail-oriented, and require a significant capital investment for a highly seasonal business. 
Add in the technical requirements necessary for safe railroad operations necessary to conform to 
federal regulations, and it rapidly becomes a rather specialized field. 
 
Passenger trains are generally considered to be a loosing proposition, but the wide variety of 
surviving and successful excursion operators nationwide beg to correct the conventional wisdom 
that they cannot be a successful business. The primary difference between conventional 
passenger operations and a successful excursion operator is the high focus on entertainment and 
retail functions. The other major consideration that radically differentiates an excursion product 
from a publicly-owned freight railroad is the ability to promote and market the attraction 
effectively.  
 
Tacoma Rail may elect to offer the excursion function out to qualified and experienced excursion 
operator, in exchange for a fee. This fee is typically a combination of fixed costs that need to 
absorb due to direct expenses with a variable fee offered as a competitive bid for the privilege of 
operating on the property. 
 
Offering the excursion concept as a third-party business opportunity is typically done either as a 
Request for Qualifications (RFQ) or a Request for Proposals (RFP). Stone Consulting has 
developed, produced, advertised, and selected operators for two different excursion railroads in 
2007. The first was the to-be-construction extension of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad from 
Carson City to Gold Hill, NV, awarded to the Sierra Railroad. The second was the privatization 
of the operations of the Texas State Railroad, due to a budget impasse of the Texas Department 
of Parks and Wildlife, leading to the transfer of the park to local government interests and a 
competitive operator selection of the American Heritage Railroads; aka the Durango & Silverton. 
 
Potential operators may be either for-profit or non-profit operators. Non-profit operators are 
often capable of conducting safe and professional services in situations where for-profit 
operators cannot find a viable business plan. National Parks Cuyahoga Valley National 
Recreation Area subcontracts all train operations to the Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad, Inc., a 
501c3 nonprofit. The ability of the nonprofit operator to receive grants, donations, attract 
volunteer labor, and focus attention on historic restoration often develops a superior proposal for 
actual excursion operations. Similar qualifications and criteria have led to a nonprofit 
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corporation conducting excursions on the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad over the last 
decade. 
For-profit operators often focus on their ability to combine operations on an administrative and 
support level to increase overall efficiency. Sierra Railroad combines equipment and 
maintenance support, reservation and website resources, and management teams over four 
different properties to create an overall profit. American Heritage Railways has geometrically 
grown the special events business on all their properties, and licensed them to other operations, 
to provide a profitable cash flow on the railroads they manage. 
 
The history of contract excursion operators on public-owned railroads is not without notable 
failures. Poor business plans, inadequate resources, and willful violations have made for failed 
excursion passenger operations nationwide. Operators may decide to try a program base more on 
personal interest and emotional attachment rather than a critically-prepared business plan. 
Because of the high capital and operational costs involved running passenger trains, failures 
often leave employees, vendors, and property owners left hanging. Public entities may be left to 
explain the results. 
 
Operators are typically expected to support and provide all day-to-day operations and 
management, and nearly all proposals are with no expectation of an operational subsidy. Most 
excursion operations make at least a token payment to the railroad owner toward track 
maintenance and fixed costs. The more successful the operation, the more the payment. 
Operators do not typically pay any portion of capital costs that they themselves do not own. 
While they may be legitimately expected to deal with the capital costs of any equipment and 
resources that they themselves own, they do not typically directly contribute toward ‘in ground’ 
improvements on the owners property. In the case of Tacoma, where virtually no facilities exist 
except at Freighthouse Square, this may be a serious impediment to subcontracting operations. 
 
Similar to nonprofits, new starts should not be summarily dismissed. New organizations can be 
formed successfully, with a combination of experienced individuals and sufficient financial 
resources. The focus on new starts often shifts to personal financial statements and lines of credit 
rather than corporate records. Nonprofits already exist on two lines of the Tacoma Rail property, 
both of which may be qualified and interested in providing this additional service in theTacoma 
area. 
 
The proposal process for excursion operators may be either one or two-phase; the first phase is 
often more of a request for qualifications, with only the top handful elevated to a second-phase 
proposal where a full business plan is expected. Relatively low-volume operations such as the 
intial Tacoma startup often fail to produce proposals when too much is demanded too soon; i.e. 
the level of effort required to submit an initial proposal typically requires a full business plan and 
market investigation at substantial time and expense. Operators are more likely to respond to a 
wide-open call for interest and qualifications, with only the best finalists expected to conduct a 
full-blown business plan and marketing plan effort as a final step toward selection. 
 
Key items for any Tacoma proposal will likely include the following: 
 
Identification: the legal name, identification, and contact information of the proposer. 
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Professional Qualifications: the operator should be required to document and disclose their 
personal and professional qualifications, both as individuals and an organization, to prove that 
they are capable of understanding and implementing the task ahead of them. Specific 
professional experience with railroads is required, to establish an understanding of the industry 
and the regulatory issues involved. References are also requested in this area specific to the key 
concerns of the new operation. 
 
Marketing ability: the operator should be able to document any previous or existing operations, 
show marketing approaches, prove market and/or ridership growth. 
 
Financial history: three to five years of existing financial statements should be produced, to show 
current financial strength, financial history, and to establish that the organization is even capable 
of furnishing timely and professional financial data. 
 
Business Plan: the final proposal should include a site and project specific business plan – both 
conceptual and financial – to show how the organization intends to develop business, and 
financially justify their interest in the opportunity. This is often broken into an operating plan, 
financial plan, marketing plan, and maintenance plan, if the operator is responsible for either 
track or existing equipment upkeep. 
 
Safety Plan: the operator should, as a matter of qualifications, identify existing operations 
allowing research of federal safety records for accidents, incidents, grade crossing accidents, 
employee accidents, and any other reportable incidents. Any accidents that can be explained or 
deserve clarification are given the opportunity to do so as part of this disclosure. Safety planning 
for employees, the community, and the passengers should be provided during the proposal 
process. 
 
Community Involvement: some public owners wish to specifically solicit the history and intent 
of the operator to participate and originate in community events, work in fundraisers, and 
disclose relationships on existing operations to show their success in working as a community 
partner. 
 
A good RFP/RFQ should provide sufficient initial information to interest the potential bidder in 
the business opportunity without conducting undue research themselves. Previously researched 
material by the owner through study activity is typically released, including any market research, 
projected ridership, track and operational engineering data, property ownership, etc. Responses 
are often in direct proportion with the amount of detailed information provided to respective 
bidders that they do not necessarily have to research themselves.  
 
Timing of an RFP/RFQ process is also critical. Most experienced tourist railroad operators can 
produce a qualifications packet, along with historical financial and background data, in a 
relatively short time (under 30 days). A full Request for Proposals, requiring market 
investigation and a development of a business plan, often take at least 60 days. Failure to allow 
sufficient time for operators to research and respond results in fewer qualified proposals, or 
business plans that lack sufficient research and due diligence of the market. 
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It his highly advised that the RFP/RFQ process develop a scoring criteria for the proposals, and 
disclose this criteria in the proposal itself. Formalizing the selection criteria and methodology 
lessens the likelihood of a legally-challenged selection which can damage or postpone the 
selection process.
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Introduction 
 
The City of Tacoma, Department of Public Utilities, Tacoma Rail is soliciting Request for 
Proposals (RFP) from experienced and qualified operators of excursion rail services to operate 
the Train to the Mountain excursion rail, as described in this RFP. 
 
Questions regarding this RFP should be directed to: 
 
Paula Henry, Superintendent 
Tacoma Rail 
P.O. Box 11007 
Tacoma, WA 98411 
253-502-8819 
 
OR 
 
Alan Hardy, Section Manager 
Tacoma Rail 
P.O. Box 11007 
Tacoma, WA 98411 
253-502-8819 
 
OR 
 
Joe Furtney, Marketing Director 
Tacoma Rail 
P.O. Box 11007 
Tacoma, WA 98411 
253-502-8819 
 
All interested parties should submit one (1) original and six (6) copies of their proposal to: 
 
Tacoma Rail 
Attn: 
P.O. Box 11007 
Tacoma, WA 98411 
 
Proposals must be received by 11:00 AM on Tuesday, November ??, 2007. 
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Background 
 
In 1995 the City of Tacoma completed acquisition of the right-of-way and track formerly owned 
by Weyerhauser and operated under the name Chehalis-Western Railroad. A driving force in this 
acquisition was the desire to create the “Train to the Mountain”, a passenger service from 
Freighthouse Square into or near the entrance to Mt. Rainier National Park. In November 1998, 
the Tacoma City Council transferred rail operations along this track to Tacoma Public Utility’s 
Tacoma Rail Division, with the expectation that the rail infrastructure would be upgraded to 
support the Train to the Mountain. 
 
In September 2007, Tacoma Rail completed a Feasibility Study for Train to the Mountain.  The 
study recommended that Tacoma Rail proceed with the project and issue an RFP for a third party 
operator to provide the on-train services.  The study also recommended that Tacoma Rail secure 
grant funding to upgrade the rail to Class 3 track and extend the line to Ashford, near the 
entrance to Mt. Rainier National Park. 
 

Track Condition   
 
The current rail line extends from Freighthouse Square in Tacoma to National in south Pierce County.  
The track has been upgraded to Class 2 from Tacoma to Eatonville, but remains Class 1 track from 
Eatonville to National.  Tacoma Rail intends to upgrade the entire line to Class 3 in the tangent sections 
and Class 2 in the mountainous and curved sections.  There is currently no schedule for those 
improvements to be completed since Tacoma Rail is still pursuing funding.  The following table indicates 
the one-way distance and estimated train travel time for each rail improvement scenario. 
 

Table 10 – One-way Distance and Time 
 
Track terminus and condition One-way miles Estimated one-way train trip
Current condition to Elbe 45.3 2 hours 45 minutes
Class 2 track to Elbe 45.3 1 hour 55 minutes
Class 3 track to Elbe 45.3 1 hour 35 minutes
Class 3 track to Ashford 53.4 1 hour 55 minutes

 
In conjunction with the track upgrades, Tacoma Rail intends to construct a platform for Train to the 
Mountain at Freighthouse Square and a platform at the track terminus (Elbe or Ashford).  The Mashel 
Bridge will also be upgraded to improve lateral clearance for passenger rail movement.  Those 
improvements are also contingent on Tacoma Rail acquiring grant funding. 
 

Track Availability 
 
There are currently three operations utilizing portions of the track.  Tacoma Rail provides some freight 
services between Tacoma and Frederickson.  Freight movements generally occur during the night, but 
daytime movements may occur, and increase into the future.  Freight services will take precedence in 
track scheduling. 
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The Spirit of Washington Dinner Train operates between Freighthouse Square and Lake Kapowsin.  The 
round trip takes three and one-half hours and departs Freighthouse Square on the following schedule: 
 
Wednesday through Friday – 6:30 PM 
Saturday – Noon and 6:30 PM 
Sunday – 11 AM and 5:30 PM 
 
The Grand Luxe operates a limited number of week long excursions in the Northwest that includes a 
portion of the time on the Train to the Mountain rail line. 
 

Potential Train to the Mountain Passengers 
 
There are several attractions in the Elbe-Ashford area that may attract riders to the Train to the Mountain.  
Mount Rainier National Park has consistently received over 1.5 million visitors each year since 
1967.  The peak visitor season is typically between Memorial Day and Labor Day, with the 
months of July and August receiving the most visitors.  The Mount Rainier Scenic Railroad 
serves over 20,000 visitors each year.  Their visitor distribution is similar to Mt. Rainier National 
Park, although they have slightly higher numbers in December for their holiday rides.  In 
addition, there are other regional attractions in the Upper Nisqually Valley, including Northwest 
Trek, the Mt. Rainier Scenic Railroad, the Pioneer Farm and the proposed Inn at Park Junction. 
 

Train Equipment 
 
Tacoma Rail owns and operates diesel locomotives that will be used for the Train to the Mountain.  In 
addition, Tacoma Rail owns three ex-Amtrak coaches and a lounge car that can be used as startup 
equipment, interim services, or for long-term capacity surge purposes. These coaches have a 
combined coach capacity of 86 seats per car in the original Amtrak configuration, resulting in a 
train capacity of 258 passengers and are actually some of the best-available used ex-Amtrak 
coaches available on the market. 
 
Tacoma Rail has storage and shop facilities available in the Tacoma Tideflats. 
 

Additional Background Materials 
 
The following reports are available at Tacoma Rail for inspection by potential proposers.  The reports 
contain useful information about the Upper Nisqually area and visitor preferences. 
 
Train to the Mountain Feasibility Study      September 2007 
Rural Transportation Feasibility Study for the Upper Nisqually Valley  September 2007 
Tacoma Rail ‘Train to the Mountain’ Qualitative Research: 

Focus Groups on Features and Pricing     May 2007 
Nisqually Valley – Tacoma Rail Quantitative Public Opinion Survey  April 2007 
Engineer’s Estimate of Track Upgrade      May 2006 
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Project Scope 
 
The Train to the Mountain operator (Operator) shall provide all on-train services for the regularly 
scheduled excursion train as well as any proposed “special event” trains.  The Operator may provide their 
own rail cars or may use the three Tacoma Rail passenger coaches and lounge car at a cost of $____ per 
month.  In either event, the Train to the Mountain must be pulled by a Tacoma Rail locomotive which 
will be operated by a Tacoma Rail crew at a cost of $____ per trip.  The Operator will provide all other 
management, administrative, operational and marketing personnel necessary to successfully operate the 
Train to the Mountain. 
 
Dispatcher services will be required for Train to the Mountain.  The Operator will be responsible for 
paying for those dispatcher services.  It is estimated that dispatcher services will cost $____ per trip. 
 
The Operator shall pay a track/signal maintenance fee to Tacoma Rail to cover their ongoing maintenance 
costs.  The cost is dependent upon the terminus of the Train to the Mountain and the condition of the 
track.  For purposes of this RFP, the proposer may assume that the fees will be for 80% of the estimated 
maintenance cost of track from Eatonville to the terminus (Elbe or Ashford) and will approximate those 
shown in the following table. 

 
Table 11 – Track Terminus and Annual Track/Signal Maintenance Fee 

 
Track terminus and condition Annual track/signal 

maintenance fee 
Class 1 track to Elbe (current condition) $52,800 
Class 2 track to Elbe $84,480 
Class 3 track to Elbe $105,600 
Class 3 track to Ashford $170,400 

 
The Operator shall provide on-board car attendants, passenger conductor(s), on-board 
education/entertainment personnel and meal preparers/servers as appropriate.  The Operator shall also 
provide any bus services to supplement the Train to the Mountain.  As a minimum, there will be a need 
for a bus shuttle service from Elbe to Paradise if the Train to the Mountain terminates in Elbe.  If the 
Train to the Mountain terminates in Ashford, the National Park Service shuttle may be sufficient to 
provide service to Paradise. 
 
The Operator may propose to provide some of the capital improvements, or a financial contribution to the 
capital improvements, as part of their proposal.  The proposal should include any proposed capital 
contributions and any corresponding operating cost reductions (incentives) expected by the Operator. 
 
The Operator shall maintain liability insurance in the amount of $____ million per individual and $____ 
million per occurrence.  The City of Tacoma shall be included as a named insured on the policy. 
 
The Operator will be required to comply with all federal, state and local laws and requirements. 
 
The Operator may propose to provide “special event” trains, provided the services do not compete with 
the services provided by the Spirit of Washington Dinner Train.  If the proposer does not propose to offer 
special event trains, Tacoma Rail may contract with another party for special event trains or operate the 
special event trains themselves. 
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Proposal Content 
 
It is anticipated that each proposal shall, at a minimum, include Train to the Mountain excursion services 
for 8 weeks per year with one trip on Saturday and one trip on Sunday beginning in the summer of 2008.  
Capital improvements may not be in place by summer 2008, so each proposal shall include discussion of 
any service reductions/exclusions under the possible partial capital improvement scenarios. Each proposal 
should be limited to ___ pages and shall contain the following information: 
 

1. Completed Proposal Submittal Sheet (attached to this RFP)  
2. Operator Qualifications 

a. Discussion of experience operating similar excursion programs 
List any similar excursion services that your company has provided.  Describe the 
features of each service including such topics as ridership, schedule, on-board 
amenities, etc.  Discuss the similarities to the proposed Train to the Mountain and 
how past successes can benefit Train to the Mountain. 

b. Discussion of marketing ability and past successes 
Discuss overall company marketing strategies and successes.  If applicable, discuss 
marketing approaches for the similar excursion services listed in item a above.  
Discuss which strategies are applicable to Train to the Mountain. 

c. Discussion of the Operator’s safety history 
Discuss the overall company safety approach and history.  Discuss specific safety 
issues encountered on any of the excursion services listed in item a above and how 
the company addressed those issues. 

d. Discussion of experience of key personnel 
List the key company personnel anticipated to work on Train to the Mountain.  
Discuss the qualifications and experience of each of those individuals and how 
those individuals will benefit Train to the Mountain. 

e. List of references 
List any references, including contact information, with whom the company has 
worked in the past.  Indicate on each reference if they are associated with any 
excursion services listed in item a above. 

3. Financial stability of the Operator 
a. Include financial statements for the previous three years 

4. Discussion of proposed Train to the Mountain service including, as a minimum, the following: 
a. Thorough description of services to be provided by Operator including: 

i. Operating season 
Describe the anticipated start and end dates for annual service.  If it is 
anticipated to phase in service over several seasons, please indicate the 
anticipated start/end for each season.  If the extent of capital improvements 
impacts the anticipated season, please discuss the effect of that impact on the 
season. 

ii. Frequency of trips and schedule 
Describe the anticipated day(s) of the week that the proposal anticipates the 
service to run.  Also, please indicate the anticipated departure and return times 
for each day.  If the extent of capital improvements impacts the anticipated 
schedule, please discuss the effect of that impact. 

iii. On-board education/entertainment program 
Describe the anticipated on-board education/entertainment program, including 
whether it will be delivered by a live person and how you will handle guests on 
multiple rail coaches. 
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iv. Meals, including sample menu 
Describe the anticipated meal service including when meals will be served and 
indicate the type of items offered on the menu.  The discussion should indicate 
the quality of the meal experience such as a “vending machine” quality, 
“airline meal” quality or something more or less elaborate. 

v. Other anticipated services 
Describe any other anticipated services such as a gift shop, free coloring books, 
etc. 

vi. Number and role of on-board personnel 
Describe the number of Operator personnel that will be included on the trip and 
the anticipated role of each employee.  Also discuss if it is expected that 
volunteers will be employed for tasks such as tour guides. 

vii. Interaction/coordination with other regional attractions 
Describe anticipated cooperation or coordination opportunities you foresee 
with other regional attractions, tour providers, lodging providers, communities, 
etc. that would enhance the Train to the Mountain ridership or experience.    
Discuss any shuttle bus service included as part of your proposal, or anticipated 
to be provided by others.  Discuss any expected support from Tacoma Rail or 
the City of Tacoma to undertake any of these opportunities. 

b. Amount to be paid to Tacoma Rail for: 
i. Locomotive and crew per trip 

Indicate the amount per trip that will be paid to Tacoma Rail for the use of the 
locomotive and crew.  Discuss the number of Tacoma Rail employees expected 
and their anticipated roles.  If the amount proposed to be paid is different than 
the amount listed in the RFP, discuss the reasons for that differential.  

ii. Coach and lounge car use per month 
Describe the type and number of cars intended to be used for the Train to the 
Mountain.  Indicate which, if any, of those cars will be the Tacoma Rail cars 
described in this RFP.  If so, indicate the amount per trip that will be paid to 
Tacoma Rail for the use of those cars.  If the amount proposed to be paid is 
different than the amount listed in the RFP, discuss the reasons for that 
differential. 

iii. Dispatcher services per trip 
Indicate the amount per trip expected to be paid for dispatcher services.  
Discuss whether that amount is expected to be fixed or whether the proposal 
anticipates potential variability in the dispatcher charges.  Indicate if the 
proposal anticipates a maximum dispatcher charge which cannot be exceeded. 

iv. Track/signal maintenance per year 
Indicate the amount per year that will be paid to Tacoma Rail for track/signal 
maintenance.  If the amount proposed to be paid is different than the amount 
listed in the RFP, discuss the reasons for that differential. 

v. Capital improvements 
Describe how your proposal is impacted by the level of capital improvements 
completed.  Indicate which improvements, if any, must be completed for your 
proposal to be effective.  Indicate which, if any, capital improvements you 
would be willing to make and/or what amount (or percentage) you would be 
willing to contribute toward capital improvements.  Indicate what amount (or 
percentage), if any, you would expect to have reduced from your annual 
payments to Tacoma Rail for consideration of your participation in the capital 
improvements. 

vi. Revenue sharing (if any) 
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Indicate any amount (or percentage) of revenues you propose sharing with 
Tacoma Rail in addition to the payments indicated above.  Discuss what 
relationship any of the above payments, or capital contributions, have with the 
proposed revenue sharing and the impact of those payments on the proposed 
revenue sharing. 

c. Estimated ticket prices, including any proposed discounts 
Indicate the estimated ticket prices anticipated for the various operating 
scenarios/schedules in your proposal.  Discuss whether your proposal anticipates any 
discounts (senior, youth groups, etc.) and what effect those would have on ticket 
prices.  Discuss the impact of any of the capital or operating scenarios on ticket 
prices. 
 

Operator Selection Process 
 
Proposals will be evaluated by a Selection Advisory Committee appointed by Tacoma Rail.  The 
proposals will be evaluated and ranked based on the following criteria: 
 
Operator’s qualifications 
 Similar operating experience   __ points 
 Marketing ability/success   __ points 
 Safety history     __ points 
 Key personnel experience   __ points 
Financial stability of Operator    __ points 
Train to the Mountain proposal 
 Operates with partial capital improvements __ points 

Services provided    __ points 
 Payments to Tacoma Rail   __ points 
 Ticket prices     __ points 
 
Based on the proposals received, the preferred proposer(s) will be asked to submit a Business Plan for 
Train to the Mountain.  The Business Plan shall including the following: 

1. Operating strategy 
2. Financial plan 
3. Marketing strategy  
4. Safety Plan 

 
Tacoma Rail may invite preferred proposers with acceptable Business Plans to an interview to assist in 
the selection of the successful proposer. 
 

City Rights 
 
By submitting a proposal in response to a City RFP, the Respondent acknowledges and consents to the 
following City rights and conditions. The City reserves, holds without limitation, and may exercise, at its 
sole discretion, the following rights and conditions with regard to this procurement process: 
 

1. To terminate the procurement process or decide not to award a contract as a result thereof by 
written notice to the Respondents for any reason whatsoever. 
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2. To waive any defect, technicality, or any other minor informality or irregularity in any submittal, 
or any other response from Respondents. 

3. To make minor or major changes or alterations to the evaluation, selection and/or performance 
schedule(s) for any events associated with this procurement process upon notice to the 
Respondents. 

4. To supplement, amend or otherwise modify the RFP specifications, at any time upon prior notice 
to Respondents, including but not limited to modifications to the description of services and/or 
products contained in the RFP, by omitting services/products and/or including services/products 
not currently contemplated therein. 

5. To request clarifications, additional information, and/or revised submittals from one or more 
Respondents. 

6. To conduct investigations with respect to the qualifications and experience information for each 
Respondent included in a submittal and to request additional evidence to support any such 
information. 

7. To eliminate any Respondent that submits an incomplete or inadequate response, or is non-
responsive to the requirements of the RFP specifications, or is otherwise deemed to be 
unqualified during any stage of the procurement process. 

8. To select and interview a single finalist or multiple finalists for the purpose of promoting the 
City’s evaluation of submittals provided in response to the RFP specifications. The City may, in 
its sole and exclusive discretion as to what is in the City’s best interest, elect not to conduct 
interviews of any or all respondents in connection with this RFP process. 

9. To discontinue contract negotiations with a selected Respondent and commence such negotiations 
with another respondent. 

10. To select and enter into a contract with one or more Respondents whose submittal best satisfies 
the interests of the City and is most responsive, in the sole judgment of the City, to the 
requirements of the RFP specifications. 

11. To take any other action affecting the RFP specifications or the procurement process that is 
determined to be in the City’s best interests. 

12. In the event the City receives questions concerning RFP specifications from one or more  
Respondents prior to the deadline for response, the City reserves the right to provide such  
questions, and the City’s responses, if any, to all Respondents. 

13. Neither the City, its officials, staff, agents, employees, representatives, nor consultants will be 
liable for any claims or damages resulting from any aspect of this procurement process. 
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Proposal Submittal Sheet  
 
 

Company Name:_______________________________________ 

Address:_____________________________________________ 

City:________________________________ State:________  Zip:_____________ 

Company Contact:________________________________________ 

Title:__________________________________________________ 

Phone: (        ) ________-__________ 

Fax: (        ) _________-__________ 

 
Due to the uncertainty of the timing of capital funding, there may be a period of time where the Train to 
the Mountain will need to operate at slower speeds and with minimal amenities at Freighthouse Square 
and at the terminus.  Please indicate below whether your proposal includes or excludes operation of Train 
to the Mountain with the limited capital improvements.  Please include a discussion of these issues in 
your proposal narrative.  Also indicate in your proposal narrative if the proposed schedules, on-board 
services, payment to Tacoma Rail or ticket prices differ under these various scenarios.  
 
         Included Excluded 
         in Proposal from Proposal 
 
Boarding at Freighthouse Square without a raised platform 
 
Boarding at terminus without a raised platform 
 
Train to the Mountain to Elbe with current track condition   
 
Train to the Mountain to Elbe with Class 2 track 
 
Train to the Mountain to Elbe with Class 3 track 
 
Train to the Mountain to Ashford with Class 3 track 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________   _________________ 
Signature         Date 
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APPENDIX L – POTENTIAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Possible funding sources are described in this appendix.  Some of the funding sources are 
directly applicable to Train to the Mountain while others will require additional work with the 
funding agency to determine how Train to the Mountain can best compete for those funds. 
 
The program descriptions are organized by funding source, although a number of federal funds 
are administered by WSDOT or Puget Sound Regional Council.  Some funding programs will 
apply only to a specific component of Train to the Mountain, such as DOE funding to retrofit 
Tacoma Rail diesel locomotives. 
 
Federal funds are available from a number of sources, but the majority of applicable funding is 
through the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for 
Users (SAFETEA-LU), which is the latest federal transportation funding legislation.  Following 
is a list of SAFETEA-LU programs and/or administering agencies: 
 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
Railway-Highway Crossings 
Surface Transportation Program (STP) 
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 
Projects of National and Regional Significance 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
 
In addition to the traditional transportation funding listed above, the U.S. Department of 
Commerce provides funding through the Economic Development Administration (EDA) that has 
been used for rail related projects. 
 
State funds are available through the WSDOT.  Some of those funds are used to supplement the 
federal transportation funds listed above.  However, there are also state funds that are directly 
available through the WSDOT rail office.  The Emergent Freight Rail Program is one such 
program.  In addition to WSDOT, some state funding is available through the Department of 
Ecology (Ecology) in the form of emission reduction grants. 
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Rail Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing (RRIF) – SAFETEA-LU 
Section 9003 (FRA)  

The RRIF program provides loans and credit assistance to both public and private sponsors of rail and 
intermodal projects. Eligible projects include acquisition, development, improvement, or rehabilitation of 
intermodal or rail equipment and facilities. Direct loans can fund up to 100 percent of a railroad project 
with repayment terms of up to 25 years and interest rates equal to the cost of borrowing to the 
government. Thirteen loans have been issued since 2002 for a total of $517 million. The smallest and 
largest loans approved were $2.1 million (Mount Hood Railroad) and $233 million (Dakota, Minnesota & 
Eastern Railroad), respectively.  

SAFETEA-LU authorizes $35 billion for this credit program, of which $7 billion is directed to short line 
and regional railroads. In addition, SAFETEA-LU eliminated two major issues that had made RRIF loans 
virtually unusable to the railroads. First, it removed the requirement that collateral be provided. Second, it 
removed the "lender of last resort" provision that required applicants to provide evidence that private 
lending was denied for the project by two lenders.  

Projects include: 

• Iowa Interstate Railroad Rehabilitation and Purchase of Locomotives 

• Riverpoint Railroad Rehabilitation and Yard Expansion 

The Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing Program was established by the 
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) and amended by the Safe Accountable, 
Flexible and Efficient Transportation Equity Act: a Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) . Under 
this program the Administrator is authorized to provide direct loans and loan guarantees up to 
$35.0 billion. Up to $7.0 billion is reserved for projects benefiting freight railroads other than 
Class I carriers. 
 
The funding may be used to: Acquire, improve, or rehabilitate intermodal or rail equipment or 
facilities. This includes track, components of track, bridges, yards, buildings and shops; 
Refinance outstanding debt incurred for the purposes listed above; and Develop or establish new 
intermodal or railroad facilities. 
Direct loans can fund up to 100% of a railroad project with repayment periods of up to 25 years and 
interest rates equal to the cost of borrowing to the government.  
 
Eligible borrowers include railroads, state and local governments, government-sponsored authorities and 
corporations, joint ventures that include at least one railroad and limited option freight shippers who 
intend to construct a new rail connection. 
 
The Office Freight Programs will answer any project funding questions.  For questions, or to meet with 
the staff to discuss the Train to the Mountain project call (202) 493-6381. 

The application form shall be completed in full and mailed to: 

RRIF Application 
Federal Railroad Administration 
Office of Freight Programs (RDV-12) 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tea21/index.htm�
http://www.fra.dot.gov/us/content/1599�
http://www.fra.dot.gov/us/content/1599�
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400 7th Street NW 
Washington, DC  20590 
The following information should be available for the Office Freight Programs review: 

• A description of the project, including the amount of the direct loan or loan guarantee 
requested;  

• A description of the benefits and/or savings that will be generated by this project;  

• A discussion of whether the Train to the Mountain project: 

o Will enhance safety and the environment; 

o Will promote economic development and US competitiveness; 

o Will preserve rail or enhance intermodal service to small communities and rural 
areas; and  

o Is included in Washington State’s transportation plan.  

• A description of the collateral to be offered as security and its net liquidation value;  

• Financial statements, including balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement 
for the past five years (if available);  

• Projected revenues for the next five years, if available; and  

• Information regarding potential environmental impacts of the project. 
Loan agreements have been executed with the following railroads: 

 
Table 12 – Railroad Loan Agreements  

 
ORGANIZATION  YEAR   AMOUNT  
R.J. Corman Railway 2007  $59 million 
Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern Railroad 2007  $48 million 
Iowa Northern Railroad 2006  $25.5 million 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway 2006  $14 million 
Iowa Interstate Railroad 2006  $9.35 million 
Great Smoky Mountains Railroad 2005  $7.5 million 
Riverport Railroad 2005  $5.5 million 
The Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway 2005  $34 million 
Tex-Mex Railroad 2005  $50 million 
Iowa Interstate Railroad 2005  $32.7 million 
Stillwater Central Railroad 2004  $4.6 million 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway 2004  $25 million 
Arkansas & Missouri Railroad 2003  $11 million  
Nashville and Western Railroad  2003  $2.3 million  
Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern Railroad 2003  $233 million  
Amtrak  2002  $100 million  
Mount Hood Railroad  2002  $2.07 million  
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Railway-Highway Crossings – 23 USC 130  

Formerly a set-aside of the STP program, the Railway-Highway Crossings program provides funding for 
projects that improve safety at public highway-rail at-grade crossings through the elimination of hazards 
and/or the installation/upgrade of protective devices at crossings. SAFETEA-LU requires that states set 
aside at least 50 percent of the funding allocation for the installation of protective devices at rail-highway 
crossings. If all needs for installation of protective devices have been met, then the funds available can be 
used for other at-grade crossing projects eligible under this program. The federal share is 90 percent.  

SAFETEA-LU Funding for FY 2006-2009 is: $880 Million 

Eligible projects include:  

• Separation or protection of grades at crossings;  

• The reconstruction of existing railroad grade crossing structures; and  

• The relocation of highways or rail lines to eliminate grade crossings.  
 
Projects include: 
 

• Ohio Southern Rail Line Rehabilitation; and 
• Southern Tier Project in Hornell New York to Corry Pennsylvania.  

 

Revised Apportionment of Fiscal Year (FY) 2007 Elimination of Hazards Relating 
to Railway-Highway Crossing Funds Date: November 2, 2006 

This appointment transmits the revised certificate of apportionment of Elimination of Hazards 
Relating to Railway-Highway Crossing funds authorized for FY 2007 pursuant to the Safe, 
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU). 
The apportionment is effective immediately. 

The revised agreement cancels FHWA Notice 4510.616, Apportionment of the Fiscal Year (FY) 
2007 Elimination of Hazards Relating to Railway-Highway Crossing Program Funds, dated October 
3, 2006. The revision to the apportionment is required to reflect corrections to Railway-Highway 
Crossing factor data. The correction also affects the Equity Bonus Program funds. The United States 
Comptroller General decisions require that incorrect apportionments need to be appropriately 
adjusted to ensure compliance with the statutory formula for apportioning Federal highway funds 
enacted by Congress. See 41 Comptroller General 16 (1961).  

Availability of funds: 

1. The Elimination of Hazards Relating to Railway-Highway Crossing funds resulting from this 
apportionment are available for obligation until September 30, 2010. Any amounts not 
obligated by the State on or before September 30, 2010, shall lapse.  

2. The funds resulting from this apportionment are available for obligation immediately and will 
be subject to obligation controls in force at the time of obligation.  

3. The Federal share is 90 percent.  

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/legsregs/directives/notices/n4510616.htm�
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4. The program codes to be used when obligating funds are LS40 and LS50. 

Background Information: 

Section 1401(d) of the SAFETEA-LU, amends Section 130(e) of Title 23, United States Code 
(U.S.C.), to authorize the Secretary of Transportation to set aside, before an apportionment of 
Highway Safety Improvement Program funds under Section 104(b) of Title 23, U.S.C., at least 
$220,000,000 for the elimination of hazards and the installation of protective devices at railway-
highway crossings.  

Special Rule - Pursuant to Section 130(e) of Title 23, U.S.C., States that demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the Secretary of Transportation that they have met all of their needs for installation of 
protective devices at railway-highway crossings may use funds made available by this section for 
other purposes under Section 130(e). 

As required by Section 130(f) of Title 23, U.S.C., 50 percent of the set aside funds are apportioned to 
the States in accordance with the formula set forth in Section 104(b)(3)(A), and 50 percent of such 
funds are apportioned to the States in the ratio that total public railway-highway crossings in each 
State bears to the total of such crossings in all States. Notwithstanding this requirement, each State 
shall receive a minimum of ½ of 1 percent of these funds. 

As required by Section 130(k) of Title 23, U.S.C., not more than 2 percent of these Section funds 
may be used by the State for compilation and analysis of data in support of the report activities of 
Section 130(g). 

Required Action: 

Division Administrators should ensure that copies of this Notice are provided to the State 
departments of transportation. 

Table 13 – FHWA Revised Appointment of Funds for Rail Highway Crossings, 2007 
 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

REVISED APPORTIONMENT OF FUNDS FOR THE 
RAIL HIGHWAY CROSSINGS PROGRAM 
AUTHORIZED FOR FISCAL YEAR 2007 

STATE AMOUNT 

ALABAMA $4,521,257 

ALASKA 1,100,000 

ARIZONA 2,665,999 

ARKANSAS 3,744,854 

CALIFORNIA 16,167,178 

COLORADO 3,110,066 

CONNECTICUT 1,280,183 

DELAWARE 1,100,000 
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DIST. OF COL. 1,100,000 

FLORIDA 8,357,027 

GEORGIA 8,038,749 

HAWAII 1,100,000 

IDAHO 1,626,245 

ILLINOIS 9,961,416 

INDIANA 7,115,199 

IOWA 4,841,502 

KANSAS 6,225,422 

KENTUCKY 3,549,675 

LOUISIANA 4,191,875 

MAINE 1,187,249 

MARYLAND 2,281,418 

MASSACHUSETTS 2,359,900 

MICHIGAN 7,629,945 

MINNESOTA 5,845,172 

MISSISSIPPI 3,315,115 

MISSOURI 6,082,287 

MONTANA 1,749,081 

NEBRASKA 3,756,167 

NEVADA 1,100,000 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 1,100,000 

NEW JERSEY 3,595,097 

NEW MEXICO 1,563,311 

NEW YORK 6,254,764 

NORTH CAROLINA 6,051,930 

NORTH DAKOTA 3,675,632 

OHIO 8,481,793 

OKLAHOMA 5,003,015 

OREGON 3,116,206 
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PENNSYLVANIA 7,312,361 

RHODE ISLAND 1,100,000 

SOUTH CAROLINA 3,970,751 

SOUTH DAKOTA 2,316,756 

TENNESSEE 4,770,574 

TEXAS 17,053,510 

UTAH 1,574,521 

VERMONT 1,100,000 

VIRGINIA 4,441,600 

WASHINGTON 4,020,932 

WEST VIRGINIA 1,960,765 

WISCONSIN 5,333,501 

WYOMING 1,100,000 

TOTAL $220,000,000 
 
 

Surface Transportation Program (STP) – 23 USC 133, 104(b)(3), 140  

The STP program provides flexible funding for projects on any federal-aid highway, bridges on public 
roads, transit capital investments, and intracity and intercity bus terminals and facilities. Eligible freight 
projects include:  

• Preservation of abandoned rail corridors;  

• Bridge clearance increases to accommodate double-stack freight trains;  

• Capital costs of advanced truck stop electrification systems; and  

• Freight transfer yards.  

SAFETEA-LU Funding for FY 2005-2009 is: $32.6 Billion. 

The federal share of STP funding is generally 80 percent. When the funds are used for Interstate projects 
to add high-occupancy vehicle or auxiliary lanes, but not other lanes, the federal share may be 90 percent. 
Certain safety improvements listed in 23 USC 120(c) have a federal share of 100 percent.  

Projects include: 
 

• Railroad Crossing Reliability Program in Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas; 
• Red Hook Container Barge in Brooklyn, New York; and 
• Port of Tacoma Overpass in Tacoma, Washington. 
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Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) – 23 USC 
149, 104(b)(2), 126(c)  

The CMAQ program funds transportation projects and programs that improve air quality (by 
reducing transportation-related emissions) in nonattainment and maintenance areas for ozone, 
carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5).  

SAFETEA-LU Funding for FY 2005-2009 is: $8.6 Billion 

Projects include: 

• DVRPC CMAQ Competitive Program (New Jersey-Pennsylvania) 
• Dixie Siding Installation (Indianapolis, Indiana)  

• Auburn Intermodal Transfer Facility (Auburn, Maine)  

CMAQ funds have been used for freight-related projects that improve air quality by reducing 
truck, locomotive or other emissions. Examples of CMAQ-funded freight projects include 
construction of intermodal facilities for moving containers off of highways and onto rail, 
defraying barge operating costs, rail track rehabilitation, diesel engine retrofits, idle-reduction 
projects, and new rail sidings. Additionally, though previously eligible, SAFETEA-LU 
highlighted advanced truck stop electrification system at truck parking facilities, on-road diesel 
engine retrofits, and other cost-effective mitigation activities as CMAQ eligible projects. In 
addition, SAFETEA-LU provided new eligibility for non-road diesel engine retrofit projects.  

CMAQ funds may be used to fund construction and other activities that could benefit a private 
entity, if it can be documented that the project will remove truck traffic on the Federal-aid 
system or reduce other freight-related emissions, thus improving the region's air quality. This 
would be accomplished through a public-private partnership agreement. It is the public-private 
partnership agreement that allows spending public CMAQ funds on most private freight projects. 
CMAQ is often the only funding source that many freight projects can access.  

The federal share is generally 80 percent for CMAQ projects. Certain other activities, including 
carpool/vanpool projects, priority control systems for emergency vehicles and transit vehicles, 
and traffic control signalization receive a federal share of 100 percent.  
Taking people out of cars and reducing pollution by them riding to Mount Rainer by train is a 
quantifiable way to reduce pollution. That fact opens the door to CMAQ funding in any area 
which is even an adjacent county to a pollution non-attainment area. Similar projects across the 
country have already been successful in receiving CMAQ funding for their projects.  
 
A possible problem with CMAQ funding is that at least according to the current online EPA 
mapping, the entire State of Washington now doesn't have any non-attainment areas. In the 2006 
reports, Pierce County is shown as "maintenance", meaning it may be eligible, but not non-
attainment. Only these counties are shown as Maintenance: 
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Table 14 – Pierce County Maintenance (CMAQ) 
 

  3,994,875        3,994,875 
      
Portland-
Salem 

Clark 392,403 Mnt   Mnt 1.0  392,403 

King 1,777,143 Mnt   Mnt  1.0  1,777,143 
Pierce       

745,411 
Mnt   Mnt  1.0  745,411 

      
Seattle-
Tacoma 

Snohomish 644,274 Mnt  Mnt 1.0  644,274 

   
WASHINGTON  

Spokane Spokane 435,644     Mnt  Mnt 1.0  435,644 
       
 
A current active 'air quality grant' for the State of Washington that may apply to a railroad is if a 
biodiesel or hybrid experiment was conducted on the vehicle. If we go the RDC route - a real 
possibility - converting one to biodiesel might also cover the cost of the entire engine 
replacement on one of the older RDC models. The original-equipment Detroit 610's is obsolete, 
so packaging a biodiesel conversion with an engine upgrade could be feasible. 
 

Projects of National and Regional Significance – SAFETEA-LU Section 1301  

The Projects of National and Regional Significance program provides funding for high-cost projects that 
are expected to have national and regional benefits, including: 1) improving economic productivity by 
facilitating international trade; 2) relieving congestion; and 3) improving transportation safety and 
security by facilitating passenger and freight movement.  

SAFETEA-LU Funding for the FY of 2005-2009 is $1.8 Billion  

Eligible projects include any surface transportation project eligible for federal assistance under 23 USC, 
including freight railroad projects. The total project cost must be greater or equal to the lesser of $500 
million, or 75 percent of the amount of federal highway assistance funds apportioned to the state where 
the project is located. The federal share for this program is 80 percent.  

SAFETEA-LU authorized $1.8 billion for fiscal years 2005-2009; these funds have been fully earmarked 
to 25 projects, some of which are freight projects, including the Heartland Corridor (Virginia-West 
Virginia-Ohio), CREATE (Chicago, Illinois), and the Alameda Corridor East (California).  

In Washington State, two projects have been funded: 
 

• Total Funding*: $220M  

• Project List: Alaska Way Viaduct and Seawall Replacement [100], Replacement of 
Alaskan Way Viaduct and Seawall (Seattle) [120]  

• Annual Funding Levels  

o 2005: $22.0M  

o 2006: $44.0M  
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o 2007: $55.0M  

o 2008: $55.0M  

o 2009: $44.0M  

All grant recipients for projects designated under SAFETEA-LU Section 1301 - Projects of National and 
Regional Significance - should submit project descriptions to the Federal Highway Administration in 
order to expedite the release of designated funds. The project description should include the elements 
listed below and should be submitted to the FHWA Division Office through the State DOT where the 
project is located. For multi-state projects, the description should be submitted to the Division Office of 
the State designated as the lead State by the States identified in the Section 1301 designated project list. 
The FHWA Division Office will review and comment on the project description and forward the 
description to the FHWA Headquarters, to the attention of Mr. Ed Strocko, at the following address: 

HOFM-1, E84-440  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 

U.S. DOT staff from the relevant modal agencies, along with the Office of the Secretary, will review the 
proposal and provide comment through the FHWA Division Office to the applicant. Upon project review, 
funds will be released to the State for the identified work per the submitted project description. 
Section 1301 Grant Recipient Project Description Recommended Accompanying Materials List: 
Recipients of funds under Section 1301 should provide the following information to the FHWA Division 
Office: 

1. Statement of Purpose - A detailed project description, along with contact information for 
the project's primary point of contact.  

a. Identification of the national and/or regional economic benefits expected from the 
project.  

b. Identification of the projects ability to reduce congestion or otherwise enhance the 
national transportation system.  

2. Eligibility - Assessment of the extent to which the project is eligible for Federal 
assistance under title 23, United States Code, including freight railroad projects and 
activities eligible under such title.  

3. Project Map - Schematic depicting the project and connecting transportation 
infrastructure.  

4. Scope of Work - Complete list of activities to be funded through the grant; including 
development phase activities (planning, feasibility analysis, revenue forecasting, 
environmental review, preliminary engineering and design work, and other 
preconstruction activities), and construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation and 
acquisition of real property (including land related to the project and improvements to 
land), environmental mitigation, construction contingencies, acquisition of equipment, 
and operational improvements.  

5. Cost Estimate - Detailed quantification of eligible project costs by activity, including 
contingency amounts.  
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6. Stakeholder Identification - List of all public and private project partners, and the role 
each will play in the execution of the project.  

7. Funding Disclosure - Identification of all funding sources that will supplement the grant 
and be necessary to fully fund the project, and the anticipated dates on which the 
additional funds are to be made available.  

8. Timeline - Delineation of project timeline, including work to be completed and 
anticipated funding cycles.  

9. Project History - Results of any preliminary engineering done to date.  

10. Transportation Planning - State DOT validation that the project is or will be included on 
the appropriate planning document (TIP/STIP).  

11. Coordinated Planning - For projects in air quality maintenance and non-attainment areas, 
demonstration that the TIP/STIP conforms to the State Implementation Plan.  

12. Environmental Process - Status and timeline for the environmental process, including 
NEPA. 
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Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
 
A major way FTA helps communities support public transportation is by issuing grants to 
eligible recipients for planning, vehicle purchases, facility construction, operations, and other 
purposes. FTA administers this financial assistance according to authorization, SAFETEA-LU, 
which was signed into law in August 2005.  
Overall Investments and Funding: 
 

Table 15 – FTA Overall Investments and Funding 
 

Year  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002  2003 
Authorization*  --  $2,000M $2,807M $3,011M $3,216M  $3,421M $3,616M 
Guaranteed  $1,900M**  $2,000M $2,207M $2,401M $2,596M  $2,791M $2,986M 
 

Planning and Project Development Process 
 
The federally-mandated metropolitan transportation planning and project development process in 
the United States was established in 1964. The process was significantly expanded by the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) to include statewide 
planning, and was strengthened and reinforced by the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st 
Century (TEA-21) in 1998 and the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Act: A 
Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) in 2005. The planning process is ongoing, as discussed 
below.  
 

Metropolitan Planning 
 
Regional or metropolitan transportation planning (49 USC § 5303) in urbanized areas – those 
over 50,000 in population – is performed by the metropolitan planning organization (MPO). 
MPOs are responsible for developing a long-range (minimum 20 years) transportation plan and a 
four-year transportation improvement program (TIP) for the area, in cooperation with the state 
and affected transit operators. The TIP must be consistent with the long-range plan and must 
include all projects in the metropolitan area that are proposed for funding with federal funds.  
The major elements of transportation planning in metropolitan areas are as follows:  
A proactive and inclusive public involvement process;  
Consideration of eight broad areas: support for the economic vitality of the metropolitan area; 
increase safety of the transportation system; increase security of the transportation system; 
increase the accessibility and mobility for people and freight; protect and enhance the 
environment, promote energy conservation, improve the quality of life and promote consistency 
between transportation improvements and state and local planned growth and economic 
development patterns; enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system; 
promote efficient system management and operation; and emphasize the preservation of the 
existing transportation system;  

http://www.fta.dot.gov/index_4696.html�
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Area studies conducted to address significant transportation problems in a corridor or sub area 
that might involve the use of federal funds;  
Development of financial plans for implementing the transportation plan and TIP; and  
Assurance that the transportation plan and TIP in air quality nonattainment areas conform to the 
State Implementation Plan as required by the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990. 
 

Statewide Planning 
 
Each state is responsible for the state-wide transportation planning process within its jurisdiction 
(49 USC § 5304). This planning process produces both the 20-year statewide transportation plan 
and the four-year statewide transportation improvement program (STIP). Statewide 
transportation plans include the future state vision for mobility that considers the same eight 
factors of the metropolitan planning process. 
 
STIPs are short-term documents that list the projects to be advanced by the state over four years 
with federal funding. Only projects listed in the STIP can receive federal funding and must be 
consistent with the long-range plan. STIPs include all capital projects in rural areas as well as all 
capital projects contained in the metropolitan TIPs. STIPs are approved by the state, FTA, and 
the Federal Highway Administration at least every four years or when the STIPs are updated. 
 

New Starts Planning and Project Development Process 
 
FTA’s discretionary New Starts program is the federal government’s primary financial resource 
for supporting locally planned, implemented, and operated transit “guideway” capital 
investments. SAFETEA-LU authorize $8 billion in Section 5309 (49 USC § 5309) New Starts 
funding for fiscal years 2005 through 2009 for the construction of new transit projects. Projects 
seeking New Starts funding, like all federally-funded transportation investments in metropolitan 
areas, must emerge from a locally-driven, multimodal transportation planning process and follow 
FTA’s New Starts Planning and Project Development Process.  
 
Steps in the process include: 
 
• An alternatives analysis, where local agencies evaluate several modal and alignment options 

for addressing mobility needs in a given corridor and select a locally preferred alternative to 
implement;  

• Preliminary engineering, where project costs, benefits, and impacts are refined; federal 
environmental studies are completed; and local funding commitments are secured; and  

• Final design, which includes right-of-way acquisition, utility relocation, and the preparation 
of final construction plans. 

 
Separate funding is provided for projects requesting less than $75 million in New Starts funds of 
proposed New Starts are used to help identify those projects that are most worthy of federal 
investment beginning in fiscal year 2007. These projects will be subjected to a simplified project 
development and rating process in which preliminary engineering and final design are combined 
into a single step called  “project development.” 

http://www.epa.gov/air/oaq_caa.html/�
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Figure 78 – FTA New Starts Planning and Project Development Process  

 

 
 

Environmental Review Process 
 
Projects which are proposed for federal funding by FTA must meet the requirements of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). NEPA requires federal agencies to carefully 
consider the environmental effects of the projects they propose to fund before making a decision 
to proceed. Like other federal agencies, FTA relies on past experience with a wide variety of 
mass transit projects to select the appropriate level of environmental impact assessment and 
review. 
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Many types of projects can be processed with minimal or no environmental documentation. 
Major projects involving substantial new construction and greater off-site impacts are handled 
with specially prepared environmental documents and a formal review-and-comment process.  
 
There are many single-purpose environmental protection statutes in addition to NEPA, such as 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act; Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act; and 
Section 4(f) of the DOT Act. FTA’s general policy is to satisfy the requirements of related 
environmental statutes within the framework of NEPA compliance. 
Another important goal of the environmental review process is to provide a forum for the general 
public to learn about a project proposal and react to it. Over three decades, many citizens have 
become 
 

Rail and Fixed Guideway Modernization (5309) 
 
The transit capital investment program (49 U.S.C. 5309) provides capital assistance for three 
primary activities:  
 
• Modernization of existing rail systems;  
• New and replacement busses and facilities; and  
• New fixed guideway systems.  
 
Eligible recipients for capital investment funds are public bodies and agencies (transit authorities 
and other state and local public bodies and agencies thereof) including states, municipalities, 
other political subdivisions of states; public agencies and instrumentalities of one or more states; 
and certain public corporations, boards, and commissions established under state law. Funds are 
allocated on a discretionary basis.  
 

Fixed Guideway Modernization 
 
A “fixed guideway” refers to any transit service that uses exclusive or controlled rights-of-way 
or rails, entirely or in part. The term includes heavy rail, commuter rail, light rail, monorail, 
trolleybus, aerial tramway, inclined plane, cable car, automated guideway transit, ferryboats, that 
portion of motor bus service operated on exclusive or controlled rights-of-way, and high-
occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes.  
Eligible purposes are capital projects to modernize or improve existing fixed guideway systems, 
including purchase and rehabilitation of rolling stock, track, line equipment, structures, signals 
and communications, power equipment and substations, passenger stations and terminals, 
security equipment and systems, maintenance facilities and equipment, operational support 
equipment including computer hardware and software, system extensions, and preventive 
maintenance.  
Funds are allocated by a statutory formula to urbanized areas with rail systems that have been in 
operation for at least seven years.  
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Grants for fixed Guideway Modernization Projects 
  
A fixed guideway refers to any transit service that uses exclusive or controlled rights-of-way or 
rails, entirely or in part. The term includes heavy rail, commuter rail, light rail, trolleybus, aerial 
tramway, inclined plane, cable car, automated guideway transit, ferryboats, that portion of motor 
bus service operated on exclusive or controlled rights-of-way, and high-occupancy-vehicle 
(HOV) lanes. 
 
Eligible recipients include public bodies and agencies (transit authorities and other state and 
local public bodies and agencies thereof) including states, municipalities, other political 
subdivisions of states; public agencies and instrumentalities of one or more states; and certain 
public corporations, boards, and commissions established under state law. 
 
Eligible purposes include capital projects to modernize or improve fixed guideway systems are 
eligible including purchase and rehabilitation of rolling stock, track, line equipment, structures, 
signals and communications, power equipment and substations, passenger stations and terminals, 
security equipment and systems, maintenance facilities and equipment, operational support 
equipment including computer hardware and software, system extensions, and preventive 
maintenance. 
 
Allocation of funding includes the formula for allocating funds contains seven tiers. The 
allocation of funding under the first four tiers is based on data used to apportion the funding in 
fiscal year 1997.  
Funding under the last three tiers is apportioned based on the latest available route miles and 
revenue vehicle miles on segments at least seven years old as reported to the National Transit 
Database. A threshold level of more than one mile of fixed guideway is required to receive these 
funds.  
 
SAFETEA-LU directs FTA to evaluate and rate New Starts projects as they proceed through the 
project development process and as input into federal funding recommendations published in the 
Department of Transportation’s Annual Report on New Starts to Congress. The ratings and 
evaluations 
SAFETEA-LU authorizes specific dollar amounts for each program.  Each year Congress 
provides an annual appropriation which funds the programs specified in SAFETEA-LU. Upon 
receiving this appropriation, FTA apportions and allocates these funds according to formulas and 
earmarks.   
 
Generally, FTA funds are available to designated recipients that must be public bodies (i.e. 
states, cities, towns, regional governments, transit authorities, etc.) with the legal authority to 
receive and dispense federal funds. The recipients of these grants are responsible for managing 
their projects in accordance with federal requirements.  FTA conducts oversight reviews to 
ensure that these requirements are met. 
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Large Urban Cities (5307) 
This program (49 U.S.C. 5307) makes Federal resources available to urbanized areas and to 
Governors for transit capital and operating assistance in urbanized areas and for transportation 
related planning. An urbanized area is an incorporated area with a population of 50,000 or more 
that is designated as such by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.  
 
Eligible purposes include planning, engineering design and evaluation of transit projects and 
other technical transportation-related studies; capital investments in bus and bus-related 
activities such as replacement of buses, overhaul of buses, rebuilding of buses, crime prevention 
and security equipment and construction of maintenance and passenger facilities; and capital 
investments in new and existing fixed guideway systems including rolling stock, overhaul and 
rebuilding of vehicles, track, signals, communications, and computer hardware and software. All 
preventive maintenance and some Americans with Disabilities Act complementary paratransit 
service costs are considered capital costs.  
 
For urbanized areas with 200,000 population and over, funds are apportioned and flow directly 
to a designated recipient selected locally to apply for and receive Federal funds. For urbanized 
areas under 200,000 in population, the funds are apportioned to the Governor of each state for 
distribution. A few areas under 200,000 in population have been designated as transportation 
management areas and receive apportionments directly.  
 
For urbanized areas with populations of 200,000 or more, operating assistance is not an eligible 
expense. In these areas, at least one percent of the funding apportioned to each area must be used 
for transit enhancement activities such as historic preservation, landscaping, public art, 
pedestrian access, bicycle access, and enhanced access for persons with disabilities.  
 
This is funded under Formula Grants to urbanized areas and states for transit-related purposes. 
 
Eligible recipients include funding is made available to designated recipients that must be public 
bodies with the legal authority to receive and dispense Federal funds. Governors, responsible 
local officials and publicly owned operators of transit services are to designate a recipient to 
apply for, receive, and dispense funds for transportation management areas pursuant to 
49USCA5307(a)(2). Generally, a transportation management area is an urbanized area with a 
population of 200,000 or over. The Governor or Governor’s designee is the designated recipient 
for urbanized areas between 50,000 and 200,000. 
 
Eligible purposes include Planning, engineering design and evaluation of transit projects and 
other technical transportation-related studies; capital investments in bus and bus-related 
activities such as replacement of buses, overhaul of buses, rebuilding of buses, crime prevention 
and security equipment and construction of maintenance and passenger facilities; and capital 
investments in new and existing fixed guideway systems including rolling stock, overhaul and 
rebuilding of vehicles, track, signals, communications, and computer hardware and software. All 
preventive maintenance and some Americans with Disabilities Act complementary paratransit 
service are considered capital costs.  
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Allocation of funding is apportioned on the basis of legislative formulas. For areas of 50,000 to 
199,999 in population, the formula is based on population and population density. For areas with 
populations of 200,000 and more, the formula is based on a combination of bus revenue vehicle 
miles, bus passenger miles, fixed guideway revenue vehicle miles, and fixed guideway route 
miles as well as population and population density. 
 
The Federal share is not to exceed 80 percent of the net project cost. The Federal share may be 
90 percent for the cost of vehicle-related equipment attributable to compliance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and the Clean Air Act. The Federal share may also be 90 
percent for projects or portions of projects related to bicycles. The Federal share may not exceed 
50 percent of the net project cost of operating assistance. 
U.S. Department of Commerce – Economic Development Administration (EDA)  
 
EDA provides grants for projects in economically distressed industrial sites that promote job 
creation and/or retention. Eligible projects must be located within an EDA-designated 
redevelopment area or economic development center. Eligible freight-related projects include: 
industrial access roads, port development and expansion, and railroad spurs and sidings. 
Grantees must provide evidence of economic distress that the project is intended to alleviate.  
 
Grant assistance is available up to 50 percent of the project, although the EDA could provide up 
to 80 percent for projects in severely depressed areas.  
$250 million is available for the 2007 FY for economic development assistance programs.  
 
During the last quarter of 2005, the EDA announced 117 grants greater than $100,000, totaling 
almost $103 million. These investments were part of projects that totaled over $240 million. 
EDA's Fiscal Year 2004 investments totaled approximately $278 million, with grants ranging 
from $12,000 to $5.6 million.  
 
Projects include: 

• Southern Tier Project (Hornell, New York to Corry, Pennsylvania) 
• Port of South Louisiana Rail Spur Upgrade  
• I-55 Access to Center Point Intermodal Center at Deer Run (Joliet, Illinois) 

 

Types of programs 
 

Public Works and Economic Development Program 
 
Public Works and Economic Development investments help support the construction or 
rehabilitation of essential public infrastructure and facilities necessary to generate or retain 
private sector jobs and investments, attract private sector capital, and promote regional 
competitiveness, including investments that expand and upgrade infrastructure to attract new 
industry, support technology-led development, redevelop brownfield sites and provide eco-
industrial development.  
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Economic Adjustment Assistance Program 
 

The Economic Adjustment Assistance Program provides a wide range of technical, planning and 
infrastructure assistance in regions experiencing adverse economic changes that may occur 
suddenly or over time. This program is designed to respond flexibly to pressing economic 
recovery issues and is well suited to help address challenges faced by U.S. regions and 
communities.  
 

Planning Program 
 
The Planning Program helps support planning organizations, including District Organizations 
and Indian Tribes, in the development, implementation, revision or replacement of 
comprehensive economic development strategies (CEDS), and for related short-term planning 
investments and State plans designed to create and retain higher-skill, higher-wage jobs, 
particularly for the unemployed and underemployed in the nation’s most economically distressed 
regions.  
 
Investment applications will be competitively evaluated on their ability to meet or exceed the 
following investment policy guidelines:  
 
Be market-based and results-driven.  An investment will capitalize on a region's competitive 
strengths and will positively move a regional economic indicator measured on EDA's Balanced 
Scorecard, such as: an increased number of higher-skill, higher-wage jobs; increased tax 
revenue; or increased private-sector investment. 
 
Have strong organizational leadership.  An investment will have strong leadership, relevant 
project management experience, and a significant commitment of human-resources talent to 
ensure a project's successful execution. 
 
Advance productivity, innovation, and entrepreneurship.  An investment will embrace the 
principles of entrepreneurship, enhance regional clusters, and leverage and link technology 
innovators and local universities to the private sector to create the conditions for greater 
productivity, innovation, and job creation. 
 
Look beyond the immediate economic horizon, anticipate economic changes, and diversify the 
local and regional economy.  An investment will be part of an overarching, long-term 
comprehensive economic development strategy that enhances a region's success in achieving a 
rising standard of living by supporting existing industry clusters, developing emerging new 
clusters, or attracting new regional economic drivers. 
 
Demonstrate a high degree of commitment by exhibiting: 

 
• High levels of local-government or nonprofit matching funds and private-sector 

leverage. 
• Clear and unified leadership and support by local elected officials. 
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• Strong cooperation between the business sector, relevant regional partners, and local, 
state, and federal governments. 

 

Emergent Freight Rail Program – 2007-2009 Funding Session   
 
Other than the freight grants, many of the 'competitive grants' listed on the WSDOT pages 
'appear' to be repackaged and re-listed grants from other agencies such as EDA. Of the $33 
million for other WSDOT grants in the 2007-9 funding cycle, refer to the attached grant 
information and map in this appendix.  
 
Based on the awarded grants, ADA access and transit is very important. As ADA accessibility 
for railroad equipment can include such issues as high platforms, on-train and on-platform lifts, 
signage, etc., this would appear to be one of the better fits to the program and any capital costs 
associated with train to the mountain for retrofitting or adapting rail equipment to ADA 
standards.  
While the existing coaches may be ADA accessible, any vintage equipment such as RDC's may 
or may not be, based upon previous owners. The capital cost of retrofitting equipment to such 
standards would fit well within the DOT program impacts. 
 
The criteria used to rank applicants submissions are based on the following: 
25 points Economic development 
15 points Viability of proposal based on application 
10 points Participation by local agency, railroad, private companies and other funding sources 
10 points Highway impacts 
10 points Safety/emergency situation 
10 points Preservation of rail corridor 
10 points Railroad system delay minimization 
05 points Environmental impacts 
05 points Geographic balance 
 
The following is a list of projects that Tacoma Rail has already submitted for funding under the 
Emergent Freight Rail program:  
 
Tacoma Rail Switching Yard Automation 
Purchase of Two Locomotives 
Repairs to Two Bridges 
Purchase of 52 rail cars 
Construction of new rail spur 
Construct Fueling and Sanding facilities 
 

Washington State Department of Ecology 

$2 million in grants is currently available to help local governments purchase and install devices 
that decrease pollution created by heavy-duty diesel vehicles and equipment.  
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Twenty-eight cities, counties, transit authorities and port authorities across the state will receive 
funding from Ecology’s local government retrofit grant program. Transit buses, dump trucks 
and garbage trucks are among the types of vehicles that will be fitted with emissions control 
technology. Counties where awards are being made include Benton, Chelan, Clark, Cowlitz, 
Douglas, Franklin, Grant, Grays Harbor, Island, King, Kitsap, Okanogan, San Juan, 
Snohomish, Spokane, Stevens, Thurston, Walla Walla, Whitman, and Yakima.  
“We are pleased to provide this funding to local governments," said Stu Clark, Ecology’s air-
quality program manager. “Diesel exhaust creates a significant health hazard in our state. These 
grants will help decrease the harm caused by this extremely toxic pollution."  

Diesel soot poses the highest cancer risk of any air pollutant. Particles harm the heart, lungs and 
immune systems of those exposed. Individuals with pre-existing health conditions are especially 
at risk. Infants, young children, the elderly, pregnant women, and smokers are also more 
sensitive to the toxic affects of these pollutants.  

Technology to eliminate up to 99 percent of the toxic emissions generated by diesel vehicles is 
now readily available. Most of this technology is relatively maintenance free and easy to install. 
These grants will be used to purchase and install these emission control devices.  
Ecology received 82 applications for funding under the local government retrofit grant program. “We are 
hoping that the Legislature will provide more funding for this program in the future so we can support 
the rest of these important projects," said Clark. 
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